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 The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one 
big thing.   —(Adagia, Erasmus) 

IN APRIl, WhIle hoMe IN MISSISSIPPI, I planted 
garden beds for my elderly parents. My dad loves okra, but it’s 
impossible to buy with the freshly picked taste (Southerners 

know this). I left all in perfect order and even planted two 
varieties to compare, with a view to the time when Gwen and 
I return to our farm. The day I left, a tornado touched down a 
mile from my place, then went to town on two neighborhoods 
and several businesses. But no one was killed, and from what I 
hear, the okra came up perfectly. Forget planting by the moon—
planting the morning before a tornado is the way to go.
 This issue on research and experimentation has been 
germinating two and a half years. I thought we’d focus on 
the place of scientific method in permaculture, and review 
the literature. But we held off, fearing a lack of material. An 
article on Transition Network in January (“The Trouble with 
Permaculture” by Ann Owen), set off a firestorm. I didn’t 
find the essay troubling, rather it seemed to highlight obvious 
problems. others wrote shortly thereafter, lamenting the dearth 
of scientific research on permaculture.
 Part of the problem stems from poor definition. Not a 
set of tools or even a toolbox—there’s no such thing as a 
“permaculture swale”—permaculture is a philosophical 
approach, a set of ethics, and a design system with applications 
that extend beyond gardening. A “permaculture garden” (one 
with multiple functions and a perennial framework, created by 
applied ecological design) may have neither swales nor keyhole 
beds. It may have raised beds (in wet areas), or sunken beds (in 
arid areas). Too often, the cultivation or earthworking techniques 
permaculture borrows are confused with the design system itself. 
 Mollison’s “…protracted and thoughtful observation” sounds 
a lot like the process that gives rise to testable hypotheses. 
Scientific method seeks to reduce complexity in a system so that 
we can understand what’s going on. A well designed experiment 
eliminates all variables but one, then systematically changes 
that element, and measures the result. A control group keeps the 
variable constant (reference or standard conditions). In field crop 
research, unlike the basic biological or physical sciences, it’s not 
possible to control all the variables—the open nature of land, 
with insects, other animals, weather, and unequal distribution of 
soil and weeds, can alter outcomes. however, running multiple 
test plots under each experimental condition quantifies the 
effects of these uncontrolled variables. A lot of time, money, and 
acreage goes into a really good experiment, which should give 
a few solid bits of data for analysis; this in turn may lead to one 
or two conclusions. Somebody says Tagetes repels nematodes—
set up an experiment. A book says cilantro accumulates 
magnesium—make some measurements. Groundnut produces 
better on a sunchoke trellis—start planting. Can a chicken moat 

keep bermudagrass out of the garden?—only one way to find out.
 In contrast to the one-thing-at-a-time approach, permaculture 
wades right into complexity. Like the fox, it knows many things. 
 however, the most fundamental distinction between science 
and permaculture has little to do with definition or complexity, 
but with ethics. Pure science concerns itself not with societal 
good (nor commercial profit, for that matter), but with basic 
questions about the universe. Technology then applies the 
discoveries of science to give society whatever it wants. 
operating in this ethical vacuum has always been a problem—
metallurgy led to bronze, then iron and steel weaponry. More 
recently, the misapplication of science for the development of 
nuclear weapons led einstein, Pauling, and other scientists of 
conscience to advocate for nuclear disarmament. In contrast, as 
an applied science of design, permaculture embodies a concern 
for the present and future of people and place. 
 Now, if we’re just having a little fun in the garden, it’s 
nobody’s business, but “permanent culture” aspires to recreate 
the world so that it works for people and planet. Thus, this issue 
of the Activist seems to be more about accepting feedback than 
reviewing the scientific literature on permaculture (because there 
isn’t much—see Rafter Sass Ferguson). The closest metrics are 
for agroforestry or organic farming. on the bright side, eight 
universities now offer degrees in organics; more and more offer 
permaculture-oriented courses. Perhaps these changes will be 
catalytic. For the near future, it looks as if we’ll have to do our 
own research. If so, accurate record-keeping will be essential. 
 Convergent thinking in the pages of this issue suggests that 
a more rigorous scientific approach to permaculture is needed to 
influence national agricultural policy, perhaps garnering support 
for the commercialization of proven agroforestry systems—
something “beyond organic.” Meaningful participatory or on-
farm research—the Peoples’ science—requires careful design 
and reporting of field tests, and more effective communication 
and collaboration. The work of the Permaculture Association in 
the UK provides a model. let’s show that permaculture is more 
than a hobby of middle-class White people. let’s embrace every 
tool, including scientific method, to make the dream a reality.
 The theme of #94 (submission deadline Sept. 1) is “Seasonal 
Cycles of Work.” Next up is “Perennial Crops” (articles and 
photos needed by Dec. 1)—agroforestry, silvopasture, novel 
ways to merge perennials and annuals, commercial fruit- and 
berry-growing, new perennial vegetables, perennialization 
strategies, naturalization of forest mushrooms, edible or fodder 
aquatics (duckweed, anyone?), and more. Please consider 
writing for these issues, and do send photos or other graphics. 
 We thank our readers and authors for their contributions. 
Please give some thought to what you’d like from the Activist. 
What are some good choices for future themes? What changes 
would you like to see? More broadly, how could we be of more 
service to the permaculture community?    ∆

A Perfectly Usable Dream
John Wages
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We FACe A hoST of converging, intersecting 
crises: climate change, peak energy, an increasingly 
unstable global economy, habitat loss and the mass 

extinction event it entails, the active erosion of power invested 
in democratic processes (however flawed) and its concentration 
in the capitalist owning class, the ongoing release of toxic and 
long-lived pollutants, spiraling inequality within and between 
nations, rampant racism and ethnocentrism—also within and 
between nations, the proliferation of small arms as well as 
weapons of mass destruction—the list goes on and on.
 We are confident that permaculture holds solutions to a 
number of these crises—or at least some of permaculture holds 
solutions to parts of each of these crises. But how? each crisis 
in itself is fiendishly complex. Their interlocking, mutually-
reinforcing nature makes it difficult even to formulate the 
question in a way that makes sense and is answerable. 
 Some of us would say that permaculture’s prescriptions 
are sufficient because they are simple—they cut through 
the overwhelming complexity of converging crises. Just use 
permaculture to design a big garden or a small farm. Get your 
neighbors to do the same, and start sharing resources. once you 
know what you’re doing, teach or start designing for others. 
Those are our answers. 

 But, in the face of these converging crises, do we actually 
know what our questions are? As long as the answers remain the 
same, frozen in time by dogmatic faith in our fallible pioneers, 
we don’t need to examine those questions. New questions, the 
kinds demanded by the nature of the crises we face, will point 
us in different directions and into unfamiliar territory. I believe 
that’s where we need to be heading. We need to know what our 
next questions are before beginning to answer them.
 I’ve been involved with permaculture since I took my 
PDC in 2003, and for the last four years I’ve been conducting 
research on permaculture in the context of a PhD program at the 
University of Illinois. Permaculture is vast, and no single view 
of it is adequate for understanding. My dissertation has taken 

But, in the face of these 
converging crises, 
do we actually know 
what our questions are? 

Converging Crises, Divergent Questions

Critical Questions for Permaculture

the form of three projects, each of which embodies a different 
view of permaculture: as a parallel to the scientific discipline of 
agroecology, as a movement, and as a farming system. Through 
each of these lenses, I will briefly discuss the strengths and 
vulnerabilities they highlight and the critical questions they 
pose. I will go one step further and suggest what I’m calling 
“early answers,” that are necessarily partial and preliminary, 
a mix of substantive responses that point to further questions. 
Analysis of the data from the latter two projects is still ongoing, 
so discussion of their results is limited to certain areas.

The view through agroecology

 I conducted and published a systematic review of the 
permaculture literature in 2014 (1) from the perspective of 
its closest ally in the sciences: agroecology. Focusing on 
agroecology means that there are many aspects of permaculture 
that I don’t address, including architecture, forest management, 
and urban planning. My goals were to identify, through the lens 
of agroecology, the key characteristics of permaculture: What 
does it propose? How does it correspond with the scientific, 
peer-reviewed agroecology literature? Where it doesn’t 
correspond, when is it a case of permaculture shining a light on 
a topic that agroecologists should be paying more attention to? 
And when is it a case of problems in the permaculture literature?
 Because agroecology is transdisciplinary, (2) I was 
able to take a multi-layered look at permaculture. Because 
“Permaculture for Agroecology: Design, Practice, Movement, 
and Worldview” is freely available for download on my website, 
and through the journal Agronomy for Sustainable Development, 
I’ll address only key findings here.

Figure 1. This concept map shows the distinctive characteris-
tics of permaculture, considered as design, practice, movement, 
and worldview. Adapted from Ferguson & Lovell, 2014.

Rafter Sass Ferguson
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for extrapolating from ecological principles in a way that 
oversimplifies the processes at work, and for making claims and 
prescriptions based on those principles that wildly overreach 
what we really know how to do. Much of this involves what 
is, at best, a confusion around the relationship between 
different kinds of productivity: namely, net primary production 
(NPP—basically, total photosynthesis minus what’s used up in 
daily metabolism) on one hand, and production of harvestable 
yields on the other. This disparity shows up in how we discuss 
forest gardens, polycultures, perennials, the edge principle, and 
diversity (and possibly elsewhere). (I discuss this in somewhat 
more depth in the paper.) In short, higher NPP won’t necessarily 
produce more human-edible stuff. even when higher NPP does 
translate to increased food production, factors like increased 
harvest labor can easily swamp production gains. At best, it’s 
confusion—at worst, it’s a smoke-and-mirrors sales pitch.
 The permaculture literature also underplays the complexity 
and risk involved in developing and managing diversified 

farming systems (DFS). Starting or transitioning to DFS is 
an incredibly complex task—especially in the industrialized 
world, where farmers must compete directly with the cheapest 
commodities in the world. (3, 4) Very little of the wealth of 
farm planning and decision-support materials out there are 
appropriate for diversified farms, and even less so for those that 
incorporate perennials. So far, we’ve offered little to fill the gap. 
even though they are ultimately safe for society as a whole, 
the kinds of farm systems we advocate are currently risky 
enterprises for new and transitioning farmers. our literature 
mostly offers lots of principled encouragement and does little to 
acknowledge the complexity of the undertaking. 

Critical questions and early answers
	 •	Is oversimplification necessary for the growth of 
permaculture? 
 I suspect that this fearful question lies at the heart of some 
permaculturists’ insistence on the dogmatic simplicity of 
principles and techniques. It’s possible the simplest narrative 
will attract more converts faster—there’s plenty of evidence 
for that from the world around us! (Fox News, anyone?) But as 
I discuss in my other article in this issue, “Peoples’ Science or 
Pseudoscience?” (See pg. 26), I think we can be very effective 
with a balanced narrative, one that invokes both the power we 
hold to engage and transform our situation, and the burning 
questions that we need to answer in order to succeed.

 • How do we improve permaculture’s relationship with 
science and evidence? 

Our literature mostly 
offers lots of principled 
encouragement… 

 
Strengths
 The good news is that the framework we promote, in broad 
strokes, is extensively supported by contemporary science. 
The principles and themes of our work largely complement, 
and in many cases provide a useful extension of those in the 
agroecology literature. Our focus on site-specific design, 
and on principles like diversity and multifunctionality, echo 
widely across a broad swath of agroecological research and 
theory. Rich empirical support exists for the importance of 
perennials, polyculture, integrated water management, and 
land-use diversification. And permaculture yet offers something 
distinctive and critical to that body of research, as an integrative 
framework that makes explicit how all of these elements can 
work together. Permaculture emphasizes their transformative 
potential in a way that’s provocative and useful. 
 And in some cases, permaculture does indeed shine a light 
on a neglected topic. The design of agroecosystems is a subject 
that receives very little attention in agroecology (in english-
language publications, anyway). Permaculture’s rich discussion 
of the integration of multiple components on a specific site does 
not have any parallel in the scientific literature. For instance, 
we present a set of tools for thinking strategically about 
configuration, or arrangement in space, that is provocative and 
unique. The hypothesis behind Relative location, Zones and 
Sectors, and related principles, is that it’s not just how we decide 
on land uses, but how we arrange them in the landscape, that 
drives all kinds of functions and whole-farm outcomes. This 
hypothesis is reasonable and testable, yet is not addressed in any 
systematic way in the agroecological literature. 

Vulnerabilities
 There is ample material for a deep dialog between 
permaculture and agroecology. But that doesn’t mean it will 
always be easy. our literature shows that we have a weakness 

Figure 2. These plots show the distribution of responses across 
the variables of age and national median income. Each grey dot 
represents a single response. The grey box is a standard box plot 
showing quantiles of the data, with the central white dot show-
ing the median value. The irregular lines are density plots that 
show the frequency of response across the range of values.
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 The Peoples’ Science article addresses this question in depth.

The view through the movement

 In 2012, I conducted a web survey, open to anyone identifying 
with permaculture in any way. Despite being rather long, with 
no financial reward, being available only on the web, and only 
in english, the survey received a tremendous response. After 
culling responses with low levels of completion or no geographic 
information, I was left with 761 responses from 46 countries—an 
extraordinary body of data. I’m grateful to everyone who 
contributed their time and perspective. The results discussed here 
represent a small portion of the first pass at analysis of the results. 
 Because the survey is not a random sample from a known 
population, it can’t be used to make the usual kind of statistical 
inferences about permaculture in general. The survey was what’s 
called a “convenience sample”—in other words, the respondents 
are whomever I could get to respond! That being said, 761 
responses is a lot of data, with power to inform our assessment 
of the movement. We simply need to keep in mind all the ways 
in which the survey sample may be skewed relative to the whole 
of permaculture, and use the data to identify critical questions 
rather than exact answers. 

Strengths
 As many have noted, diversity is a source of strength and 
resilience in social systems, as much as in ecosystems. And 
in many ways, the survey responses illustrate a high level of 
diversity (Figure 2). Survey respondents were very diverse 
by age, and included a higher proportion of women than the 
general population. Permaculture is also fairly diverse in terms 
of several indicators of socio-economic status: income (as a 
proportion of the national median income), home ownership, 
and level of education. This is a marker of success that we 
should be proud of and build upon.

Vulnerabilities
 Permaculture is not diverse across all factors, however. 
We appear to be simply replicating some of the patterns that 
exist in society at large. This is not especially surprising, but 
it is very serious. Permaculture has a problem with racial and 
ethnic diversity—we are overwhelmingly White (Figure 3). For 
example, of 448 responses in the US, only 24 identified as other 
than White/Caucasian: 5 Native American, 8 Hispanic, 8 Black/
African American, and 3 Asian or Pacific Islander. To put that in 
perspective, if the US survey respondents were proportional to 
the national demographic makeup, there would be 324 White/
Caucasian, 4 Native American, 73 Hispanic, 56 Black/African 
American, and 22 Asian or Pacific Islander respondents. 
 It’s also the case that, while women are well represented as 
participants, the genders do not describe their participation in 
the same way. The survey showed that women are significantly 
more likely than men to identify with relatively low-status 
support roles (student, community member), while men are 
more likely to identify with relatively high-status leadership 
roles (teacher, professional, designer). Through race and gender, 
we’re losing out on critical contributions from groups whose 

leadership permaculture needs badly in order to thrive.

Critical questions and early answers
 • How can we stop replicating within our movement the 
sexism that exists in society, and foster a level of women’s 
leadership that is proportional to their participation? 
 Here I’ll refer you to an excellent article from Permaculture 
Activist #89 Autumn 2013 (pp. 46-50), “A Pattern Language 
for Women in Permaculture,” by my friend and colleague 
Karryn olson-Ramanujan. You can order the back issue 
from the Activist or find the article on her website, http://
seedsustainabilityconsulting.com.

 • Knowing that being a White-dominated movement right 
now creates barriers for the participation of people of color, 
how do we get through this bottleneck? 
 First, we need to face the seriousness of this issue head-on. 
The idea that we could accomplish what we need to accomplish 
while maintaining our severely unbalanced ethnic/racial makeup 
would be willful madness. This problem is even more complex 
than gender, as it goes beyond the roles that people identify 
with, to fundamental presence or absence in the movement. 
It requires its own ongoing discussion (even its own theme 
issue of this journal). I comment only briefly here, at the risk 
of doing damage to the complexity of the problem. Second, 
in order to succeed in navigating this complex landscape, the 
white majority in permaculture needs to educate ourselves about 
racism. The standard education on these issues that most of us 
have received is no more adequate to the task than a high school 
agronomy class equips you to create regenerative agriculture. 
Some accessible starting points are listed in the References & 
Resources section. (5, 6, 7)
 Third, we need to shift our thinking about diversity from 
a recruitment paradigm to a relevance paradigm. Under a 
recruitment paradigm, we try to get people of color to enter 
into permaculture spaces through a variety of strategies (some 
great, some flawed). We then end up wondering, “why don’t 
they come?” In a relevance paradigm, we stop worrying about 
what “they” are doing or not doing, and put our focus where 

Figure 3. These balloon plots show proportion (area of circle) 
and number (label) of responses among the categories of the 
gender and ethnicity variables.
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consumption, using subsistence production, barter, and direct 
exchange to reduce the importance of money in human relations, 
rather than to optimize income. other farms focus their 
energies on regenerating permanent production landscapes, 
restoring clearcut hillsides and denuded overgrazed rangeland 
using production practices, and helping increase the long-term 
productive capacity of the regional landscape. For some farms, 
education and community-building are central, and the focus 
is on fostering opportunities to share knowledge and develop 
relationships: providing resources for community meetings, 
running workshops, hosting farmer incubation programs, and 
other activities. These endeavors can also bring in money to 
invest in developing production systems. 

 And some permaculture farms, of course, focus on 
financially robust production, demonstrating working models 
of diversified farming systems that incorporate organic market 
gardening, mixed orchards, rotational grazing systems, and other 
land uses, in a site-specific patchwork. To achieve financially 
robust production demands extremely strategic allocation of 
resources, especially labor. This pattern is also the least common 
among all the farms I visited. While I have not run the numbers 
yet, it definitely seems to be associated with older farms and 
more experienced farmers. 

Vulnerabilities
 While each of the above strategies is crucial for transitioning 
our food system, the critical gap right now is in the pattern of 
financially robust production. The weakness is not in the farms, 
though, but in our expectations.
 Early in my field research, I noticed I was feeling slightly 
disillusioned with the lack of more mature, scaled-up, 
production-oriented systems. I realized that I’d been doing some 
magical thinking about the role and capacity of permaculture 
in the US political-economic context. I realized that I’d been 
expecting through the power of whole systems thinking, that 
individual farms would somehow be able to sail upstream 
against the overwhelming current of market and policy forces. I 
was applying systems thinking inside the farm boundaries, and 
being naive about the systems in which farms are nested! This 
is the analogy that I came up with as an antidote to that naiveté: 

we actually have leverage: ourselves. What are we doing to 
be relevant and welcoming to communities of color? That 
process must begin with, and be carried through by, a practice of 
listening. These are issues I try to address in liberation ecology 
workshops. They are also addressed powerfully in a booklet 
that should be required reading for permaculturists, called 
Organizing Cools the Planet (to which I made a very minor 
contribution; 8). Because this is neither a new problem nor one 
unique to permaculture, there is a wealth of resources we can 
draw on—as long as we accept how serious an issue it is.

The view through the farm

 In 2013-2014, I visited 48 permaculture sites across the 
US (and drove 18,000 miles in the process; Figure 4). All of 
these sites identified themselves as farms, and all specifically 
identified with permaculture. In selecting sites, I didn’t ask 
about practice—only about whether and how much practice 
was influenced by permaculture. I didn’t assume anything 
about practice at the outset because my interest was to see 
what happens when the abstract and universal principles 
of permaculture touch down in a specific site, with its own 
complex social and environmental dynamics, where someone 
is trying to make a living. At each farm, I gathered several 
types of data: (a) participatory assessment of the distribution 
of labor, income, and expenses, across enterprises and across 
four seasons; (b) quality of life and attitudes; (c) participatory 
mapping of land use; and (d) geotagged photo-documentation 
during a farm tour. While diverse in many ways, and spanning 
a broad range, the farms were in general small (most under 10 
acres or 4 ha) and young (median age of 5 years), with relatively 
new farmers (median experience 7 years). I’m deeply grateful 
to all the farmers who generously took time with me and often 
hosted me as well. I’m also deeply grateful to the nearly 200 
supporters who donated $10,420 to make it all possible.

Strengths
 Permaculture farmers in the US, like anyone else attempting 
to manage a diversified farm in this context, face serious 
political and economic barriers. We are, after all, half a 
century into an ongoing policy war against diversified farming 
systems—all in favor of capital-intensive commodity production 
and long-distance trade. The permaculture farms I visited 
displayed a remarkable range of strategies in order to create 
niches and buffers to shelter them from hostile policy and 
market forces, so that they can do the kind of production that 
they are called to do. 
 Permaculture farms exist across a broad range of scales, 
and are very diverse in terms of land use and enterprise 
configuration, farm structure, market strategy, and social 
context. Nevertheless, some patterns emerge from observation 
across many sites. Many farms are organized around goals other 
than straightforward economic production, often prioritizing 
other strategies of making change. None of the patterns 
discussed here are mutually exclusive, and virtually all the farms 
exhibited several of them to varying degrees. 
 Some farms prioritize informal direct exchange and 

Figure 4. This map shows the routes followed on my field re-
search, and the rough locations of the farms I visited.
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diversified farmers in determining how to supply food more 
cheaply, and at the same time figure out how to help people pay 
more for food. For the former, there are numerous old and new 
models emerging from the local food movement, many of which 
revolve around direct farm-to-consumer relationships. on the 
farm side, cooperatives can allow farmers to own equipment and 
processing infrastructure collectively. 
 For the latter challenge, though—the counterintuitive 
imperative of helping people pay more for food—there are 
fewer obvious models. Governmental and NGo programs that 
support the use of coupons from the Special Supplemental 
Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) 
and Electronic Benefit Transfer programs (aka, food stamps) 
at farmer’s markets, and Farmer’s Market Nutrition Programs 
that provide coupons for elders, are all examples that enable 
people to pay a fair price for good food. Getting the government 
to spend a little to subsidize the very farmers who have been 
targeted by decades of policy war is certainly a better use of 
funds than producing arms or subsidizing corn. But we need 
to think deeply and laterally about a more systemic solution, 
which must involve lowering the non-food cost of living. People 
outside the US are able to pay more for food because they pay 
less for other things. And the poorer someone is, the higher 
proportion of their income they spend on non-food essentials 
like medical expenses, extortionate rent, maintaining a clunker 
vehicle, etc. Whenever we can reduce these non-food costs, 
we increase our capacity to make different food spending 
decisions, and to support farmers who practice regenerative 
agriculture. This is where frameworks like Solidarity economy 
and Transition come into play. (9, 10, 11) Innovative models 

for cooperation and sharing of resources are vital for bringing 
down the cost of non-food essentials so that we can pay a fair, 
proportional price for food. lowering non-food costs isn’t 
sufficient to guarantee that we’ll make better food buying 
decisions, but it is absolutely necessary to create the capacity.
 —Nationally and globally—shutting off the hose. Finally, we 
have to call off the policy war altogether. This involves changing 
research priorities, phasing out subsidies (and their reincarnation 
in the form of crop insurance), offering better incentives for 
good stewardship, and, last but not least, radically altering trade 
policy. These issues are beyond the scope of this article, but 
it’s worth asking: what kind of Farm Bill would a permaculture 
policy think tank propose? What would a permaculture platform 
on international trade policy look like? The land Institute works 
in this mode, as do our fellow travelers in Via Campesina. (12, 

Trying to develop a diversified farming system in the US is like 
trying to write a sonnet while someone is spraying you in the 
face with a firehose. Somehow, some farmers do manage to do 
it—we must learn from them. But at the same time, until we 
change the context in which farmers operate, financial success in 
diversified farming will always be the exception.

Critical questions and early answers
 • How can we change the context of permaculture farmers, 
and diversified farms more generally, in order to support the gap 
in financially robust production, along with the other patterns 
and strategies? 
 I think of these issues along a spectrum from the individual 
farm to the global economy. I’ll continue with my sonnet-and-
firehose analogy…
 —On the farm, practicing the poetry. There’s no getting 
around it: diversified farming is incredibly complex. Even 
under ideal conditions, it takes time and experience—and room 
to make mistakes! Permaculture farmers might have a great 
design toolbox, but they don’t have much more support in 
their learning process than other diversified farmers—in other 
words, very little indeed. Agroecology has shown us that the 
best people to teach farmers are other farmers. We can support 
farmer-to-farmer learning through a variety of existing models 

(see Resources), and will definitely need to innovate new 
models adapted to our unique context(s). Fundamentally, we 
need to evolve past the notion that farmers paying to attend the 
workshops of visiting experts is adequate to our task, and begin 
putting resources toward supporting farmer-to-farmer dialogue, 
skill-sharing, and collaboration. 
 This is not to say that experts and workshops have no role 
to play. one of the ways they can contribute is through the 
development of business planning tools that are relevant to 
permaculture farms. A wealth of planning tools are available 
for farmers in the US, and almost none of them is applicable 
to diversified systems, or for perennial species with long 
development times. When you consider a farm that is both 
heavily diversified and incorporates lots of perennials, the 
support for planning drops to zero. This is like trying to write 
a sonnet without being able to count syllables, and just hoping 
that you’ll nail it on the first draft.
 —In the market, diverting the stream. The business end of 
the firehose is that farms in the US have to compete directly with 
subsidized, mechanized, fossil-fueled, farmworker exploiting, 
polluting, large-scale commodity production. Because of the 
nature of our food system, Americans spend far less on food 
(as a proportion of our income) than anyone else in the world. 
We therefore have incredibly unrealistic ideas about what 
food should cost. The harsh reality is that we need to support 

People outside the US 
are able to pay more 
for food because they 
pay less for other things.

…diversified farming is 
incredibly complex.
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13) What kind of institutions would we have to build, in order to 
have something meaningful to offer those conversations?

Conclusion

 Research on permaculture through multiple lenses suggests 
that we have our work cut out for us—and that we need to 
approach it in new and unfamiliar ways. Science amply supports 
much of what we propose, yet we oversimplify ecological 
concepts and underplay complexity and risk. We are in 
many ways a diverse and resilient movement, but we’re also 
replicating toxic patterns around race and gender that will, if we 
allow them, prevent us from achieving our goals at any scale 
beyond the private landscape. our growers are doing amazing 
and innovative work developing multifunctional, diversified 
farming systems, but we’re still operating in a production 
bottleneck, caught between the time needed for system 
development and farmer learning on one hand, and hostile 
policy and market forces on the other.
 Permaculture is vast, it contains multitudes, and no single 
view of it is nearly adequate for understanding. The three lenses 
on permaculture I’ve addressed here aren’t adequate either—not 
for thoroughly understanding permaculture, nor for figuring 
out our grand strategy for the coming decades. But I do believe 
they are a contribution to that work. I hope that, at least, these 
projects can represent the very modest beginning of a new phase 
for permaculture. After all, it’s safe to say at this point that we’re 
here. And as our existence as a global phenomenon becomes 
more assured, more and more of us can ask big questions: Who 
are we? Where do we stand with science? What’s happening on 
the ground?         ∆

For the past three years, Rafter Sass Ferguson has been doing 
interdisciplinary research on permaculture as part of his PhD 
work at the University of Illinois. You can find him and his work 
on the web at liberationecology.org.
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Dynamic Accumulators Revisited
Robert Kourik

IN MY 1986 BOOK, Designing and Maintaining Your Edible 
Landscape—Naturally (p. 269), I helpfully published a list of 
“dynamic accumulators,” plants that were thought to absorb 

and accumulate more of specific minerals than other plants.
 Now I wish I hadn’t.
 My list was mostly a well-intentioned dynamic accumulation 
of unscientific information from six books: Weeds: Guardians 
of the Soil (Joseph Cocannouer), Practical Organic Gardening 
(Ben easey), Stalking the Healthful Herbs (euell Gibbons), 
Weeds as Indicators of Soil Conditions (Stuart hill and Jennifer 
Ramsay), Weeds and What They Tell (ehrenfried Pfeiffer), and 
The Organic Method Primer (Bargyla & Gylver Rateaver).
 In retrospect, most of these authors seem to have relied on 
informal observation and anecdotal information, and none of 
them provided evidence of actual amounts (in ppm) of mineral/
nutrient accumulation, as compared to other plants, nor did 
they list bioaccumulation weights. even more of an oversight, 
none gave any information as to what the net gain (in ppm or 
milligrams per some unit) of a given mentioned nutrient or 
micronutrient in a certain plant might be.
 It’s taken me years to admit that little in my 1986 list is well 
substantiated, scientifically. If I were to rely on that information, 
I still wouldn’t be able to tell whether any of the weeds or plants 
listed could add significant nutrients to a compost pile. 

 here are some of the obvious changes I’d consider making:
 • I would eliminate information on copper, fluorine, 
boron, and cobalt—soils are very rarely deficient in these 
micronutrients, and in small amounts, boron is toxic to some 
plants. 
 • I would also eliminate lemon balm (Melissa officinalis) 
because it is so expansive and should not be planted in most 
gardens. 
 • Mustards (Brassica spp.) should be removed where soil is 
suspect, as there is a possibility of heavy metals accumulating 
from contaminated soils. If there aren’t high levels of lead, 
cadmium, or zinc in the soil, these plants accumulate sulfur and 
phosphorus. 
 • Oak bark is a no because it’s absurd that any gardener 

would “harvest” it. The same goes for willow bark. Actually, 
gardeners could eliminate willow from compost piles entirely, as 
pieces root so easily.
 • So far as I’m concerned, nobody should grow tobacco—it’s 
off my list. 

 • Tansy 
spreads rapidly 
(at least in 
northern 
California), so 
it should be 
removed from 
the chart. 
 • It 
turns out that 
mistletoe is 
parasitic and 
dispersive (I 
don’t know how 
I overlooked 
this), so it didn’t 
belong on the 
list. 
 • Yarrow 
(Achillea 
millefolium) 
is expansive 
and may be 
problematic 

in some ecosystems, but not in others.  (Ed.: Yarrow has been 
successfully used to outcompete Bermuda grass in the mid-
South. Its expansive nature may have advantages that can be 
tapped because the plant is not difficult to control.)
 The mention of problematic weeds and other plants on the 
original ‘86 list was meant to indicate what nutrients were 
going into the compost as one was weeding them out and 
tossing them on the heap. Apparently, some people thought 
I was recommending that they plant thistles, tansy, lemon 

Besides being a redoubtable source of abun-
dant fodder and biomass, comfrey is one of 
the best sources of bioavailable silicon.

…[Duke] analyzed thou-
sands of plants and de-
termined the content...
of many of the chemicals 
and compounds…

…some people thought I 
was recommending they 
plant thistles, tansy, lem-
on balm, dandelion, etc. 
—not the case at all.
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balm, dandelion, docks, fennel, lambsquarters, stinging 
nettles, pigweed, plantain, sorrel, and cattails as dynamic 
accumulators—not the case at all.
 Shortly after the publication of the book containing that list, 
I visited Dr. James Duke at his office at the USDA in Beltsville, 
MD. At the time, Duke was the only herbalist at USDA, and he 
was looking for natural compounds with anti-cancer activity. 
In the process, he analyzed thousands of plants and determined 
the content, in ppm, of many of the chemicals and compounds 
in the leaves, seeds, stems, or fruit. I realized I had stumbled 
on a database very useful to those interested in dynamic 
accumulators.
 To my relief, not all entries in my earlier list are entirely 
wrong. here’s a partial, updated one based on Dr. Duke’s 
30-plus years of work. I’ve used his Phytochemical and 
Ethnobotanical Databases to list a few of the top dynamic-
accumulating plants, for each of several nutrients. The listing 

POTASSIUM (K)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm
lettuce Lactuca sativa 2,900 121,800
endive Cichorium endivia 2,915 96,000
lambsquarters Chenopodium alba - 87,100
Chinese cabbage Brassica pekinensis 74,100 81,900
purslane Portulaca oleracea 4,880 81,200
pigweed Amaranthus spp. 2,630 73,503
spinach 
(accumulates   lead, 
do soil test)

Spinacia oleracea 2,060 69,077

borage Borago officinalis 4,700 67,210
watercress Nasturtium officinale 3,300 66,000
beet Beta vulgaris 4,380 61,798
beet (root) Beta vulgaris 3,033 50,000

MAGNESIUM (Mg)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm

purslane Portulaca oleracea 670 18,700
oats Avena sativa 300 14,800
oats (seed) Avena sativa 300 2,900
spinach Spinacia oleracea 420 11,000
wild cherry Prunus serotina 435 9,600
lettuce Lactuca sativa 110 8,700
stinging nettle Urtica dioica 860 8,600
cilantro Coriandrum sativum 6,940 7,488
borage Borago officinalis 520 7,436
chives Allium schoenoprasum 550 6,875
pigweed Amaranthus spp. 550 6,616

SILICON (Si)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm
stinging nettle Urtica dioica 1,170 6,500
parsley Petroselinum crispum 60 1,425
spinach Spinacia oleracea 1 855
lettuce Lactuca sativa 10 800
garden dill Anethum graveolens 30 700
horsetail Equisetum arvense 28,000 45,000
eyebright Euphrasia officinalis - 303
thyme Thymus vulgaris - 202
oats Avena sativa - 183
European pennyroyal Mentha pulegium - 182
comfrey (root) Symphytum officinale - 35
comfrey Symphytum officinale - 12,000

PHOSPHOROUS (P)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm

arrowleaf 
elephant ear

Xanthosoma 
sagittifolium 610 38,416

lambsquarters Chenopodium alba 720 36,833
bitter melon Momordica charantia 540 33,467
horsetail Equisetum arvense 930 14,762
luffa Luffa aegyptiaca 330 14,141
sesame Sesamum indicum - 14,000
lettuce Lactuca sativa 108 13,920
swamp cabbage, 
kang kong, Chinese 
water spinach (leaf)

Ipomoea aquatica 420 12,360

watercress Nasturtium officinale 600 12,000
pigweed Amaranthus spp. 487 10,082

IRON (Fe)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm

chickweed Stellaria media - 2,530
mullein Verbascum thapsus - 2,360
European pennyroyal Mentha pulegium - 2,310
butterbur Petasites japonicus 2,000 2,100
stinging nettle Urtica dioica 44 418
spiny pigweed Amaranthus spinosus 22 1,965
black tupelo (leaf) Nyssa sylvatica 8 1,820
pigweed Amaranthus spp. 23 1,527
garden thyme Thymus vulgaris 1,075 1,508
tea Camellia sinensis 189 1,500

CALCIUM (Ca)
Common Name Botanical Name Low ppm High ppm

buffalo gourd (leaf) Cucurbita 
foetidissima - 77,600

tomato (leaf) Lycopersicon 
esculentum - 60,800

luffa (leaf) Luffa aegyptiaca 560 55,000
spiny pigweed Amaranthus spinosus 4,760 53,335
pigweed Amaranthus spp. 1,559 53,333
stinging nettle Urtica dioica 5,940 33,000
lambsquarters Chenopodium album 3,090 33,800
wild cherry Prunus serotina 4,060 32,640
basil Ocimum basilicum 20,148 22,112
calendula Calendula officinalis - 30,400

primarily refers to the leaves, without roots, stems, or seeds, but 
also notes when the entire plant or herb is relevant. [Eds. note: 
Use caution in interpreting these values: it is not clear to the 
editors whether some of the high ppm values may refer to dried 
plant material.] I’ve removed most tropical plants from the list 
in the interest of brevity. The plants that appeared in my ‘86 
dynamic accumulators list are shown in boldface.Values refer to 
leaves or whole plants unless otherwise noted.
 Source: Duke, James A. 1992. Handbook of phytochemical 
constituents of GRAS herbs and other economic plants. Boca 
Raton, Fl: CRC Press. Data available online: http://www.ars-
grin.gov/duke/.

Nitrogen accumulators

 The references to most of the nitrogen accumulators in 
my 1986 chart (below) are probably accurate, judging by the 

Selected Mineral Accumulation by Species
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 Non-leguminous trees can fix significant amounts of 
nitrogen. Alders (Alnus spp) contribute 
about 55 lbs/acre/year of nitrogen from 
leaf fall. literature reports of total nitrogen 
fixation range from 25-59 lbs/acre/year for 
Alnus rubra and 55-148 lbs/acre/year for 
Alnus crispa.
 Bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum), 
listed in my original dynamic-accumulator 
chart, should still be listed as an 
accumulator of nitrogen. Recent research 
suggests that “Bracken fern may have a 
competitive advantage by sequestering N to 
the point that reduced soil mineral N pools 
limit growth of competing vegetation.” 
(Robert P. Griffiths and Trina Filan, 
Department of Forest Science, oregon 
State University, “effects of Bracken Fern 
Invasions on Harvested Site Soils in Pacific 
Northwest (USA) Coniferous Forests,” 
Northwest Science, Vol. 81, No. 3, 2007).
 In summary, I now find dynamic-
accumulator lists interesting primarily as an 
intellectual and informational exercise. As 
the listings above show, the accumulated 
minerals by weight in most plants provide a 
nearly insignificant amount of the nutrient 
for the compost pile (except in the case of 
many nitrogen sources).
 Analyses of mineral accumulation do 
show that some plants are more efficient 
at absorbing some nutrients as compared 
to others. What they don’t show is 
whether this is due, as many gardeners 
assume, to deep roots, or to more efficient 
accumulation in surface soils. This remains 
a grossly under-researched dynamic. 
(I have an interesting theory, but that’s 
another article.)

 I welcome feedback. I won’t be able to answer letters, but 
will address them in another article if interest justifies it. Please 
send your comments to P.O. Box 412, Occidental, CA 95465.
 I want to thank Jono Neiger of the Conway School of 
landscape Design, Toby hemenway, and eric Toensmeier for 
reviewing the original draft and providing valuable feedback.   ∆

In addition to Designing and Maintaining your edible 
landscape—Naturally, Robert Kourik is author or co-author 
of nine books and numerous articles on gardening. While his 
books focus primarily on organic, natural, integrated systems, 
permaculture, and appropriate horticulture methods, as a 
result of his continual on-the-job training, he’s become handy 
at (and sometimes considered an authority on) a host of garden 
and landscape-related skills. A pioneer in the field of edible 
landscaping, he has plied his talents in northern California 
since the 70s. Read his blog at http://robertkouriksgardenroots.
blogspot.com. Copyright 2014: All Rights Reserved.

Nitrogen Fixation by Legumes
Common Name 

 (Botanical Name) lbs/acre Vegetables needing this 
amt. of nitrogen or less

field peas (Pisum arvensis) 40
hairy vetch (Vicia villosa) 80 broccoli

Dutch white clover 
(Trifolium repens) 100

soybeans (Glycine max) 100 asparagus, lettuce, 
squash, broccoli

alsike clover
 (Trifolium hybridum) 140

red clover (Trifolium pratense) 140
sweet white clover 

(Melilotus alba) 160 sweet potatoes 
and of all the above

alfalfa (Medicago sativa) 250 corn, beans, tomatoes, 
cantaloupes and all above

abundance of solid data on nitrogen content of these plants.
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Toward A Permaculture Science 

Experimentation in Permaculture
Chris Warburton Brown

We are conducting a group experiment in transitioning 
to sustainability, which relies for its success on us being 
able to learn from each other, from our successes and 
mistakes.  —ed Sears, Chair of the Permaculture 
   Association’s Research Advisory Board

JUST ABOUT EVERYONE WHO PRACTICES 
permaculture is an experimenter. If you have ever 
asked whether feeding your peas with comfrey 

might improve their yield or how much electricity a solar 
panel on your roof could generate, and have then done 
something practical to find the answer, then you are a 
permaculture experimenter. Yet one of the commonest 
criticisms of permaculture is the lack of scientific 
experiments that support its claims. Certainly, the number 
of articles describing experimentation in permaculture 
that have appeared in peer-reviewed scientific journals 
is small (1, 2). There is a deep irony here: a community 
of experimenters, all busily experimenting, who have 
produced very few scientifically rigorous experiments. 
This article considers why this situation has arisen, 
suggests some key remedies, and then describes what the 
UK Permaculture Association is doing to improve it. 
 Before addressing the issue of science in permaculture, 
we need to consider what we mean by rigorous scientific 
experimentation in general. Experimentation is one approach 
to finding answers to our questions about the natural or 
human world. It begins with a question or an idea (a theory or 
hypothesis), the truth (or falsehood) of which can be tested. 
For example, “does feeding broad beans with comfrey liquid 

improve their yield?” and “feeding broad beans with comfrey 
liquid will improve their yield” are two ways of phrasing 
the same issue (as a research question and as an hypothesis, 
respectively) which can then be tested by experimentation. My 
personal preference is for research questions, but traditionally 
science has often focused on hypothesis testing. The experiment 
itself then focuses on this single issue or variable (feeding 

comfrey juice to broad beans), to see if it makes a significant 
difference to the outcome. 
 Three clear criteria define whether these experiments are 
scientifically rigorous: reliability, validity, and generalizability. 
Reliability asks whether the experiment’s findings can be 
replicated by a different experimenter applying the same 
methods to the same question. Validity asks whether the findings 
are an accurate and true representation of what was found; a 
study in which an experimenter focuses only on findings that 
support their pre-determined ideas is not valid. Generalizability 
asks whether the results can be successfully tested in new 
settings, people, or samples; a study based on one field in 
one season may well fail the test of generalizability. To be 
scientifically rigorous, permaculture experiments need to pass 
all three of these tests.
 The Permaculture Association’s Research Strategy identifies 
two key goals for permaculture research, which reflect widely 
held beliefs in the permaculture community: 1) improving 
the practice of permaculture and 2) building a strong body 
of evidence to convince people of its value. Improving the 
practice of permaculture is rooted in a comparison between 
what practitioners are already doing and new or modified 
practices, to see if the change leads to improvement. Building 
a convincing body of evidence means comparing permaculture 
to conventional practice. Both of these criteria need robust, 
scientifically rigorous experiments to help prove the validity of 
permaculture approaches. Yet such experiments have, to date, 
been very few in number. 

Touring a garden during a workshop. 
Photo courtesy of The Permaculture Association.

Building a convincing 
body of evidence means 
comparing permaculture 
to conventional practice. 
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 To meet the second challenge, we need to find ways to 
handle complexity. Trying to compare permaculture yields to 
conventional wheat yield per hectare actually misses the whole 
point of permaculture as an holistic, integrated system.

The need for appropriate methodology

 This problem leads directly to the third challenge: the 
philosophical approach to knowledge taken by much current 
scientific research. Preparing content for the Permaculture 
Digest, (2) I’ve found little of use to the permaculture 
community in conventional plant science literature. Because 
researchers are expected to produce strong statistical 
significance from their experiments, work has become lab-
based, not field-based; variables are far easier to control in a 
lab, and experiments can be conducted much more quickly. 
Moreover, in order to prevent “contamination” of the results by 
complexity, research tends to emphasize the smallest units of 
analysis: genes, microbes, and chemicals. This approach boosts 
conventional crop yields, but inevitably leads to interventions 
at a microscopic level and to GM crops. If adopted, this kind 

of “rigorous,” lab-based scientific approach has the potential 
to undermine the key feature of permaculture: its basis in 
systems thinking and an holistic approach to life. Instead, we 
need to build on the scientific literature that places the growing 
of individual crops into its wider social and environmental 
context—research typically rooted either in low-tech, 
developing world agriculture (e.g., Agronomy for Sustainable 
Development), or in a consciously chosen whole-systems 
approach (e.g., The Journal of Soil and Water Conservation). 
But this approach does not readily lend itself to traditional 
scientific experimentation.
 To meet the third challenge, we must find a scientific 
philosophy and methodology that lends itself to holistic, 
systems-based approaches, focusing on the macro rather than 
the micro. And we need to develop rigorous ways of conducting 
experiments that both grow out of and support this philosophy.

Resource constraints

 The fourth challenge involves the minimal financial 
resources available for permaculture research. Although there 
have been some great small projects, including masters and 
doctoral theses, as far as I am aware, permaculture has yet to 

The culture of permaculture

 I think there are four main reasons why the permaculture 
community has produced so few scientifically rigorous 
experiments. Firstly, there is an issue about the kind of people 
who are attracted to permaculture. Permaculture practitioners 
are unconventional folk outside of society’s mainstream; 
they are do-ers, investing their time and energy in projects. 
Moreover, many have an essentially intuitive commitment to 
permaculture—“I do what I do because it feels right.” I get the 
feeling that many permaculture practitioners like the idea of 
improving the scientific basis for permaculture, but they lack the 
time, skills, or inclination to devote to developing experiments 
in a scientifically rigorous way. All this is entirely appropriate in 
a movement that seeks to change the world by doing. however, 
it does raise problems for the development of a body of evidence 
for permaculture that is rooted in experimentation.
 To meet this first challenge, we need to find ways to harness 
the energy, passion, and practical projects of the permaculture 
community while up-skilling people with simple research skills 
and without making excessive demands on their time. 

The challenge of complexity

 The second issue is that of complexity. Permaculture 
practice engages land and people at a level of complexity that 
conventional science generally does not. For example, if we 
want to compare food outputs from conventional farming with 
those of permaculture, the standard comparison would be wheat 
yield per hectare. But wheat yield per hectare is a very poor 
comparator for permaculture growing. Whereas conventional 
wheat growing is monocultural, and the entire crop is harvested 
in a single day from fields of several hectares, permaculture 
growing is polycultural, with crops harvested over a prolonged 
period from small fields or gardens. Moreover, permaculture 
practitioners are generally interested in a far greater variety of 
yields than conventional farmers. Participants in a workshop 
at the 2012 UK Permaculture Diploma Gathering identified 
16 different permaculture yields, from biodiversity to effect 
on personal happiness. Conventional methods are perfectly 
capable of measuring each of these yields individually, but 
permaculture practitioners are interested in several of these 
yields at once; crop yield is only part of the story. even if 
we limit ourselves to looking only at crop yield, we are not 
free from complex questions. Just weighing the apple harvest 
potentially misses some key yields: keeping quality, taste, length 
of harvest period, suitability for juicing (or drying, or chutney 
making), commercial value (possibly linked to techniques such 
as Community Supported Agriculture), and quality of the fruit. 
Yields are also subjective—a grower might consider one sack of 
fruit from an apple tree with no labor investment a higher yield 
than two sacks from a tree that was pruned, cultivated, and fed. 
Inputs, such as time, labor, and fertilizer, need to be considered 
alongside yields. Designing rigorous experiments that can test 
more than one of these things at once is challenging, and not 
typical (though not wholly unknown) in conventional science.

…this [holistic] approach 
does not readily lend itself 
to traditional scientific 
experimentation.
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secure funding anywhere in the world for a really substantial 
academic research project. The number of people employed 
on permaculture research is tiny. My own post, for example, 
is funded wholly by private philanthropy (thanks to lush 
Cosmetics), my current funding ends at Christmas, and the 
projects I support rely on volunteer amateur experimenters. This 
contrasts with the millions of pounds of research funding spent 
on conventional agricultural research in the UK. If permaculture 
experimentation is to become scientifically rigorous, it needs to 
attract substantial mainstream funding and partner with existing 
research institutes. 
 To meet the fourth challenge, we need to secure research 
resources, which means convincing funders that we can deliver 
results, and demonstrating that permaculture can solve some of 
the challenges humanity faces.

Design criteria for permaculture science
 In the first half of this article, I’ve tried to set out what I 
believe are the seven key criteria of scientifically rigorous 
permaculture experiments: 
 1. They should produce results that are valid, reliable, and 
generalizable.  
 2. They should either improve permaculture practice or 
generate rigorous evidence that can convince the skeptical.
 3. They should either answer clearly stated permaculture-
related research questions, or test clearly stated permaculture-
related theories. 
 4. They should harness the particular strengths of 
permaculture practitioners, while addressing their weaknesses. 
 5. They should deal with complexity.
 6. They should focus on the holistic nature of permaculture 
and communicate the advantages of such a focus.  
 7. They should be properly resourced. 

 I don’t believe that this kind of scientifically rigorous 
permaculture experimentation really exists yet. By this, I don’t 
mean that there are no experiments being undertaken that 
meet my seven criteria, because there clearly are. I mean that 
we haven’t begun to build a systematic body of experimental 
evidence that meets these criteria. Nor has the permaculture 
community created a vision for how that body of evidence could 
be created and disseminated.
 Permaculture is now 40 years old, and it’s time for the 
movement to step up to this challenge of producing scientific 
data that can support the claims it makes. A key part of my job, 
as Research Coordinator of the Permaculture Association, is to 
make sure that happens. Having set out the case for scientifically 
rigorous permaculture experimentation, in the second half of the 
article I would like to describe some of the ways my team and I 

have started to develop that over the last couple of years.

Citizen scientists

 The lack of money available for research, coupled with 
the enthusiasm and commitment of so many permaculture 
practitioners, means that citizen science is a key tool for 
permaculture research. Citizen science approaches have 
recently become fashionable in the world of ecology, where 
volunteer networks are used to gather data such as the national 
populations of certain species of bats, birds, or butterflies. 
This approach has been taken further by Garden organic, the 
largest organic gardening organization in the UK, which for 
many years has been running trials with its members on soils, 
growing techniques, and plant varieties. The Permaculture 
Association wants to take this yet another step, by training a 

range of permaculture practitioners in basic research techniques. 
These citizen scientists could take part in experiments that 
the Association devises, but they could also design and 
conduct their own. With this in mind, we have produced The 
Permaculture Research Handbook, (3) a 60-page introduction 
intended to guide permaculture researchers in the design of 
their own experiments. While these citizen science experiments 
cannot hope to be as rigorous as those conducted by trained 
scientists with access to laboratories, big budgets, and years of 
training, we believe that the volume and range of citizen science 
initiatives in permaculture can more than make up for this. The 
Research Handbook stresses the need to conduct experiments 
that are reliable, valid, and generalizable, and stresses the 
importance of clearly designed experiments that can produce 
good quality data. over the last couple of years, we have also 
designed a training program for potential researchers, focused 
on a couple of residential weekends.
 As well as training people in how to conduct permaculture 
experiments, we have worked hard to include practitioners in 
our own experimental research. Since 2011, the Association 
has conducted experiments looking at the yields of polyculture 
vegetable growing, assessing soil quality on permaculture 

Permaculture is now 40 
years old, and it’s time…

Explaining the value of green manure during a workshop. 
Photo courtesy of The Permaculture Association.
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growing sites, measuring crop yields from permaculture 
gardens, looking at small scale wheat growing techniques, and 
mapping where soy can be grown in the UK. Experimental 
trials like these take a fair amount of work to set up, mostly at 
the design stage, and they rely on the good will of individual 
members who invest their time, energy, and possibly even 
money in the trial. however they can run on a shoestring 
budget and have a wide geographical spread—vital in a country 
with highly varied soil and climate like the UK. As yet, we’ve 
published results from only one trial, (4).

An overview of projects

 The biggest experimental project we have been running is 
the Soil, Biodiversity, and Yields Project led by Tom Kemeny. 
Tom writes about this in another article in this issue, so I will 
describe it only briefly. The project asks if permaculture actually 
does what its supporters claim: produce healthy soils, high 
levels of biodiversity, and good crop yields. The aim is to create 
a series of simple tests that can be carried out by permaculture 
farmers and gardeners with no scientific expertise and no 
specialized equipment. So far, we have successfully developed 
soil tests, and we’re now working on biodiversity. Next year, 
we hope to expand the project to include economic well-
being, physical and mental health, and community building. 
Developing the tests is only the first stage of this project; they 
will need to be done by hundreds of permaculture practitioners 
around the world if we are to build up a big enough body of data 
to show that permaculture does what it claims. once ready, the 
tests will be freely available on the Association’s website for 
permaculture practitioners and teachers to use.
 In 2009, the Association began a ten-year Forest Garden 
Research project. This project provided start-up grants to 11 
forest gardens around the UK, and since then we’ve been 
following their progress closely. Ten of the gardens remain 
active participants. last year, we focused on identifying key 
research goals through 2019. We’re still drawing conclusions 
from our detailed surveys and site visits, but it’s already 
clear that we will be able to draw invaluable lessons from 
their experiences to share with future forest gardeners. In 
2012, Permanent Publications, the UK’s largest publisher of 
permaculture books and magazines, commissioned Tomas 
Remiarz to write a book on the current state of forest gardens 
around the world, and the Association is working closely with 
him to ensure the two research projects complement rather than 
compete with each other. Tomas writes about his project in 
another article in this issue.
 In 2011, Anna Schmidt joined the Association on a year’s 
voluntary placement from Bradford University. She quickly 
realized that a lot of people around the world seemed to be 
involved in permaculture experimentation, but that they were 
unknown to each other and had no way of making contact. 
She therefore conducted the first International Permaculture 
Research Survey, through which she identified over 250 
individuals in 50 countries who were engaged in permaculture 
research. Anna’s pioneering work was followed by three more 
surveys conducted by Cat Richards, which deepened our 

understanding of what work is being done and how researchers 
would like to be connected. 
 out of this process has emerged the Permaculture 
International Research Network (PIRN), which has just 
been officially launched. PIRN will be a loose network of 
researchers across the globe, who will keep in touch by an 
e-bulletin, website, and social media, and who will conduct 
joint international research projects from time to time. The first 
of these will examine soil quality on permaculture growing 
sites, followed by biodiversity. This is only the beginning, 

and we need input from permaculture researchers all over the 
world to shape what we hope will be a genuinely international 
collaboration. Soon, we hope that PIRN members will identify 
their own research interests and come together in interest groups 
based on geography and research topic. The International 
Permaculture Convergence will be in the UK in September 
2015, and this gives us a great opportunity to strengthen the 
network and hold its first conference. So far, the development 
of PIRN has been generously funded by a donation from lush 
Cosmetics, but it will need more funding as we move into 2015 
and beyond.

Designing the world we want

 A key part of IPC-UK will be a permaculture conference. 
Plans for this are currently being drawn up, and keynote 
speakers identified. It is hoped as many as 500 permaculture 
academics and practitioners will be in attendance, alongside 
many others from NGos, green enterprises, and other sectors. 
The theme of the conference will be “Designing the World 
We Want.” A range of papers and discussion groups will be 
delivered, and the conference will be a real opportunity to 
showcase the best work being done in permaculture and in 
associated fields of agroecology and the social sciences. Not all 
the sessions will focus on experimental work, but hopefully a 
considerable number will show how well designed experiments 
can support the evolution of permaculture practice, and assess 
the positive impact it is making around the world.
 Finally, it feels as if it’s now time for permaculture to gain 
more traction in academia—somewhat controversial because 
permaculture was born out of the conscious rejection of 
academia by Bill Mollison and David holmgren. however, 
with the development of agroecology, complexity science, and 
social psychology as academic disciplines, and the emergence 
of environmental issues into the academic mainstream, it’s 
time to reconsider this position. The international research 
surveys have already identified over 100 university academics 

…it feels as if it’s now time 
for permaculture to gain 
more traction in academia…
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doing some kind of permaculture research, so permaculture 
is already in academia. however, so far none of these have 
permaculture named in their job title, and very few are teaching 
or researching permaculture as their main role. There is also 
a shortage of graduate students; although a steady trickle of 
masters students are researching aspects of permaculture, I’m 
aware of only two PhD candidates looking at permaculture as 
their main topic—I hope there are more! A vital next step for 
permaculture experimentation is its mainstreaming in academia. 
This is in itself an experiment and a challenge. Exactly what 
form academic permaculture will take is not yet clear, and it 
needs to remain true to its roots as an activist movement outside 
of the mainstream. It may take different forms in different 
universities and countries, and even within the same university. 
The Permaculture Association is just beginning discussions 
about a Master’s in permaculture—the first of its kind in the UK 
and perhaps the world.
 But making such a bold statement makes me think that 
perhaps there is already a permaculture Master’s program 
running at a university near you, maybe there are doctoral 
programs in permaculture I’ve never heard of, and maybe 
there is fantastic experimental work being done that is already 
answering some of the key questions I want to see addressed. 

This brings me to my final point: how little coordination there 
is between permaculture researchers and experimenters around 
the world, how little is published on paper or online, and how 
there is not yet a plan to deal with this situation. Indeed, it’s 
not at all clear whose job it might be to coordinate and promote 
permaculture experimentation (and the resulting knowledge) 
internationally. The primary purpose of the Permaculture 
Association is to promote and support permaculture within 
the UK. However, we’ve identified that a key gap in current 
permaculture knowledge is a shortage of robust, experiment-
based evidence for what permaculture practitioners do and the 
claims they make, and we wish to join with all those around 
the world who share the aim of bridging that gap. We see 
the development of the PIRN, initially focused on the 2015 
International Permaculture Convergence in the UK, as a key 
opportunity to do that. So, we have embarked on the biggest 
experiment of all: challenging the permaculture community 
to see itself as an experimental subject, generating scientific 
knowledge in a new way, where enthusiasm replaces big 
budgets, where thousands of experimental farms, gardens, and 
communities replace laboratories, and where citizen scientists 

work seamlessly with academic experts. Ed Sears has described 
this whole process as “a social learning organization devising a 
research capability in order to study itself.”
 last year, ed Sears, Tomas Remiarz, Rafter Sass Ferguson, 
and I attempted an assessment of permaculture research around 
the globe (5). We established two things: there was a great deal 
of activity that we were able to discover and map, and a great 
deal more that we weren’t. It seems that so much permaculture 
experimentation is invisible, but it’s surely time to make it 
visible. I hope that publishing this article will lead to a lot of 
new contacts and information on the range of permaculture 
experimentation currently being conducted both inside and 
outside academia, and inspire some new experiments too. Please 
get in touch with me if you’d like to be part of this exciting 
journey which is only just beginning (research@permaculture.
org.uk). And above all, share the results of your experiments 
with the permaculture community! 
 The Permaculture Association is doing vital work which 
will make a significant contribution to the future growth of 
permaculture around the world. however, funding for the 
Research Coordinator’s post currently ends at Christmas 
2014. This leaves a big gap running up to the International 
Permaculture Convergence in September 2015. If you can help 
fill this gap by donating towards our Research Coordinator’s 
salary, please visit http://www.permaculture.org.uk/
permaculture-association/donate. And if you know of trusts or 
organizations that may fund this work, please get in touch at 
research@permaculture.org.uk.      ∆

Dr. Chris Warburton Brown is the Permaculture Association’s 
first Research Coordinator. He holds a Ph.D. in Urban 
Studies from the University of Glasgow. Previous jobs include 
community development, teaching history and archaeology, 
anti-poverty work, selling organic food, and biodynamic dairy 
farming. He lives in Newcastle-upon-Tyne with his wife and two 
daughters. Contact: research@permaculture.org.uk. This is an 
edited and much extended version of an article that originally 
appeared in Permaculture Magazine 77, Autumn 2013.
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 In the last 40 years, attempts to improve groundnut as a 
food have met with some success. Many years ago, Dr. Bill 
Blackmon of Louisiana State University ran trials to find 
groundnuts with larger, less dispersed, earlier developing tubers. 
Since 2010, Dale hendricks of Green light Plants has been 
continuing Dr. Blackmon’s work. Green light is offering four 
large rooted, precocious selections in 2014. Maybe it’s time to 
experiment again with the sunchoke polyculture using this more 
precocious groundnut strain.

Thicket bean (Phaseolus polystachios; wild 
bean, thicket bean)
 Thicket bean is a twining, herbaceous perennial native to 
the eastern US. An attractive plant, it is found along woodland 
edges and in oldfield thickets. This relative of the common bean 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) has small lentil-sized seeds that can be 
cooked and eaten.
 Although not much has been written about this species in 
the ethnobotanic literature—though remains of polystachios 
have been found at a few archeological sites in eastern North 
America—other beans have been important over millennia as 
food. Could there be a large, hardy perennial bean in our future?
 After growing thicket bean in our garden for five years, 
we’ve found it to be a wonderful addition. Fully perennial in 
USDA Zone 6, it tends to come up late in spring and flower 
toward the end of summer. Because the beans are small, more 
than a few plants are needed to collect enough beans for a meal. 
It’s important to collect the pods just before ripening, because 
they shatter, that is, they eject the seeds from the hull when dry.
 Because thicket bean is closely related to other well-known 
beans such as scarlet runners (which happen to be perennial 
in the southern US), there is potential for developing a larger-
seeded, hardy perennial bean. eric and I tried crossing them 
a couple years ago with no luck. I’ve been in touch with 
other breeders trying this cross. Check out the Plant Breeding 
For Permaculture Facebook group to follow these exciting 
developments in the world of perennial bean crosses.

oVER THE PAST FEW YEARS, we have been growing 
many perennial crops. This article focuses on the 
American groundnut, wild bean, and big leaf lupin.

American groundnut (Apios americana; 
groundnut, hopness, potato bean)
 Groundnut is a medium herbaceous vine (12’, 3.5m) in the 
Fabaceae family. With pink, red-brown flowers, it naturally 
occurs throughout the eastern half of the US, particularly in low-
lying and wet areas. Interestingly, this species is found both as 
a sterile non-fruiting strain (triploid) that produces large tubers 
(swollen rhizomatous stems), and a smaller rooted diploid with 
leguminous pods.
 historically an important food for many Native Americans, 
the widely dispersed, smallish, “tubers on a string” are harvested 
in the fall or early spring and cooked as a nutty potato-like root 
vegetable. Although the harvest can be challenging, I consider it 
an acceptable and tasty native root crop.
 At the Paradise lot edible forest garden in holyoke, MA, 
eric Toensmeier and I have grown this plant for a decade. We’ve 
trialled the plant in polyculture with a sunchoke (Helianthus 
tuberosus) trellis, and found that the larger wild groundnut 
tubers are better to harvest in year two, while sunchoke tubers 
are harvested annually.

Exciting Perennial Food Developments

Nitrogen-Fixing Vegetables
The Apios Instititute, courtesy of Jonathon Bates

Could there be a large, 
hardy perennial bean 
in our future? 

Fall groundnut tubers fresh from the harvest at Paradise Lot
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Big leaf lupin (Lupinus polyphyllus; perennial 
multifoliate, Washington lupin, big leaf lupin)

 Found on both coasts of the US, this native western lupin 
was domesticated in Britain to become the well known garden 
showstopper, Russell hybrid lupin. Big leaf lupin can grow in 
diverse habitats, but seems to be found mainly in moist, nutrient-
poor places. Coming from the Fabaceae family, nitrogen fixation 
helps it thrive where other plants struggle.   

 Although many cultures throughout the ages and around 
the world have eaten lupin or lupini beans—they’ve been eaten 
throughout the Mediterranean and latin America for centuries—
the seeds need to be processed to remove toxic alkaloids. 
Typically, this was done through a soaking and washing 
process, sometimes with particular cooking strategies. In the 
last ten years, lupin beans have had a resurgence, particularly in 
europe and Australia. Australia is now the world leader in the 
production of annual sweet lupin (Lupinus angustifolius).
 In the 80s and 90s, plant breeders in Finland and Russia 
attempted to find sweet varieties of L. polyphyllus. The thinking 
was that a perennial sweet lupin had an economic and ecological 
advantage, as it required less energy to manage, and resulted 
in more soil conservation over time. Professor Boguslav S. 
Kurlovich (now retired), was able to develop a low-alkaloid 

…a perennial sweet 
lupin had an economic 
and ecological 
advantage…

Summer thicket bean flowers at the Food Forest Farm.

cultivar he named Pervenec, which contains only 0.2% 
alkaloids. Although this was the first commercially offered low-
alkaloid perennial lupin, for now it’s being grown only as fodder 
for animals.
 During the Spring of 2014, I was able to acquire a few seeds 
of Pervenec from Dr. Kurlovich. My plan is to grow out and 
select the lowest alkaloid individuals, dividing and offering 
them as a perennial fodder crop through my plant nursery, Food 
Forest Farm. With the possibility of future plant crosses, there 
may one day be a perennial edible lupini bean.   ∆

Jonathan has been learning, thinking, and teaching ecologically 
for two decades. He’s co-created dozens of thriving farms 
and gardens in the Connecticut River Valley. He co-founded 
and is a board member of the Apios Institute, a teacher at the 
Yestermorrow Design/Build School, and a farmer with Nuestras 
Raices, Inc. Further, he is a co-founder and instructor of 
Permaculture FEAST. Jonathan loves sharing his passion for 
life with friends and family, and working with folks to better the 
world we live in. The Apios Institute exists to share experience 
and knowledge about perennial crop polyculture systems for all 
climates (variously known as home gardens, food forests, and 
forest gardens) through a collaborative network of farmers, 
gardeners, and researchers, in order to fill critical knowledge 
gaps regarding the design and management of these systems.

Lift Your Game

Permaculture Teacher Training
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
November 9-14

 Learn to create the Culture in Permaculture. 
Engender hope, summon empowerment, heal 
lives. This 5-day intensive delves into the magic of 
group learning through the lens of the Permacul-
ture Design Course and its universal elements. 
With insights to learning methods, students will 
present a series of lessons, receive feedback, and 
tackle the challenging business of organizing 
events and creating programs and curricula. An 
invaluable step on the road to professional com-
petence, this training will enable you to transform 
yearnings into vocation, and to take up the mantle 
of change agent. Taught by master teachers Peter 
Bane and Sandy Cruz, who between them have 
trained more than 2,000 permaculture students 
across the Americas, this course offers a critical 
opportunity for community leaders. PDC is a pre-
requisite. Application required. Fee: $800 by 9/1; 
$900 after. Pmt. plans available. 

Peter Bane, 812-335-0383 
pcactivist@mindspring.com
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BIoChAR IS ChARCoAl that is suitable for use in 
soil amendments. In the Brazilian Amazon, centuries 
of adding biochar to decomposing organic waste built 

up a deep profile of dark, rich soil called terra preta. Biochar is 
exciting to many people because of its potential to kickstart soil-
building into positive feedback loops. People who use it find 
they like the results they get, but may not fully understand how 
it works. Biochar is a complex material, and its actions in soil 
are difficult to tease apart and explain mechanistically. 
 In this article, we start with a look at the role of soil carbon 
in general and then drill down to a “nanopore view,” looking at 
the chemical, electrical, physical, and biological processes that 
biochar stimulates. While there are now multi-year field studies 
that show the impact of biochar on different crops, it’s difficult 
to draw broad conclusions from these studies because they use 
different kinds of biochar in different kinds of soil with different 
crops. To understand biochar, it is perhaps more useful to look 
first at some studies of its action in compost. We review a few of 
these studies in order to explain how biochar actually works. 

Biochar kickstarts the Carbon Cycle

 To understand biochar, we must first understand the role 
of soil carbon. It helps to recognize that, due to natural or 
manmade wildfires, biochar is already present in most soils to 
some degree. Nature makes megatons of biochar every year 
in the process of naturally occurring wildfires on forests and 
grasslands. Grass fires can make a lot of biochar. Tall grasses 
burn quick and hot, but close to the ground where the roots start, 
air is excluded—the base of the grasses will char, not burn. 
The legacy of wildfire charcoal has created the most valuable 
agricultural soils in the world: the carbon-rich Chernozems of 
the Russian steppe and the Mollisols of the US prairie states. 
 Recently, scientists have looked more closely at the 
Mollisols, and found that they contain char that is “structurally 
comparable to char in the terra preta soils and much more 

Supercompost to the Rescue!

Biochar—the Carbon Kickstarter
Kelpie Wilson & Hans-Peter Schmidt

abundant than previously thought (40–50% of organic C).” 
(1) These discoveries about the legacy of carbon in soils are 
relatively new. Until recently, agronomists have not paid much 
attention to soil carbon. Scientists who studied soils in the 
19th century and founded the discipline of soil science did not 
recognize the importance of carbon in soil. They knew it was 
there, but they did not understand that it could be depleted by 
tillage and by the artificial fertilizers they were developing. Not 
until the middle of the 20th century, when Sir Albert howard, 
lady eve Balfour, and J.I. Rodale launched the organic farming 
movement, did depletion of soil carbon enter public awareness.
 Soil scientist Rattan lal estimated in 2010 that “Most 
agricultural soils have lost 25% to 75% of their original soil 
organic carbon (SoC) pool. (2) So where did all the carbon 
go? Just look up. Most of it went to the sky and dissolved 
subsequently in the ocean. Not all of the excess carbon in the 
atmosphere comes from burning fossil fuels. A lot of it came 
from the living soil, from trees that were cut down, and from 
grasslands trampled into dust by overgrazing livestock. In fact, 
human agriculture has been altering the climate by releasing 
soil carbon and methane (from rice paddies) and by burning 
plants and trees ever since agriculture began 10,000 years ago. 
Rattan lal thinks we can put that carbon back: “estimates 
of the technical potential of carbon storage in the terrestrial 
biosphere correspond to a reduction in atmospheric Co2 in 
the range of 50-100 ppm over about 100 years.” He believes 
that carbon sequestration in the soil and in new growing plants 
(reforestation) “can serve as a bridge to the future until low-
carbon or no-carbon fuel sources can be adopted.”
 Climate is one compelling reason to restore soil carbon—
food security and ecosystem services are equally important. 

Just a spoonful a day—the surface of the biochar in this compost 
blend is visibly different from its fresh counterpart. No longer 
sharply reflective, it can take on a dull matte or glossy shine. 
Photo by Josiah Hunt.

Until recently, 
agronomists have not 
paid much attention 
to soil carbon.
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complete combustion of the biomass material by excluding air 
from the charcoal zone, thus preserving the char. Many other 
methods of charcoal-making exist, ranging from simple pit kilns 
to multi-million dollar machines that produce energy in gas or 
liquid form from the vapors. 

 The resulting charcoal resembles a blackened, shrunken 
version of the original biomass. But it now has very little 
hydrogen and oxygen. Microscopically, it looks partly like 
graphite and contains many different mineral allotropes of 
carbon; however, you won’t find any diamonds in biochar! What 
you will find is a mass of disjointed graphite crystals based on 
hexagonally-shaped carbon rings, with some leftover hydrogen 
and oxygen attached, along with minerals (ash) that were in 
the original feedstock. These hexagonal carbon compounds 
are called fused carbon rings, and they are very stable and 
hard to degrade. The more you heat the biomass, the more of 
these fused carbon rings are created. The rings hook up with 
each other to form layers and layers of discontinuous, rumpled 
sheet—the graphite crystals. A single layer sheet is called 
graphene. Biochar’s jumble of carbon crystallites is an important 
source of its nanopores—imagine all the tiny spaces in the 
wrinkles between sheets. 
 Biochar starts out as organic (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen) 
and becomes more mineral-like (mainly carbon) with heating. 
The mineral carbon phases are hardly biodegradable, whereas 
recondensed vapors that are found in the biochar pores and on 

Industrial agriculture has created the conditions for catastrophic 
soil decline. Nitrogen fertilizers, combined with tillage, hasten 
microbial respiration, burning up soil carbon without replacing 
it. Many soils have become dead substrates that must be 
continually pumped up with irrigation water, mineral nutrients, 
and pesticides to produce a crop. This is not sustainable.
 The evolution of soil shows how the soil building process 
works. Before photosynthetic bacteria transformed earth’s 
atmosphere by filling it with oxygen, soil was nothing more than 
anoxic green clay. After oxygen entered the atmosphere, red 
iron oxides appeared in the dirt. The good soils we know today, 
rich with organic carbon, developed slowly only after algae and 
arthropods crawled from the sea to dry land and plants took 
root. (3) life colonized land and began shedding its wasted, 
used up, and discarded parts onto the earth, where they formed 
a carbon-rich banquet that allowed life to feed and grow, using 
photosynthesis to pump ever more energy into the system.
 Soil building is the product of a positive feedback loop. 
Soil decline is also a positive feedback loop that can result in 
catastrophic soil loss if unchecked. As you will see from our 
description of how it works in compost, biochar is a highly 
effective tool for reversing the decline and kickstarting the soil-
building positive feedback loop. 

The electric carbon sponge 

 Soil carbon comes in many forms. It can be “recalcitrant” 
or resistant to decay, like humus. or it can be “labile,” the 
form found in easily degraded compounds (oils, sugars, 
alcohols). Soil carbon also includes both the living and the dead, 
decomposing bodies of bacteria, fungi, insects, worms, and 
plants. Carbon salts like calcium carbonate and dolomite are 
also present in soils, mostly in the form of rocks. 
 let’s take a moment and try to clarify some carbon 
terminology. organic carbon refers to the carbon in compounds 
that are found in living or once-living things. Those compounds 
include carbon in addition to hydrogen and oxygen, in the form 
of hydrocarbons and carbohydrates, among other substances. 
Inorganic carbon is the term for the carbonates such as limestone 
(even though some life forms use carbonates to make their shells 
or skeletons, these compounds are still considered inorganic). 
Mineral carbon refers to pure carbon solids as well as the simple 
oxides of carbon, like CO2 and carbon monoxide. There are 
many exotic forms or allotropes (different forms of the same 
element) of pure mineral carbon, including diamond, graphite, 
graphene sheets, buckyballs, and carbon nanotubes. 
 So what is biochar then—organic or mineral carbon? It 
is both, though more the latter. But let’s first have a look at 
how it’s produced. Biochar is made by heating biomass in 
the absence of air. This process is called pyrolysis, which 
includes the drying of the biomass and the subsequent release 
of flammable vapors. Technically, this can be done by many 
different methods. Some methods use a retort, which is a closed 
vessel that is externally heated. Heat transfers through the metal 
vessel, and vapors pass out through a vent, where they can be 
burned to help heat the retort. Gasification is another method 
that supplies enough air to burn the vapors, but prevents the 

Eight allotropes or molecular forms of pure carbon: a) dia-
mond, b) graphite, c) Lonsdaleite, d) C60 (Buckminsterfullerene 
or buckyball), e) C540, f) C70, g) amorphous carbon, and h) 
single-walled carbon nanotube or buckytube. 
Created by Michael Ströck. Wikimedia Commons.
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its surfaces are more biodegradable and can thus be considered 
as organic phases of the biochar. 
 Biochar also has interesting electrical properties. Fused 
carbon rings form a unique kind of bond with each other 
that allows electrons to move relatively freely from atom to 
atom. Depending on the pyrolysis temperature, the resulting 
biochar can be an insulator, a semi-conductor, or a conductor 
of electricity. electrically active fused carbon rings support 
redox or oxidation and reduction reactions that are important 
to soil biochemistry. In soils, microorganisms use carbon both 
as an electron donor and as an electron acceptor. Biochar is 
like a buffer or a battery that microbes continuously charge and 
de-charge, depending on the reactions they are involved in. By 
providing more carbon to soils, microbes get a higher “battery-
capacity,” which improves the metabolic efficiency of the highly 
diverse microbiota. 
 With its pores and electrical charges, biochar is like an 
electric sponge, capable of both absorption and adsorption. 
Absorption is a function of pore volume. The larger pores 
absorb water, air, and soluble nutrients like a sponge. Adsorption 
depends on surface area and charge. The surfaces of biochar, 
both internal and external, adsorb materials by electrochemical 
bonds of various kinds. 

 Porosity comes in many scales, from the relatively 
large vascular and cellular structures preserved from the 
original biomass, to the nanopores formed by tiny molecular 
dislocations. The amount of porosity depends mostly on the 
feedstock material and the highest treatment temperature (hTT). 
Temperature determines how much of the volatiles (hydrogen- 
and oxygen-containing compounds) will be driven off and 
how much pure carbon graphite is formed. Generally, porosity 
increases as more volatiles are driven off, clearing the pores, 
although they can re-clog when vapors are incompletely driven 
off and condense on the forming biochar surfaces. however, 
at temperatures approaching 1000°C (about 1800°F.), pores 
begin to collapse or melt. For this reason, hTT is a key variable 
to know, when specifying a biochar for a particular purpose. 
Porosity will also depend on the feedstock, with high-ash 
feedstocks like grass reacting quite differently to heating than 
low-ash feedstocks like wood or bamboo. For wood feedstocks, 
porosity will peak at an HTT of about 750°C (about 1400°F.). 
Biochar made in a campfire ring or a wood stove, for instance, 
may reach a temperature of about 400-500°C (about 750-
900°F.). This sort of low-to-medium temperature biochar will 
retain a significant amount of volatile organic compounds that 
are mostly easily degraded, also called labile carbon (the organic 

phase of biochar). (4)
 Fused carbon rings are also called “aromatic” carbon 
(another confusing chemistry term—it doesn’t mean that the 
compound has a strong aroma, although some of them, like 
benzene, do). When several of those aromatic carbon rings 
cling together with some hydrogen on their outer side they are 
called polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAh). The longer they are, 
the more stable they are. However, 16 (identified by the US 
EPA) of the smaller aromatic hydrocarbons (two to five rings) 
are confirmed or suspected to be hazardous to the environment 
and health. These PAh are mostly found in soot and tar and 
are produced in all sorts of fires or thermal decomposition of 
biomass and fossil fuels. They are also produced when biochar 
is made; however, most of them are driven off with the vapors 
as their boiling point is much lower than the usual pyrolysis 
temperature. If the pyrolysis conditions and the separation of 
the solid biochar and the vapors are not optimized (as in some 
gasifiers), the 16 PAHs recognized as hazardous can contaminate 
the biochar, resulting in potential hazards to the environment 
and user (5, 6). For that reason, the IBI and the EBC developed 
analytical protocols for quality biochars, making sure that no 
hazardous substances enter ecosystems in critical amounts (7, 
8). 
 Interestingly, biochar is also an excellent PAH adsorbent 
and is commonly used to clean up PAh from soil and other 
substances. IBI- and EBC-certified biochars can adsorb many 
more PAHs already existing in soils than the biochar itself 
contains. Irrespective of this fact, PAh contents of biochar have 
to be controlled, as otherwise a good idea can easily turn into 
its opposite. Problematic in this regard is that PAh analyses 
are expensive, and in most countries are not yet available. To 
test biochar in the absence of sophisticated analysis, smell it 
and touch it. If it smells like anything, don’t use it. Rub a bit 
on your skin. If it feels greasy and requires soap or detergent 
to remove, don’t use it without further testing. This easy field 
test works rather well, because PAhs only stick on a biochar 
in considerable amounts if condensates from the vapor phase 
have been adsorbed during the production process—in that case, 

So what is biochar then— 
organic or 
mineral carbon?

Modern-day home gardens may provide a window into the 
creation of the famous terra preta soils. 
Photo by Josiah Hunt. Amazonas Region, Peru, 2013. 
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compost? Well balanced compost with the optimum C:N 
ratio produces lots of humus. If there is not enough stable 
carbon (from wood, straw, or other lignin sources), then the 
easily degradable sugars, fats, and proteins will be completely 
consumed by microbes, leaving very little substrate behind. This 
is what happens in tropical soils, where heat, moisture, and high 
microbial activity will decompose a fallen leaf nearly as soon as 
it hits the ground, allowing very little soil to form. 
 A number of studies have demonstrated that biochar has 
value as an ingredient in compost that can help capture nutrients 
and form humus. In the next section, we review some of these 
results and explain why biochar is so valuable in compost. The 
answers will also tell us a lot about how biochar behaves in soil, 
because they show how biochar impacts the organisms that live 
in healthy soil. 

Making supercompost with biochar

 If you look at a list of things biochar is supposed to do in 
soil, you’ll see it’s very similar to lists you see for compost: 
 · improves tilth and reduces soil bulk density
 · helps reduce soil erosion by increasing cohesive forces of 
very fine soil particles
 · increases soil water-holding capacity
 · becomes more stable by combining with clay minerals
 · increases cation exchange capacity (CEC: the ability 
to hold onto and transfer nutrient cations such as calcium, 
magnesium, potassium, and ammonium)
 · improves fertilizer utilization, by preventing fertilizers 

many other compounds leaving an odor or taste would also stick 
to biochar surfaces. 

A well-aged cheese

 The terra preta soils were deliberately created over centuries 
on the permanently settled high bluffs along the Amazon River. 
The fertility of these black, humus-rich soils is many times 
greater than the surrounding, highly leached red soils. It is 
thought that the ingredients included charcoal, ash, food scraps, 
and human excrement, but how they actually combined to form 
terra preta is still unknown. Explaining the formation of terra 
preta is like determining the recipe for a fine Camembert cheese. 
You can analyze all the ingredients and still have not the faintest 
idea how to make one if you don’t learn it from the artisans. 
 one thing that is becoming obvious after a decade of 
scientific research on biochar and the first results from multi-
year field trials is that, just like a good cheese, the time 
dimension is critical. From the moment biochar is pulled 
from the kiln, its surfaces begin to oxidize and form new 
compounds. These compounds, called “functional groups” 
are able to grab onto nutrients and minerals, while the fused 
carbon rings promote redox reactions that shuttle electrons 
around the microbial community attached to biochar surfaces, 
enhancing microbial metabolism and the cycling of nutrients. 
The end result could be any one of many “terroir”-distinct 
terra preta flavors, depending on what kind of soil, organic 
matter, minerals, water, and life forms come into contact with 
the biochar, and how long it has to ripen. But, if you sample the 
cheese before it’s mature, it’s just sour milk. 
 Raw biochar placed in soils before it has had a chance to 
collect a charge of nutrients can actually reduce crop yields 
because 1) it may physically adsorb and immobilize plant 
nutrients in the soil, or 2) it may add volatile organic compounds 
that feed a bloom of microbes that consume the nitrogen in the 
soil. These problems are easily corrected by adding some extra 
nitrogen and other plant nutrients along with the raw biochar. 
once the labile carbon fraction is used up, biochar enters a 
new phase—a deep time dimension where its carbon matrix is 
stable for hundreds to thousands of years and may become the 
core of humic substances that crystalize around the fine biochar 
particles. (9)
 In fact, biochar, whether naturally created or man-made, 
may be the base of many humic materials found in soils. (10) 
Very little humus naturally forms in tropical soils, where high 
temperatures and moisture accelerate microbial decomposition, 
yet terra preta soils have a high content of humus. To 
understand why, researchers added new organic matter to both 
a terra preta soil and an adjacent, poor natural soil. They found 
that more of the organic matter was retained as stable humus 
in the terra preta soil. (11) A combination of factors may lead 
to this result. Biochar surfaces adsorb carbon and retain it in 
compounds with minerals, supporting at the same time a large 
microbial community that makes more efficient use of organic 
debris containing carbon and other nutrients. The terra preta 
soils are thus able to accumulate carbon continually.
 If tropical soils need biochar to make humus, what about 

A compost pile made of wood chips, manure, and biochar.   
Hawaii, 2009. Photo by Josiah Hunt.
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from leaching out of the root zone
 · retains minerals in plant-available form
 · supports soil microbial life and biodiversity
 · helps plants resist diseases and pathogens
 · helps plants grow better in high salt situations
 · adds carbon to the soil carbon pool, reducing atmospheric 
carbon
 If compost does all these things, why do we need biochar? 
The answer is twofold: first, biochar lasts longer and is a 
more permanent fix for soils. Second, biochar has important 
synergistic effects when added to compost. Biochar makes 
faster, better, more nutrient-rich, more biologically diverse, and 
more humified compost. Below, we examine several of the most 
important biochar effects.

1. Biochar keeps compost moist and aerated, promoting 
increased biological activity.
 The composting process is governed 
by various physical parameters that can 
be altered by the addition of biochar 
materials as bulking agents. Some of the 
parameters that most affect compost are: 
aeration, moisture content, temperature, 
bulk density, ph, electron buffering, and 
the sorptive capacity of bulking agents. 
Water is held in biochar’s pore spaces and 
voids, and the spaces between particles. 
Moisture is also the vehicle for bringing 
dissolved organic carbon, nitrogen, and 
other nutritive compounds into contact 
with biochar surfaces, where they can be 
sorbed. Biochar’s stable carbon matrix 
accepts electrons from decomposing 
organic compounds buffering electric 
charges that would otherwise impair 
microbial activity and be responsible for 
the production of greenhouse gases like 
methane and hydrogen sulfides.
 Referring to lessons drawn from years 
of practical experience using biochar in 
compost in Japan, researcher Makoto 
ogawa said, “in the process of compost 
making, the more charcoal that is used, the 
faster the decomposition progresses via 
exothermic [heat-producing] reactions.” 
(12)
 one Japanese study looked at 

the influence of charcoal additions on the proliferation of 
microorganisms in a mixture of charcoal and rice bran and found 
that both the rate of increase and the total extent of microbes 
were dependent on the amount of charcoal added to the mix. 
(13) Another study tested 5% and 20% additions of pine chip 
biochar to poultry litter compost, and found that the addition 
of 20% biochar caused microbial respiration (measured as Co2 
emissions) to peak earlier and higher than either the 5% or 0% 
biochar treatments. (14)
 Trials at the Ithaka Institute in Switzerland have shown that 
up to 50% biochar (by volume) can be added as a bulking agent, 
improving fertility, water holding, and contaminant adsorbing 
capacity in the resulting biochar-compost substrate. 

2. Biochar increases nitrogen retention.
 Numerous studies have shown that biochar is effective at 
retaining nitrogen in soils (15, 16). Several studies have also 
shown that biochar enhances nitrogen retention in compost, 
reducing emissions of ammonia. 
 Ammonium (Nh4+) is the aqueous ion of ammonia. 
Ammonium is generated by microbial processes and nutrient 
cascades that convert nitrogen from organic forms found mainly 
in proteins and nucleic acids into mineral forms (ammonium, 
nitrate, and nitrite) that can be further converted by denitrifying 
microbes to gaseous emissions that include volatile ammonia 
gas (Nh3), nitrogen gas (N2), nitrous oxide (N2o) and other 
reactive nitrogen gases (amines and indoles). At neutral ph, 

If compost does 
all these things, 
why do we need biochar?
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the aqueous ammonium (Nh4+) and the gaseous ammonia 
(Nh3) are in equilibrium. higher ph forces more of the aqueous 
ammonium into the gas phase that can escape to the atmosphere. 
 During the post-rotting phase of the compost when 
temperature returns below 40°C (104°F), complexation of 
the decomposed organic matter starts. Ammonium, nitrate, 
phosphate, and other mineral plant nutrients get complexed 
(reassembled) into more stable organic, humus-like compounds. 
At this stage, biochar and clay minerals favor the building of these 
organic complexes, reducing the loss of nutrients in the form of 
leachable minerals like nitrate or volatile gases like ammonia.
 Adding 9% bamboo charcoal to sewage sludge compost, 
researchers found that the total nitrogen loss by the final 
compost stage was reduced 64% compared to no biochar. 
The increased nitrogen retention was probably due to quicker 
nitrification (microbial transformation of ammonium to nitrate) 
and enhanced complexation (building of nitrogen-rich, humus-
like substances). During composting, the biochar is subjected 
to an accelerated aging process; biochar surfaces get oxidized 
and enriched by formation of carboxylic (acid) functional 
groups. The latter more than doubled in the above-mentioned 
experiment at the end of the composting period. (17)
 
3. Biochar improves compost maturity and humic content.
 Several studies have looked at effects of biochar on the 
timing and results of compost maturation and found that 
adding biochar to compost reduced the amount of dissolved 
organic carbon in mature compost while increasing the fraction 
of stable humic materials. 
Following the addition of 2% 
biochar to compost, one study 
recorded a 10% increase in 
carbon captured in humic acids 
(humus) and a 30% decrease of 
water-soluble carbon. They also 
found increased fungal species 
diversity in the mature biochar 
compost as compared to the 
control and proposed that these 
fungi were responsible for the 
increased humification. (18)
 Biochar promotes humus 
formation, leaving open the 
possibility of sequestering 
additional biomass carbon 
and reducing carbon dioxide 
and methane emissions during 
composting. (19)

4. Biochar compost improves 
plant growth.
 Biochar seems to improve 
the composting process, but 
how do plants like those biochar 
composts? Several researchers 
have experimented with various 
combinations of compost and 

biochar added as separate amendments. (20, 21) These studies 
found improved plant growth response when biochar was added 
to soil along with compost. A 2013 study in Germany looked 
instead at biochar composted together with other materials. (22) 
They tested compost containing 0 to 50% biochar by weight, 
at three different application rates of each compost type. Using 
oats in greenhouse pots on two different substrates (sandy soil 
and loamy soil), they discovered that plant growth increased 
with the amount of biochar in the compost. Plant growth also 
increased with increasing application rates of each type of 
biochar compost. They confirmed the synergistic effect of 
biochar and compost on plant growth.
 Long-term benefits of biochar compost are also being 
confirmed. A two-year field trial in China, using poultry manure 
composted with biochar on a salt-stressed wheat field found a 
marked decrease in salt stress, along with crop yield gains. The 
effect increased during the second year of the trial. (23)

Terra preta

 one of the basic principles of good compost production is 
that the wider the variety of materials you use, the better the 
compost. Bruno Glaser and his colleagues, who have studied 
both the terra preta soils and biochar in compost, have proposed 
the modern material flow management scheme diagrammed 
below for producing high quality compost with maximum 
carbon sequestration and nutrient balance to help meet the 
growing need for replenishing carbon, nutrients, and beneficial 

Sustainable management of natural resources combines biochar with organic and inorganic 
wastes in compost processing (from Fischer & Glaser, 2012). OM stands for “organic matter,” 
CEC for “cation exchange capacity,” and WHC for “water holding capacity.”
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microbes in agricultural soils. (20)
 This ideal biochar compost system is based on a speculative 
reconstruction of the terra preta soils. Most likely, they began 
as garbage dumps with the accidental accumulation of food 
waste, ashes, and manure; as human populations grew (perhaps 
attracted by the newly created soil fertility of the garbage 
dumps), it’s possible that they began to organize and deliberately 
manage the material flows of plant biomass, mammal and fish 
bones, ash, biochar, and human excreta that resulted in the terra 
preta soils we see today.
 If these researchers are right, we now have the recipe for 
biochar-enhanced super compost that can kickstart the process 
of returning carbon to soils today. our industrial legacy has 
left us with a rapidly deteriorating climate and soils that are 
dying and eroding. There is no time to waste. The time to start 
composting with biochar is now.      ∆

Kelpie Wilson is a writer, mechanical engineer, and principal 
consultant at Wilson Biochar Associates. She’s worked in the 
biochar field since 2007. She has been active in environmental 
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Permaculture in the 21st Century

Peoples’ Science or Pseudoscience?
Rafter Sass Ferguson

Permaculture has a comPlicated relationship 
with science. 
 the partnership between holmgren and mollison 

emerged from an academic context and then left it behind. as 
they forged the permaculture perspective, they broke up with 
institutional science, and devoted their energies to deepening 
practice and birthing a movement. they had good reasons 
for abandoning academia—in the 70s, there was virtually no 
scientific research to support the practical proposals they were 
making. science wasn’t ready.
 For the past 34 years, permaculture has largely stayed on 
the track of an independent grassroots movement, and distant 
from systematic research. if you search the massive databases 
of peer-reviewed scientific literature, there is very little (but not 
quite zero) mention of permaculture. that’s not necessarily a 
criticism of permaculture’s history—we’ve been busy growing a 
movement, project by project and course by course. over those 
decades, though, the context has changed. Permaculture has 
fellow travelers and allies among newer scientific disciplines: 
agroecology, agroforestry, ecological waste and water treatment, 
resilience science, and others. the context has changed, and our 
approach needs to change too. 
 our isolation from science has complicated consequences. 
one of them is that permaculture gets labeled as pseudoscience. 

it’s expected that radical proposals will get called names, and 
we’ve been called our share. many of them we can disregard as 
driven by ignorance and fear. But this is one that i believe we 
should take seriously. 
 Pseudoscience is 1) “a claim, belief, or practice which is 
presented as scientific, but does not adhere to a valid scientific 
method, lacks supporting evidence or plausibility, cannot be 
reliably tested, or otherwise lacks scientific status,” and which 
is 2) “often characterized by the use of vague, contradictory, 
exaggerated, or unprovable claims, an over-reliance on 
confirmation rather than rigorous attempts at refutation, a 
lack of openness to evaluation by other experts, and a general 
absence of systematic processes to rationally develop theories.” 
(Wikipedia)
 Why should we take this seriously? Many of us are interested 
in presenting permaculture as science-based, despite our relative 
isolation from research. let’s face it—in all the diversity of 
styles and practices with which people promote and defend 
permaculture, sometimes we deserve it. i don’t think that anyone 
who has been involved in permaculture for more than a few 
years could read the characteristics of pseudoscience and not 
have some of them seem familiar. 
 Pseudoscience is not just a label that we want to avoid, it’s 
also a style of thinking that—when we fall prey to it—handicaps 
us. We need to move further, learn faster, and think more 
critically if we’re going to accomplish our goals. thankfully, our 
choice isn’t between the shoddy thinking of pseudoscience and 
formal training as scientists.

Thinking through permaculture science

 I think of our best alternative as Peoples’ Science. I define 
it as a culture of experimentation and critical thinking that 
mobilizes the resources of contemporary scientific research, and 
integrates them into our movement for the liberation of people 
and of our home: the Earth. 
 so where do we stand, right now, in relation to our closest 
allies in the sciences? To begin answering that question, I 
conducted a systematic review of the permaculture literature 
in 2012 and 2013 (Ferguson & Lovell, 2013). In broad strokes, 
permaculture principles and proposals are extensively supported 
by contemporary science. the concepts and strategies emerging 
from the permaculture literature largely complement and, in 
many cases, provide a provocative extension of those in the 
agroecology literature. as much as we have to offer, we also 
have our work cut out for us. our literature shows that we have 
a weakness for extrapolating from ecological principles in a 
way that severely oversimplifies the processes at work, and for 
then making claims and prescriptions based on those principles 
that overreach what we really know how to do. discussions of 

With all these statements from prominent permaculturists 
floating around, it’s not hard to feel a little confused about the 
relationship between permaculture and science.
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practice consistently underplay the complexity, challenges, and 
risks that producers face in developing diversified and integrated 
production systems. 
 my goal in proposing the concept of Peoples’ science is to 
help strengthen our movement, by nudging us toward a healthier 
and more critical attitude toward science, and away from that 
part of our legacy that relies too heavily on charisma and plays 
too loose with evidence.
 What’s at stake? Occasionally getting tagged with the label 
of pseudoscience is not the most serious consequence of our 
isolation from science. There is more at stake. We are starved 
for feedback. how are we, as a movement and as practitioners, 
doing? What are the criteria by which we would even begin 
to answer that question? We’ve been going at it for 35 years 
without ever collectively and systematically assessing our 
impact. it’s okay—we’ve been busy. But, it’s clear that this 
has to change. all the learning we’ve done at the site level is 
stupendous, but without a way to examine how we’re doing 
across many sites and conditions, we’re not learning nearly fast 
enough to keep up with the pace of history.

 The view from the margins is getting old. We risk being 
wallflowers at the dance party of global change. Our ability to 
value the marginal is a strength, and we shouldn’t abandon it. 
But which margins? And do we have to be on the margin to 
value the marginal? Consider the report “Agroecology and the 
Right to Food,” submitted by UN Special Rapporteur Oliver De 
Schutter, which made a big splash in 2010. (6) Its main message 
is that agroecology is the solution to the global food crisis. 
Permaculture is not even a footnote in that report. consider 
also how agroecology has been adopted by Via campesina, 
the international peasant farmer federation with 600,000,000 
members—that’s not a typo: six hundred million. They’ve 
adopted agroecology, but they don’t mention permaculture 
(Rosset & Martinez-Torres). Is it really because our mulching 
techniques are so subversive? My concern isn’t that we’re 
getting left out—i don’t care about the turf. i do care that we 
have a contribution to make that is not getting made. We’re not 
where we need to be to do what we need to do.
 How might a Peoples’ Science look? Broadly speaking, there 
are three mutually compatible strategies for reaching it. The first 
and most obvious is to investigate permaculture or discuss it 
in scientific literature. When permaculture is either the subject 
of research, or an explicit frame for organizing theory and 
investigation, the results are a powerful statement and a resource 
for us. another strategy is for permaculturists to pay closer 
attention to the emerging wavefront of relevant research and 
theory. I’m grateful to Chris Warburton-Brown and all the good 
people at the Permaculture association in the uK, for starting 
the Permaculture Research Digest, which “provides summaries 
of newly published permaculture-related research.” This pattern 

is especially important for promoters of permaculture: teachers 
and writers. there are, of course, many permaculturists who 
do pay attention to what’s happening in scientific research, but 
more widespread and current scientific literacy can only help us. 
 The third pattern is the most important: permaculturists do 
science. By “science” here, I don’t mean working with large 
institutions and publishing in peer-reviewed journals (though 
that can be worthwhile). i mean a more fundamental notion of 
systematic collective inquiry: careful and strategic investigation 
of shared questions, critical interpretation of what we find, and 
systematic dissemination of questions and answers. this is not 
something we need big institutions to do, although there are 
certain questions for which their resources could be very useful. 
rather, this is an evolutionary extension of what we’re already 
doing. this is how we learn faster. 

Transitional concepts

 in grappling with some of these questions, two constellations 
of ideas have helped me think things through. i’ve been inspired 
by the incredible body of scientific research, spanning many 
disciplines, that falls under the rubric of traditional ecological 
Knowledge. the lesson that strikes me from the global body 
of research about teK is the way things vary between patterns 
and details. the global patterns in broad land-use strategies 
are very, very strong: home gardens, coppice management, 
silvopasture, fishery (and other common resource) management, 
swidden agriculture and shifting cultivation, water-harvesting 
earthworks, etc. these patterns of management occur 
independently, again and again, all over the world. and with 
that very strong pattern at the global level, comes wild variation 

Global gradients like tropical-polar or humid-arid, shape land-
scapes and inform design in predictable ways. The interaction 
between all these gradients may not be predictable, though.

This is how we learn faster.
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in the details of management at the local level—even from 
watershed to watershed. the patterns in strategy are stable; the 
details of technique are extremely variable (Berkes, 1999). 
 I want to ask myself: does my teaching reflect this? Do I 
ground my discussion in an awareness of the very different 
stability factors in pattern vs. detail, strategy vs. technique? 
When I catch myself dogmatically insisting on the permaculture 
recipe for swales, for example, it’s good to remind myself of  
the incredible variety of water-harvesting earthworks that have 
been developed in different landscapes and cultures all over 
the world, over millennia, specifically to fit those contexts. 
When am I teaching one-size-fits-most recipes, and when am I 
teaching design that responds to the environmental and social 
parameters of a site? When am I teaching not only a powerful 
example of technique, but also the broad forces that drive the 
global patterns and the local variations? 
 Building on those questions, i turn to movimiento 
campesino a campesino, the Farmer-to-Farmer movement that 
has formed a learning network linking hundreds of thousands 
of farmer-promoters across villages, regions, and nations. in 
particular, to the movement in cuba, from whose agroecological 
transformation so many permaculturists have taken so much 
inspiration. their perspective on technique is informative. 
 “The MACAC…speak more to social process than specific 
technologies. la Via campesina has found that there is no real 
need for agroecology to promote specific techniques of food 
production. there are already many good practices available. 
the problem is that in most cases, the dissemination and 
adoption of sustainable practices are limited by methodological 
shortcomings… it was clear that widespread transformation 
would be impossible without a methodology to build a 
social process to accelerate adoption of agroecology. though 

agroecological techniques abounded, cuba needed to develop 
a process by which to disseminate them and foment their 
adoption.” (Sosa, et al., 2013)
 While identifying and developing techniques is absolutely 
necessary, techniques are not the crucial linchpin holding us 
back. technique is, if anything, the easy part. the critical 
unmet need is for a social process that facilitates identifying, 
developing, adopting, implementing, disseminating, and 
adaptating techniques across sites and social contexts. so i ask 
myself again: does my teaching reflect that? Does our movement 
reflect that? So far my best answer is “not enough.”

Principles of People’s Science—for teachers

 I offer preliminary definitions of some principles for 
accelerating learning in permaculture. While I’ve grouped them 
based on whether they apply more to practitioners or promoters, 
in truth they apply to everybody. 
 Show Your Work. Know and share the origins of the concepts 
you’re teaching. don’t teach anything as received wisdom if 
you can help it. even if the principle you’re teaching seems 
universal, the way it’s being talked about has a history. refer 
to it. one way to do this is to cite your sources—especially 
when you’re drawing on factual claims. this not only gives you 
credibility, but also is an act of generosity to your audience. You 
take yourself out of the role of gatekeeper for the work of others 
that you have benefitted from, and let people pursue and access 
those resources themselves. i promise it won’t clutter up your 
slides too much. 
 Teach the Dynamics. do teach the forces that drive the big 
patterns and those that drive the fine-grained site specificity. Do 
teach recipes in that context, as a way for people to wrap their 
heads and hands around one viable approach. 

 We can do better than teaching only macro-regional design 
templates. We will better equip our students by also teaching the 
global gradients that drive ecosystem processes in predictable 

We need different levels of partnership and coordination 
for different kinds of questions.

Technique is…the easy 
part. The critical unmet 
need is for a social process 
that facilitates identifying, 
developing, adopting, im-
plementing, disseminat-
ing, and adaptating tech-
niques across sites and 
social contexts. 
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ways, and all intersect to shape specific sites: tropic-polar, arid-
humid, flat-steep, or lowland-highland. This applies as well to 
socio-ecological gradients: urban-rural, production-subsistence, 
fertile-barren, intact-degraded, or wealth-impoverished. 
 Teach the Controversy. When we teach concepts as received 
and accepted wisdom, there are consequences. We may get 
converts. and most of us are probably aware, and many have 
personal experience, of fresh-faced Pdc graduates going out 
into the world and telling farmers that they’re doing it wrong, 
asking researchers why they don’t just get on board with 
permaculture because it definitely works everywhere and will 
save the day…and worse. Pretty much everything someone 
could do to put their foot in their mouth and make permaculture 
look like a gonzo cult is happening, in all likelihood, every day. 
 We can’t actually prevent people from doing that (and it’s not 
just fresh-faced students, alas), but we can inoculate against it. 
When you teach the content, also teach the disagreement. Teach 
the questions and contention around a concept or technique. Not 
only is it often the most interesting thing about a topic, it’s also 
the information that actually equips your students to take these 
ideas into the world and advocate for them. 
 Lose the Smoke and Mirrors (Don’t Mystify Your Audience). 
Do be reflective about your language. Avoid needless jargon. 
special and technical vocabulary should be used only when 
it adds clarity. resist the temptation to make things sound 
“sciencey.” Conversely, resist the urge to explain things in 
cosmic or mystical terms. (And in terms of both science and 
mysticism, let me note that I’m fairly confident that there are no 
phenomena relevant to permaculture design that are clarified by 
referring to quantum physics in any way.)
 Balance the Narrative. don’t choose between an inspiring, 
motivating message, and a critical, reflective one. We don’t have 
to rely on certainty to excite people: we can also engage people 
by including the open, burning questions that are embedded in 
our work. We convey the urgency for implementation not only 
to solve problems that confront us, but also so that we can learn 
how to solve these and future problems.

Principles of People’s Science―for all
 the next two principles are a matched pair, helping us 
distinguish between experiential and sweeping claims. We need 
to notice the scale at which statements are being made, because 
they require different responses. is it, “i did this, and this is what 
happened,” or “Whenever anyone anywhere does this, this is 
what happens.” 
 Hone Your Bullshit Allergy. When you hear a sweeping 
claim, question it—at least to yourself. ask, “how do we 
know this is true? What’s being left out of this description—
ecologically, socially, economically? What more would we need 
to know in order to act on this claim?”
 Practice Skeptical Humility. When a practitioner (especially 
one who isn’t trying to sell you something) talks about an 
experience, and it doesn’t jibe with your understanding, suspend 
belief and disbelief. Just take it as one data point, and add it to 
the pool of questions and information. We can start practicing, 
of course, by turning these questions on ourselves. 

 Don’t Filter the Feedback (Don’t Mystify Yourself). this is 
best said as simply as possible, and reflected on daily—value the 
evidence that refutes your theory, as well as the evidence that 
confirms it.

People’s Science―for practitioners
 Design for Comparison. Assessing our impact, and figuring 
out what works, means that we have to identify causes. this 
part is tricky. You can’t have a garden for very long without 
noticing this. if we do something, things change. if we don’t 
do something, things still change. We can, however, design our 
interventions so that we can best assess their effects. 
 in practice, that means that when we apply a new technique, 
we retain a control plot that doesn’t get the treatment. Because 
so many factors change from year to year, the control plot lets us 
allow for all the year-to-year variation and still have some useful 
insight into the effect of our new technique. this can also mean 
gathering baseline data across a site before we intervene at all. 

By documenting conditions across a site, we get another kind of 
insight—into change over time. this can complement the use of 
control plots. as control plots help us allow for yearly variation 
so that we can track change between areas with different 
treatments, baseline data can help us allow for spatial variation, 
and give us insight into processes of change over time.
 Design for Partnerships. trying out a new variety or a new 
compost formulation is one thing, but as questions become 
more pressing and complex, they can’t be adequately answered 
by one practitioner or on one site. in the spirit of systematic 
collective inquiry, we need to share common questions, methods 
for investigating them, and the answers we come up with. it’s 
not only the inquiry that needs to be systematic—it’s also about 
working collectively. Far more needs to be accomplished than 

We don’t have to rely on 
certainty to excite people...
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we can do without coordinating our efforts. 
 different questions demand different levels of partnership 
and coordination. different levels of coordination require 
different kinds of institutional capacity. While there is no 
shortage of work to do, we have everything we need to begin. 
The Zones of Research figure is offered as a way of thinking 
about relationships between the scale of partnerships, questions, 
and structures for research (inspired and informed by Xu, et al, 
2011, free download link in Further reading below).

Facing the dual nature of science

 in proposing a reinvigorated relationship between 
permaculture and scientific research, I hope it’s clear that I’m 
not proposing that we put institutional peer-reviewed science 
on a pedestal. It wouldn’t be of any benefit for us to trade 
in charisma for institutional affiliation as the sole source of 
credibility. We need to face head-on the dual nature of science 
(Levins, 1992). On one hand, it actually enlightens us about 
how the world works, and by mobilizing its resources, we learn 
things about the world that we might not be able to learn any 

other way. it’s also the case that science always emerges from a 
particular social and political context, and is always shaped by 
that context—sometimes subtly, sometimes obviously. We don’t 
need to follow the so-called ‘skeptic’ movement in fetishizing 
the outputs of big-money science, as if those institutions 
are truly the Unstoppable Truth Factories that the Western 
mythology of science would have us believe. 
 this is why permaculture needs Peoples’ science. these 
tools—both conceptual and physical—are rightfully ours. they 
are too useful to abandon to the institutions that claim them 
now. We can reclaim their power for our movement—both 
by mobilizing and re-appropriating existing resources, and by 
just doing science ourselves. it’s not a trivial task, but a lot 
of work has already been done. many useful frameworks for 
doing participatory research have been developed over the 
last three decades: Participatory Rural Appraisal, Community 
Participatory action research, Participatory learning and 
action, and a dozen other recombinations of those terms. 
But those frameworks are written by and for professional 
researchers. We can and must develop the other side of 
that equation: systematic collective inquiry working from 
the grassroots up. the permaculture movement is great at 
assessing and integrating new techniques and practices into 
our framework—that’s where virtually all our technique comes 
from. We can turn that integrating gaze on the techniques and 
the products of scientific research, and repurpose them for the 
liberation of ourselves and our home. We need to be learning 

faster in order to do the work that we need to do. the culture 
of experimentation and critical thinking that will allow us 
collectively to see further, think deeper, and learn faster, is just 
waiting for us to bring it to life.     ∆

Rafter Sass Ferguson has been learning and teaching 
permaculture since 2003. For the past three years he’s been 
doing interdisciplinary research about permaculture as an 
agroecologist. You can find him and his work on the web at 
liberationecology.org. This article is adapted from a talk of 
the same title given at the Int’l Permaculture Convergence in 
Jibacoa, Cuba, December 2013.
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Enhancing Food Security in Southern Africa

Permaculture Farmers in Malawi
Abigail Conrad

tHE MEDIA, DONORS, AND SOME SCIENTISTS have 
touted Malawi as a Green Revolution success story after 
national maize (corn) yields increased in part due to a 

government fertilizer and hybrid seed subsidy. however, the 
impact has been overstated. (1) Malawi’s economy is largely 
dependent on tobacco, sugar, and tea exports, and half its 15 
million people live on less than a dollar a day. (2) Malawi’s 
smallholder farmers, who make up 78% of the population over 
15 years old, primarily depend on agricultural production to 
meet both food and livelihood needs. (3) Many are not able to 
produce enough food for the whole year, which compounds 
pervasive, interrelated problems of poverty, food insecurity, and 
malnutrition. 

 the food and agricultural problems facing smallholders 
today have been in the making since the late 1800s as Malawi’s 
agricultural production changed from effects of the columbian 
exchange, migration, the slave trade, British colonialism, 
environmental degradation, capitalism, and globalization. (4) 
 today, farmers in malawi experience food insecurity as a 
result of systemic limits on access to food, capital, land, labor, 
and environmental resources. (5) Most household farming, as 
well as national agriculture policy and agricultural development 
programs, focus on conventional farming techniques and 
maize production, but these are constrained by poverty, climate 
change, environmental degradation, and limited access to 
land, labor, information, and agricultural inputs. conventional 
farming for monocrop maize production is expensive and 
unreliable in the short term, and environmentally and financially 
unsustainable in the long term. (6) 
 as an alternative, some organizations in malawi promote 
permaculture to improve household farming and food security. 

In this article, I focus on the main findings from my research 
with permaculture organizations and farmers in malawi. 
 I first learned about permaculture during a trip to Malawi in 
2006 on a tour of a permaculture NGO. I visited again in 2008 
and 2010, when i encountered a second organization and a 
permaculture project run by a prominent international NGO. 
 i was interested in the extent to which farmers could use 
permaculture design and permaculture-inspired techniques to 
address food security and farming problems. Previous research 
and anecdotal reports from the NGOs pointed to potential 
benefits from such practices as well as socio-cultural, economic, 
political, and environmental constraints to their adoption. (7) 

Research participants and methods

 For my dissertation research, i chose to evaluate the impacts 
of using permaculture by comparing the agricultural practices 
and food security of conventional smallholders to those who 
use permaculture. i conducted research with local assistants 
Geoffrey Mlongoti, Chisomo Kamchacha, and Enock Chitheka 
who translated from the local language, chichewa, and helped 
design and conduct the research. We worked from September 
2011 to July 2012 in lilongwe rural district in partnership with 
the two permaculture organizations i visited on previous trips. 
The US Environmental Protection Agency (STAR Fellowship 
Assistance Agreement no. 91732301), American University, and 
the Explorers Club Washington Group funded the project. 
 a group of foreigners and malawians founded one of the 
permaculture organizations in 2009 as a Malawi-based NGO 
focused on permaculture demonstration and education. it 
provides training to smallholders in permaculture design and 
agroecology techniques, and through outreach and extension 
work helps them implement permaculture, with some limited 
material support like seeds. 
 the other organization is small and run by an american 
family out of their village home, which they transformed into 
a veritable oasis starting in 2003, and which now serves as a 
demonstration site. they teach courses across the country and in 

Malawian village in the dry season. 

I was interested in the 
extent to which farmers 
could use [permaculture] 
to address food security…
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as permaculture farmers or in adjacent villages. We initially 
selected 20 households using the random-walk method (ask 
households to participate while walking through a village 
using a random starting point). (9) Eight other households, 
who participated in a permaculture organization program and 
volunteered to join the study, were ultimately included in this 
control group because they had not adopted permaculture by the 
completion of the study. 
 The villages each comprise approximately 20 to 50 
households, largely made up of extended families. despite 
proximity to the capital lilongwe, the villagers live rural 
lifestyles. the settlements do not have electricity, running 
water, or paved roads. each village has clusters of houses 
made of unfired or fired brick with thin thatch or sheet metal 
roofs, separated by meandering paths, hardpan dirt, occasional 
trees, and patches of maize. Fields of maize growing in ridges, 
sparsely intercropped with pumpkins and sometimes beans, 
and small patches of forested graveyards surround the villages 
(see 2). Just over half of participant households got their water 
from a borehole (protected deep well), and the rest drew it from 
an open well or river. most of the participants had inherited 
land and relied on farming as their primary food source and 
economic activity. most engaged in other subsidiary livelihood 
activities like informal farm labor and small household-based 
businesses; a few engaged in wage labor. 
 We designed the research to answer a central question: given 

cultural and structural constraints to implementing and adopting 
permaculture-identified practices, can smallholder farmers use 
permaculture to improve their household food security? 
 Food security refers to people’s “physical and economic 
access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food to meet their 
dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 
life.” (10) During multiple seasons, we repeated a food security 
assessment (11) and 24-hour-diet recall. (12) We conducted 
interviews and focus groups on food and farming practices, 
with questionnaires on agricultural production and household 
characteristics. With the permaculture farmers, we also 
conducted interviews and focus groups on how permaculture 
practices affected their crop production, farm labor, land use 
and quality, livelihoods, food access, food consumption, and 
health. In all, we completed 185 interviews, ten focus groups, 

Future expansion [of 
permaculture] is limited 
primarily by material 
constraints, including 
land, labor, money, 
and water access…

the surrounding communities to encourage permaculture. 
 We used cluster sampling to select ten villages where some 
farmers practiced permaculture. Next, we discussed the study 
with local leaders and received their permission to proceed. 
Then, we recruited two sample groups: one of farmers who used 
permaculture and another of those who did not. 
 The “permaculture farmer” sample group consisted of 16 
households. this included all households in the villages who 
were practicing permaculture when we enrolled participants 
in 2011, and an additional two households who volunteered to 
participate after having adopted permaculture during the study 
through participation in a permaculture organization program. 
 For the purposes of this study, we treated permaculture as 
an agroecology design system because that is how the farmers 
primarily understood and used it, although permaculture is also 
a movement, worldview, and best practice framework. (8) We 
determined three criteria for permaculture adoption, regardless 
of scale: 1) self-identify as practicing permaculture, 2) exposure 
to demonstrations or information about permaculture from 
an NGO, and 3) intentional use of multiple permaculture 
practices in one place. For instance, we counted farmers as 
practicing permaculture if they constructed beds in their yards, 
intercropped several crop varieties, used organic inputs, and 
watered plants using greywater with the intent of practicing 
permaculture. in contrast, there were farmers who did not meet 
these criteria, such as the ones who participated in introductory 
permaculture trainings, but did not yet self-identify as using 
permaculture even though they intended to soon, because they 
had only tried one new practice in isolation like making compost 
or growing one type of crop organically. 
 For comparison, we selected a control group consisting of 
28 conventional farming households living in the same villages 

Beds in development n Zone 1. Permaculture is having a real 
and positive impact on small farmers’ food security.  
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and 237 surveys. We also observed farmers at their homes and in 
their fields to learn about and document their food and farming 
practices, and at the permaculture organizations to learn about 
how they practice and teach permaculture. 

How farmers learned about permaculture

 as is common in malawi, the participant households faced 
persistent food access problems. over eight months, due to 
insufficient seasonal food access and monetary constraints, most 
households at least once could not eat what they were used to 
and so engaged in coping strategies. 
 most commonly, farmers were motivated to adopt 
permaculture to get tangible benefits such as harvesting food, 
saving money, or solving a farming problem. Before adopting 
it, farmers had to understand permaculture and its goals, and 
to do so they often directly participated in a program with a 
permaculture organization. 
 Most of the permaculture farmers first encountered it 
at a permaculture organization and discussed it with a staff 
member or a friend or neighbor. they then learned more 
during unstructured learning interactions and observation, 
most commonly with permaculture organizations or relatives 
who used it. Just over half also learned either by participating 
in structured programs, while working for an NGO on a 
permaculture project, or through a formal training. the 
permaculture farmers also taught others in their social network 
about it; their use of permaculture provided additional local 
demonstrations, which encouraged others to adopt it. 
 all permaculture farmers learned about practices addressing 
land use, agrobiodiversity, soil and water conservation, 
and organic techniques. after unstructured learning and 
practice, permaculture farmers described using permaculture 
design concepts such as observing the environment, creating 
polycultures, detailed agricultural planning, conserving energy 
and resources, valuing diversity, and using multifunctional 
elements. Permaculture farmers who received structured training 
learned more agroecology techniques and explicitly learned 
about the permaculture design system and ethics. 

Using the design system and agroecology
 Farmers adopted permaculture in a process that took several 
years (see examples in 3). As they implemented permaculture 
practices, learned more, and gained benefits, they often were 
motivated to adjust or expand their practices. on average, the 
permaculture farmers in the study had practiced it for 3.02 
years at the time of the study. they implemented permaculture 
primarily in their yards, while continuing to use conventional 
farming techniques in rain-fed maize fields and some in dry-
season gardens. Both men and women used permaculture, 
although in some households, one family member was primarily 
responsible for its implementation. 
 there was overlap between the practices used by the 
permaculture and conventional farmers. Permaculture use 
was characterized by a combination of practices and use of 
the design system. Permaculture farmers applied agroecology 

techniques that addressed soil and water conservation, 
agrobiodiversity, and energy and material input use. these 
farmers differed from conventional farmers primarily by 
growing more varieties, not burning organic matter, using 
low- and no-till practices, applying manure or compost, 
mulching, irrigating with greywater, farming during all seasons, 
intercropping, and growing perennial crops. 
 Permaculture farmers used the design system to varying 
degrees, depending on their knowledge of it and on available 
resources. i developed a permaculture practice rubric to classify 
households as low, medium, or high practitioners based on the 
extent of their permaculture use. high practitioner households 
differed from medium and low practitioners in their use of the 
design system and the extent to which they used permaculture 
practices, in part because more high practitioners had structured 
permaculture training. Permaculture farmers’ scores positively 
correlated with the number of permaculture education sources, 
years of permaculture practice, and years of school completed 
by the household member with the highest level of education. 

Facing and overcoming constraints

 Farmers faced social, material, environmental, and 
knowledge constraints when implementing permaculture. these 
are similar to those that farmers face when adopting agroecology 
and conservation agriculture in malawi and elsewhere in sub-
Saharan Africa. (13) Initially, farmers face material, social, and 
information constraints. then, while practicing permaculture, 
material constraints increase, environmental constraints become 
a problem, and social constraints remain. Future expansion is 
limited primarily by material constraints including land, labor, 
money, and water access, and secondarily by limited access to 
information. Permaculture farmers face social stigmas from 
using practices that some see as strange, illogical, messy, 
and unhygienic. environmental constraints include erratic or 
inadequate rainfall and freely roaming livestock. information 
constraints, such as lacking access to education, make it difficult 
for farmers to create permaculture designs initially, and later 
leave them skeptical about applying permaculture on a larger 
scale. these constraints speak to broader challenges that 
farmers face related to health, livelihoods, climate change, and 
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access due to cultivation during all seasons. on average, they 
had slight, though statistically significant, increases in food 
security and diet diversity scores over conventional farmers. 
linear regression analysis showed that using permaculture 
had an independent relationship with food security and diet 
diversity, while controlling for household characteristics such 
as physical capital, wage labor, and land ownership. Further, 
three times as many conventional farmers were severely 
food-insecure compared to permaculture farmers. Based 
on diet diversity categories developed for a UN Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) study, more than twice as 
many permaculture farmers had high diet diversity compared 
to conventional farmers. (12) Small-scale permaculture use 
provided incremental benefits and helped to buffer against 
severe food insecurity and low diet diversity by improving food 
access. this also enabled farmers to diversify food consumption; 
they ate new types of foods, more legumes, and more vitamin 
a-rich fruits and vegetables. 
 unexpectedly, three-quarters of permaculture farmers 

reported feeling that the health of their household members had 
improved, and disease incidence in their families had fallen 
since starting permaculture. Further research would be required 
to determine the precise causes of improved health. 
 in this study, the scope of impact of smallholders’ 
permaculture use was primarily limited to the household level 
because that use did not change other critical determinants of 
their livelihoods and wellbeing such as the political, economic, 
healthcare, and education systems. it also did not affect the 
local or malawian food system. Permaculture activists need to 
engage with the government and donors to change policies and 
funding priorities, something the permaculture organizations in 
malawi have begun to do. Permaculturists have limited ability 
to influence the profit incentives, market structure, or trade 
regulations that structure the global, capitalist food system. 
agribusinesses have a near-monopoly on the production, sale, 
and trade of much of the world’s agricultural inputs and food. 
that will not change because pockets of farmers reduce their 
market purchases. however, permaculture can help smallholder 
farmers maneuver within such powerful systems. 
 Permaculture education improved farmers’ adaptive capacity 
by building their skill sets to deal with agricultural problems and 
environmental shocks. the techniques they learned should also 

The fact that permaculture 
doesn’t depend [only] on 
access to money 
created options 
for the farmers who 
learned about and used it.

entitlements to land, water, and money. 

Summary of research findings

 Farmers reported agricultural, environmental, livelihood, 
food and nutrition security, and health benefits from practicing 
permaculture. The most commonly reported benefits were 
higher agrobiodiversity (100%), successful cultivation of a 
small piece of land (60%), the ability to harvest at different 
times of the year (53%), improved soil fertility (60%), reduced 
expenditure on purchases of food (67%) and fertilizer (53%), 
and earned income from crop sales (47%). On average, 
permaculture farmers grew three times more crop types (average 
of 31.86 varieties) than conventional farmers (average of 10.25 
varieties), which is a statistically significant difference. At least 
a third reported that permaculture practices helped them deal 
with the changing climate, grow healthy crops, have high yields, 
and increase income. on average, permaculture farmers spent a 
fraction of what the average conventional farmer spent on input 
costs—in part because farmers implemented permaculture on 
very small pieces of land (e.g., an eighth of an acre or 0.05 ha), 
while conventional farmers used more land. seed costs were the 
only expense for almost all permaculture farmers, suggesting 
that these could be a barrier to scaling-up permaculture 
implementation. overall, permaculture farmers reduced their 
dependence on purchased food and farm inputs. other studies 
in africa have found similar reductions when farmers use 
agroecology practices that improve soil fertility. (14)
 all permaculture farmers reported improved food access 
because of increased crop diversity and more consistent food 

A permaculture system in development. Systems developed faster 
when implemented by more experienced farmers. 
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incrementally improve their land quality and ecosystem services 
in the long-term, which may further improve agricultural yields 
and resilience. Food security and health may also improve 
livelihood and well-being in the long run by helping to keep 
farmers from experiencing severe problems. 
 Permaculture helped to lessen farmers’ dependence on the 
market for agricultural inputs and food and improved food 
access using few externally sourced inputs on previously 
uncultivated land. one permaculture farmer aptly summarized 
the difference between resource use in conventional agriculture 
and permaculture. she said, “this other [conventional] type 
needs more energy from a person each and every time, and also 
it needs more inputs. While the permaculture one does not count 
whether I am rich or I am poor. Everyone can use it well.” 
 the fact that permaculture doesn’t depend on access to 
money created options for the farmers who learned about and 
used it. their expanded skill set increased their options for 
how to farm, and the changes in farming led to increased food 
consumption choices. these changes had more than material 
benefits for farmers. Food insecurity and poverty lead to other 
forms of suffering such as stress, malnutrition, disease, and 
death in some cases. as such, improving agricultural production 
and food access can also help improve farmers’ well-being. 
 For instance, for one elderly permaculture farmer, seeing 
other people practice it validated how she farmed with her 
family as a girl, encouraged her to return to those methods, 
and gave her new examples of how to improve her agricultural 
production. she explained to me what these farming changes 
meant to her. She said, “Its freedom, to plant the way you want.” 
it is her freedom, she said, to be able to decide how to farm and 
to provide food for herself and her grandchildren.

Lessons for permaculture development

 the primary limitations of this study are the small sample 
size, limited timeframe, and the fact that we were only able 
to work with farmers applying permaculture on a small scale. 
Despite the limitations, some research findings are generalizable 
to smallholders and other permaculture development projects. 
 Broadly, our findings suggest that smallholders can benefit 
from using permaculture and that the permaculture model for 
social change and development may have limited impacts. the 

permaculture movement’s model for social change underlies a 
common permaculture approach to development. as rafter sass 
Ferguson and sarah lovell write, it is “a model of social change 
that emphasizes personal responsibility and voluntary action 
and a relative lack of interest in influencing policy or large 
institutions.” (8) According to my analysis, the predominant 
permaculture model of development is a hybrid that aims to 
improve human and environmental well-being by individuals, 
social movements, and local communities implementing 
carefully designed, small-scale, low-input interventions, 
changing practices, and strengthening ecosystems. While 
permaculture farmers gained diverse benefits, their permaculture 
practice did not influence broader political, economic, and social 
systems. this raises questions about the scope of change that 

can result from smallholder farmers practicing permaculture in 
low-income, agricultural based economies. Beyond practicing 
permaculture, it is likely that permaculturists would need to 
engage in other efforts like broad dissemination, community 
organizing, lobbying, and civic engagement to effect change 
beyond the household or village level. 
 in addition, the permaculture projects i studied were shaped 
by incorporation within the development sector in malawi. 
While the agricultural techniques promoted were different 
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permaculture may help people to withdraw from or maneuver 
within the broader food system, but it will not change political 
and economic structures on its own. to reverse a permaculture 
saying, ‘all the world’s problems cannot be solved in a garden.’  
        ∆
Abigail Conrad is a PhD candidate in anthropology at American 
University in Washington, DC, and is certified in permaculture 
design. 
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from those in mainstream programs, the permaculture projects 
applied participatory project approaches based on a self-help 
model that is in line with mainstream development and also 
with permaculture’s model for development. understanding the 
similarities between permaculture and mainstream development 
approaches can help permaculture practitioners to evaluate 
the strategies they use and the potential effects of reinforcing 
current power relations rather than leading to their change.
 There are five primary lessons for permaculture programs 
in Malawi and similar contexts based on the research findings. 
First, permaculture implementation is a multi-year process. 
NGOs can teach it as such to manage farmers’ expectations 
and support implementation with staggered training and 
outreach. second, demonstrations of different permaculture 
applications at NGOs, permaculture examples in villages, and 
one-on-one informal teaching can be effective education and 
motivation tools. third, to lessen social stigma associated with 
using permaculture, NGOs can conduct outreach with whole 
communities—not only with program participants—to explain 
permaculture and its goals. Fourth, NGOs can work through 

existing social networks to disseminate permaculture and 
encourage adoption, because, in addition to NGO activities, 
farmers learned about permaculture from relatives, friends, and 
neighbors who were using it, were motivated by the benefits 
they saw, replicated the practices others used, and supported 
each other. Fifth, formal permaculture classes and access to 
further permaculture education was more important in helping 
farmers to intensify permaculture implementation and use of the 
design system, than it was for initial adoption.
 Permaculture has broad applicability as a skills-based 
farming approach. However, the benefits that particular farmers 
may experience depend on their particular needs, problems, 
and specific applications, as well as the local context. In this 
case, farmers experienced improved food access because 
permaculture addressed a key problem: year-round access 
to fresh fruits and vegetables. the expense of inputs is also 
a serious problem—farmers benefitted from permaculture 
practices that addressed their material constraints. therefore, 
farmers should apply permaculture in a way that specifically 
addresses their problems and that is suitable to the local 
context. in addition, the fact that the impact of permaculture 
is primarily limited to the household level and constrained 
by the broader food system is generalizable to most contexts. 
Whether using permaculture in a rural, agricultural economy 
or an industrialized one, a household’s or community’s use of 

…[permaculture practice] 
will not change political 
and economic structures 
on its own…
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mean that it was true in the real world.
 as i’ve worked these edges, i’ve seen that both academia 
and the permaculture movement are a mixed bag of merits 
and shortcomings. And in both cases (as with much of life 
generally), those individuals and groups willing to recognize 
deficiencies in process or product—in other words those willing 
to fail and learn from their experiences—are the ones who 
ultimately succeed.

 this article compares the two camps, with the premise 
that now is the perfect time for a more intentional relationship 
between them. of course, permaculture is rooted in the rejection 
of academia by mollison and many others, and i could easily 
argue that this was an appropriate strategy for the time. in 
the 70s, universities were not ready for integrated, holistic 
paradigms. Today, that simply isn’t the case. With dozens of 
campuses now offering permaculture courses and students 
engaging in permaculture research, we are beyond the point 
of “choosing” to keep permaculture and academia separate—
they’re already merging. how can we design this relationship 
for the mutual benefit of all?

Academia: removed from reality?

 Last summer I was privileged to attend the North American 
Agroforestry Conference in Canada with my supervisor (and 
co-author of an upcoming book), Ken Mudge. (1) This three-
day event was held at a university with a mix of field visits and 
research papers presented by grad students and professors. Peer 
review was occurring at the conference so the proceedings could 
then be published for others around the world to read. i met 
agroforestry academics from France, Germany, India, and all 
reaches of North America. The work presented was compelling 
and relevant to my own as an extension educator and 
permaculturist. conversations abounded on climate change and 
the promise of agroforestry to solve big problems, reminiscent 
of many conversations i’ve had with permaculture colleagues. 
 the most eye-opening moment was when i realized that 
i was one of only two attendees who were both practitioners 

as a Permaculturist, my role is part teacher, 
part advocate, and part practitioner. like many in 
the movement, i’ve worked many edges that connect 

seemingly separate efforts. Growing up in Ithaca, NY, I was 
acutely aware of the impact of cornell university, an academic 
powerhouse, and in my youth i rejected it with some disdain. i 
swore i’d never attend or work at the university, and after taking 
my Pdc, regarded the whole institution as the evil beast of 
civilization: the opposite of all I hoped to achieve. 
 of course, extreme opinions and broad generalizations 
didn’t serve me too well over time—the truth is not that a large 
agricultural institution like cornell is inherently good or bad—it 
lies somewhere in between. While much of my personal growth 
as a young person came from rejecting conventional systems 
and becoming anti-establishment, i ultimately recognized that i 
could make the greatest change with the least effort by working 
within the system, rather than by abandoning it. this, coupled 

with the need for a solid, paycheck-based income to realize my 
dream of purchasing land, led me to apply for a cooperative 
extension job at cornell in 2010. 
 i was already steeped in the permaculture movement, 
participating in educational ventures and land projects, 
attending convergences and talking shop with others. my love 
for permaculture stems much from the people in it, who are 
passionate, committed, and visionary. Yet, i found that it was 
easy to get carried away. as a beginning teacher, my content 
came from books and word-of-mouth—my experience was 
limited. as i gained more experience, my teaching changed. i 
recognized that there is a difference between inspiration and 
truth. my deep belief in or hope for an idea or concept didn’t 

In the 70s, universities 
were not ready for 
integrated, holistic 
paradigms.

Why Permaculture and Academia Need Each Other

Forming a More Perfect Union
Steve Gabriel

Cornell students build a hugelkultur mound in a class at the 
MacDaniels Nut Grove, Cornell University.
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of agroforestry and involved in academia. TWO! Much of the 
subtext of the conference went like this: the participants were 
proud of a 30-year run where serious research and effort had 
gone into “proving” the worth of tree-based systems. There was 
no question that agroforestry (which relates closely to many 
aspects of permaculture) has a strong research base. the missing 
link, however, was adoption. The word “agroforestry” is still 
foreign to many farmers, and efforts to market the concept pale 
in comparison to the heavy research that had been done. one of 
the participants remarked to me, “if it’s not being adopted in the 
field, what is all the research even worth?”

Permaculture: good storytelling

 On the flip side, I think of the many Northeast Permaculture 
convergences i’ve attended, mostly at farms and homesteads, 
where camping and optional showering are the general character 
of the events. these also tend to be populated by younger, more 
“fringe” characters, when compared to those of academia. In 
contrast to the business attire i was expected to wear at the 
agroforestry conference, the general costume at Pc events is 
comfortable clothing, adapted for being outdoors (I much prefer 
the latter). conversations at the convergences range from the 
“how-to” of a system or practice, to social and political issues. 
an overwhelming majority of those attending are working, 
trying out different aspects of permaculture that interest them. 
Presentations are often compelling and inspiring, oriented to 
storytelling, and focus on successes and failures in the field. 

 Yet in convergences, books, articles, and permaculture 
media, there is much assumption and generalization, and little 
effort to build justification for a particular idea or practice 
by documenting or referencing other knowledge or work. (2) 
there is no system for peer review, and we rely on reputation 
and public image, where often the loudest voice is seen as 
representing the whole community. With no requirement to 
submit a paper or summary of a topic for events, much of the 
content of gatherings is captured only in the vague memories 
of participants, and spread through word-of-mouth. some 
resources, of course, are the exception to the rule, providing a 
great service to the permaculture community. (3)

A perfect match? 

 to summarize, academia offers a pattern for documentation 
and a thorough process for asking questions and methodically 
seeking the answers. While often the results are not conclusive 
(few scientists claim that they’ve “proven” something) there 
is, at least, a roadmap to follow, and a process to document the 
work. For instance, if i want to research an aspect of mushroom 
cultivation, i can look in research databases to see what has 
already been tried. this simple fact is a huge potential offering 
to the permaculture movement, as we have no such repository. 
if we can work with allies in academia, we might not need to 
create one. 
 many in permaculture reject academia, citing the reductionist 
nature of traditional scientific research, where elements 
are separated in order to reduce variables, then the results 
are inappropriately assumed to provide useful and accurate 
information as it relates to the whole system. While this critique 
is valid, it doesn’t mean that research must be done that way. 

If we can work with 
allies in academia, 
we might not need 
to create [a repository 
of research].

Academia & Permaculture, Pros & Cons

Pros Cons
Academia  • Has standards 

and a developed 
curriculum
 • Uses a process 
to research open 
questions in the 
field
 • Documents 
work and stores 
research papers 
that can be viewed 
worldwide
 • Relies on 
critique and peer-
review

 • Controlled 
experiments 
may not reflect 
the real world
 • Practitioners 
ignore research 
in other fields 
or adopt new 
findings only 
slowly
 • Education is 
often top-down 
and lecture-
based, rarely 
empowering for 
students

Permaculture 
movement

 • Lots of “boots 
on the ground,” 
with practitioners 
gaining experience
 • Conversations 
not limited to one 
field but exploring 
social / political 
implications 
 • Much content is 
taught holistically 
and supports 
student learning / 
empowerment

 • Easy to make 
claims and 
assumptions 
based on good 
storytelling
 • Generalist 
attitude can lead 
to neglecting 
details
 • Practitioners 
averse to 
academia 
means a lot 
of missed 
opportunities
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in fact, much research is already turning an eye toward the 
complex reality of living systems. Perhaps most dangerous is 
when the process of hypothesis testing is abandoned along with 
the rest and replaced with overarching assumptions founded 
only on personal experience. We can certainly do better. 
 Permaculturists need to bring research questions to the table 
and document their work better, whether it’s in a formal research 
project or more of an ad hoc, yet scientifically sound, trial on 
a site. Formal research in permaculture also means obtaining 
funding; something the academic world largely takes for 
granted. 

 in the gap between academia and working permaculture 
designers lies a host of missed opportunities. many of the 
concepts taught in Pdcs and workshops are already supported 
by research findings (e.g., polyculture, 8). By using this 
information to provide students with a solid foundation for their 
work, we can become better teachers. 
 The main deficiency in academia could be summarized 
as a disconnect of research from the needs and realities of 
practitioners. Of course, this is permaculture’s strength: we don’t 
just sit around and talk about it, we do it. let me be clear—
the lessons learned from trial-and-error and on-the-ground 
experience are just as important as those learned in a controlled 
research experiment. in fact, both are critical to assessing the 
story as a whole. it is this possibility—that academia can boost 
the integrity of permaculture, and that permaculture can, in turn, 
boost the relevance of academia—that compels me to walk the 
edge between both worlds. 

A popular education

 this relationship plays out most readily in the classroom. 
Teachers who reference sources for their information (which 
don’t have to be peer-reviewed papers!) offer students a much 
richer and more honest learning experience. in fact, engaging 
students to search for and critique sources transmits a valuable 
set of skills. While blogs, YouTube videos, and online forums 
are great places to learn new stories about the world, to support 
or complement these with articles, referenced books, and peer-
reviewed studies provides a richer learning environment for all.
 academia, on the other hand, could take many lessons from 
permaculture about delivering content. it’s no stretch to say 

that the lecture with PowerPoint slides is the de facto teaching 
strategy at universities and colleges the world over. the body 
language and disengagement of students during class reflect the 
ineffectiveness of this method. When offered at Cornell, field-
based and experience-driven classes are the most popular. 
 Permaculture’s engaging, compelling and empowering 
pedagogy is one of its greatest strengths. many courses deliver 
hands-on learning, field trips, and discussion sessions that 
complement the use of lecture and PowerPoint. students are 
encouraged to express their dreams and visions, and teachers 
support student growth. this nurturing learning environment 
may be one of the key reasons that people leave permaculture 
courses with a huge sense of purpose and passion. Permaculture 
teachers should be very proud of understanding that how 
something is taught is as important as the material itself.

Leverage points

 With these key comparisons in mind, let’s consider what the 
future could look like. as with any good design, the relationship 
can be developed with some level of intention based on the 
goals of those who participate. alternately, the two disciplines 
may remain somewhat at odds, while random efforts by 
individuals to connect the two will meet both resistance and 
confusion, something those of us in academic settings already 
experience.
 Following the design process, i’d like to propose some ideas 
for action. a lot of detail here needs discussion, and the design 
will change as more people give input.

1. Site assessment

 two prominent questions about the relationship between 
permaculture and academia are: 1) Who is already building 
bridges, and 2) What existing data support the core concepts 
taught in a permaculture course. this list is short but the answers 
could take many years to compile. a coordinated effort engaging 
new students to help could speed up the process.

Jamie, a Cornell student, works on a group project 
implementing a permaculture design in the Nut Grove. 

Permaculture’s engaging, 
compelling, and 
empowering pedagogy 
is one of its 
greatest strengths.
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 a project i’m excited to start this summer is a critical review 
of Permaculture: A Designers Manual, along with commentary 
on its deficiencies and on topics that need to be added or further 
developed. this would be enhanced by linking permaculture 
topics such as “Water” or “Microclimate” to existing research 
and noting possible research questions related to them. as part 
of my job at extension, i’ve been asked to start this process, 
then offer it up to the larger community for review. the goal 
would be to offer a research-based curriculum for teaching 
the Pdc—not as a mandate, but as as a way to support better 
teaching in the movement. 

2. Goals articulation

 concurrent with site assessment we need to articulate goals 
for the bridging of academia and permaculture. here i’ve 
expressed a few broad ones as a starting point: a) recognize the 
mutual benefit each can offer the other, b) bring more integrity 
to permaculture though better use of research-based knowledge, 
data collection, and documentation, and c) bring more relevance 
to academia through research partnerships, practitioner input, 
and more holistic models for educating students.
 i would love to work on this with anyone who is willing to 
take on facilitation. recognizing the wide range of interests in 
permaculture, it would be important to articulate goals to the 
movement as a whole for feedback. 

3. Design

 While design naturally unfolds from the discoveries made in 
site assessment and the expressed goals, even before these are 
done, we can start identifying and collaborating with existing 
allies in the academic world. some individuals and groups are 

forward-thinking, open to new ideas, 
or have already expressed an interest 
in permaculture. at cornell, a number 
of individuals, both on campus and 
in the county Extension offices, have 
contacted me for more information. i’ve 
given dozens of talks and presentations, 
and over the past three years, many 
extension educators have sought 
funding to install permaculture-style 
gardens as demonstration sites. 
 Academics working in the fields 
of agroforestry, agroecology, and 
sustainable agriculture are natural 
fits to connect with permaculture 
practitioners. often community colleges 
and land-grant universities are eager 
for this connection, and many of these 
relationships are already underway. 

4. Implementation

 Permaculture already has many 
projects, demonstrations, and courses. 

We would benefit greatly from a catalog of work being done in 
North America (sounds like a great thesis or dissertation!). Here 
are some suggestions for a few places to start looking.
 a) cooperative extension is connected with each state’s 
land grant university, and has offices in every county in the 
nation. their mission is to connect research with practitioners, 
chiefly farmers and other land managers. My experience of 
building relationships with extension educators has spawned 
many projects and workshops on permaculture, something 
they are developing in response to the interests of local people. 
association with a university-sponsored program greatly 
increases the cachet of a permaculture class.
 b) student farms and clubs—in academic settings the 
students can have a lot of say in what happens when they make 
their voices heard. many of the permaculture projects, clubs, 
and the course at cornell have come into being because enough 
students demanded them.
 c) Special topics and intro courses—often one can find an 
ally professor in a college and together create a special topic or 
intro course that allows for more flexibility. These are often for 

...building connections 
between movements 
that have traditionally 
been separate.

Professor Ken Mudge leads students on a tour of the interactive MacDaniels Nut Grove 
site at Cornell.
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and turnover. Nature 389: 170-173 (1997).
6. Biofuelwatch. “A critical review of biochar science and 
policy,” (2011). http://www.biofuelwatch.org.uk/2011/a-critical-
review-of-biochar-science-and-policy/ (accessed Dec. 1, 2013).
7. Ferguson, R.S., Lovell, S.T. “Permaculture for Agroecology: 
Design, Movement, Practice, and Worldview. A Review,” 
Agronomy for Sustainable Development 34: 251-274 
(2014). Available at: http://liberationecology.org/2013/10/25/
permaculture-agroecology/
8. Maser, C., Trappe, J.M., Nussbaum, R.A. Fungal-small 
mammal interrelationships with emphasis on oregon coniferous 
forests. Ecology 59:779-809 (1978).
9. Mudge, K.W., Matthews, A., Waterman, B., Hilshey, B. Best 
management Practices for log-Based shiitake cultivation in 
the Northeastern United States. NE SARE (2014). Available at: 
http://blogs.cornell.edu/mushrooms/

less credit or less time than a standard course, but can be a good 
starting point to test the waters. the Pdc at cornell existed as 
a special topics course for two semesters before it was clear 
that students really wanted it—permanent status was granted in 
2014.
 d) on-farm research—in our agroforestry work, we are 
exploring more practitioner participation. in fact, funding from 
the usda’s sustainable agriculture research and education 
(SARE) division often requires this collaboration. With our 
shiitake cultivation work, we’ve found that this relationship 
works well for both researchers and farmers. on the academic 
side, we get on-the-ground data and valuable stories about 
practices on a diverse array of farm sites. the farmers learn data 
collection and documentation and often say how much it helps 
them be better farmers in the long run. (9)

Final thoughts

 at this point in human history, much of the work that needs 
doing involves building connections between movements 
that have traditionally been separate. We see this not just 
in academia, but in areas such as climate justice, issues of 
inequality around the world, and even in the merging of 
specific farming practices (rotational grazing and tree growing, 
or silvopasture). With collaboration and convergence come 
challenges, but the eventual whole is better than the separate 
parts. this dynamic can be seen in many areas, including 
ecology, political movements, and even business. 
 connections can be randomly assembled or intentionally 
designed, with the likely reality being a bit of both. in the end, 
the more clarity and deliberateness we can bring to a process, 
the more quickly we can move forward. the edge between 
academia, science, and permaculture is one i am committed to 
continue forging, along with others who feel the call.   ∆

Steve Gabriel is an Extension educator (Cornell University), 
permaculture teacher (Finger Lakes Permaculture Institute), 
and farmer (Wellspring Forest Farm) in central New York. His 
research-based book, Farming the Woods, (co-authored with 
Ken Mudge) is due out in October 2014. To discuss this topic 
further contact him at sfg53@cornell.edu.
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Issue #94
Seasonal Cycles of Work

We naturally follow rhythms of work from season to season 
as we implement our permaculture systems. as we encourage 
others to pick up the skills and trades that will enhance their 
lives and livelihoods, knowledge of the seasonal cycles of 
work can help a newcomer plan and implement change. What 
does the seed saving year look like? The forest garden year? 
The natural building year? 

Send article submissions to 
editor@permaculture activist.net by September 1
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Permaculture Association Research Initiatives

Soil and Biodiversity Tests
Tom Kemeny

aS PART OF MY UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE 
program in development and peace studies at the 
university of Bradford, i’m on a one-year placement 

with the research team at the Permaculture association. i’ve 
spent most of my internship working closely on the ‘farmer-
friendly soil research’ project. 
 We developed the farmer-friendly soil tests with two main 
aims: firstly, to help inform farmers and general permaculture 
practitioners alike how to improve and maintain their soils; 
secondly, to show it is possible to get meaningful results using 
soil tests that can be performed by individuals with no training 
or specialized equipment. We chose tests that focus on the 
quality of soil from a permaculture perspective, ideally trying to 
create and maintain a soil environment that is rich in microbial 
life and has adequate soil structure, not only access to nutrients. 
With these tests, we hope to show that using very basic 
permaculture-inspired techniques, soil can be improved in a 
cost-effective and sustainable manner. the format of the tests is 
simple: two preliminary tests establish whether or not the chosen 
site is viable, and then a further seven tests focus on specific 
soil factors. We also provide a booklet that briefly explains why 
certain soil aspects are important and suggests some ways to 
address specific issues with a particular soil.

 to date, we’ve launched two trials in the uK, which 
have enabled us to further streamline and develop the soil 
tests. We’ll be expanding the trials internationally to over 30 
countries in mid-July 2014. if you would like to be involved 
in the international trial, please contact me (researchvol2@
permaculture.org.uk). using the results of the international soil 
trial, we hope to develop the tests further to the point that they 
could be downloaded for free. the data will be uploaded to a 
central server for further comparison and sharing. once the 

international soil tests have been 
launched, we will begin work on 
a similar set of tests focusing on 
soil biodiversity. We hope to begin 
trialling these tests toward the end 
of 2014. this whole project has 
been generously funded by lush 
cosmetics—we’d like to say a big 
thank you to them for making all of 
this possible.
 Ideal growing soil has three main components: rich and 
diverse biological life, good structure, and available nutrients. 
The farmer-friendly soil tests focus on the first two, an approach 
that could be described as “bio-structural.” It’s very difficult to 
determine soil nutrient content based on low-tech field tests like 
the ones we’re using. lab analysis is the best option when trying 
to measure the nutrients and minerals in soil, so we haven’t 
included this in the tests we’ve developed. Good soil has rich 
biological life ranging from microbial life you can’t see, such 
as bacteria and fungi, to larger organisms such as worms. all 
soil types benefit from biological life. Sandy soil will be bound 
together by biological life, thereby improving its water-holding 
capacity and retaining soil nutrients as well as reducing erosion. 
in heavy clay soil, biological life will break up the compacted 
lumps and free up trapped nutrients for plant and microbial use. 
Good soil also has a number of structural features: it lets water 
drain when weather is wet and retains water when weather is 
dry; it is loosely packed which allows plant roots to pass through 
while anchoring them securely; it is deep enough to allow plant 
to roots to grow extensively; and it’s not easily eroded by water 
or wind.
 the two preliminary tests we developed are based on 
smell and moisture. While these tests do not provide strong 
quantitative data, they serve an important purpose when it 
comes to picking an appropriate site for the soil tests. The first 
test is the smell of the soil. a sour, chemical smell indicates 
unhealthy anaerobic conditions in which denitrifying bacteria 
thrive. if this is the case, then that is not an appropriate site to 
continue testing your soil or attempting to grow anything until 
the issue is resolved. the soil should have a sweet, earthy smell 
that indicates the presence of humus and a healthy set of aerobic 
microbes. the second preliminary test is for soil moisture. 
Good soil should hold approximately the same amount of water 
year-round so that it is never waterlogged nor completely arid. 
dry soil will not support an ecosystem; plants will not survive 
in it. Waterlogged soil will drown worms and roots, potentially 
leading to anaerobic conditions. the moisture test involves 
squeezing a handful of soil and then choosing from three 
possible descriptions of how much water seeps out.

Once the international soil 
tests have been launched, 
we will begin work on 
a similar set of tests 
focusing on 
soil biodiversity.
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 of the seven main tests we’ve developed, only one 
is specifically of a biological nature: sampling the worm 
population. We chose to focus on worms, as they are a proxy for 
much of the microbial life in soil, and they are far easier to count 
with no training or equipment. the list of reasons to encourage 
earthworm populations in your soil is endless: they improve 
soil structure by burrowing and turning the soil over, their feces 
promote fine crumb soil structure, and they break down organic 
matter for microorganisms, which improves the humus content 
of the soil. the test for earthworms involves digging a pit to a 
specific size and counting the number of earthworms, then, if 
possible, determining their maturity before returning them to the 
soil. 
 several of the tests look directly at soil structure—tests for 
topsoil depth, texture, compaction, slaking (the breakdown 
of larger aggregates when immersed in water), and a visual 
inspection. Good overall soil structure is vital—it prevents water 
and wind erosion, as well as provides an ideal environment 
for plants and microorganisms to flourish. Topsoil depth is 
important, as it relates directly to the water-storage capacity 
and how far plants can extend roots into the soil. deeper roots 
provide better anchorage and allow closer planting of crops. 
determining soil depth without either specialized equipment or 
excessive effort is problematic. in order to keep the tests simple 
and easy to perform, we had to settle for calculating a maximum 
healthy topsoil depth of two feet (about 60 cm)—anything 
deeper than that is just classified as “deep enough!” 

 to test soil texture, we determine the percentage of clay, 
sand, and silt in the soil and indicate what range is ideal. 
this involves shaking a soil sample mixed with water in a jar 
and noting the time different soil components take to settle. 
soil texture plays a huge role in the retention of water and 
nutrients—it is vital to understand it and therefore be able to 
improve it. similarly, good soil structure will provide ideal air 

and water flow, as well as space for seeds and roots. To test for 
soil structure, we use a simple visual inspection and a test to 
measure the degree to which slaking and dispersal occurs. 
 lastly, compacted soil is likely to become waterlogged and is 
very difficult to cultivate. Conversely, soil that is soft facilitates 
root and shoot movement as well as an increase in earthworm 
populations. to test the degree of soil compaction, we adapted a 
bulk density test using a tin can and scales. 

 We have also included a pH test. Soil pH affects a wide 
range of factors including the types of microorganisms that 
live in the soil, the availability of varied nutrients for uptake by 
plants, and the population of earthworms. lastly, we measured 
drainage speed using the same tin can to standardize the area 
of soil. Infiltration is vital to healthy soil and good crop yields, 
as inadequate drainage leads to a lack of oxygen for plants and 
microorganisms, while excessive drainage can cause soil and 
nutrient loss through erosion. 
 improving and maintaining these key soil factors can be 
achieved easily using the basic permaculture techniques set 
out in our soil advice booklet. We hope to show how easily 
various soil types can be improved using essentially the same 
techniques.
 in september, when i return to university, a new intern 
will be joining the association, taking over my role. he will 
focus on biodiversity testing and developing the international 
research network. the plan is to develop a number of other tests 
in 2015-16, including nutrition, economic well-being, mental 
and physical health, and community resilience, plus more work 
on crop yields. all this depends on securing funding—if that 
can be found, i believe that the body of tests we’ve developed 
can make a real contribution to permaculture knowledge and 
practice around the world.      ∆

Tom Kemeny is an International Development student in 
the Department of Peace Studies, University of Bradford. 
As part of his studies, he’s spending a year’s internship at 
the Permaculture Association, where he leads the soil and 
biodiversity testing project. His flat, which he shares with his 
girlfriend, has one of the finest views in Leeds. He is a keen 
basketball player and fisherman. Contact Tom at researchvol2@
permaculture.org.uk.

Good soil has rich biological life ranging from microorgan-
isms like bacteria to larger organisms such as earthworms. 
Healthy worm populations indicate healthy soil. Used under a 
Creative Commons license. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:20060131_earthworm_hits_dirt.jpg.

We hope to show how 
easily various soil types 
can be improved 
using essentially the 
same techniques.
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Permaculture Research in the Social Sciences

Political Ecology & Public Permaculture
Christopher Kelly-Bisson

PERMACULTURE DESIGN has been challenging to study 
within academia where traditionally isolated departments 
only connect occasionally (e.g., political economy, 

social psychology), and seldom across the classical division of 
“arts” and “sciences.” This may be why Bill Mollison balked 
at the prospect of permaculture in academic research—despite 
the fact that he and david holmgren conducted their seminal 
work on the subject at university. Geography, political ecology, 
urban and regional planning, and neuroscience have recently 
begun to combine the sciences and the arts, offering a chance to 
reconceptualize the academic study of permaculture design.
 I recently concluded a Master of Arts in Geography at 
carleton university in ottawa, ontario. i prepared a research 
thesis, using original primary data. my research explored the 
policy and management affecting the creation of food forests 
in the ring of publicly-owned “greenbelt” land surrounding 
ottawa. i used a popular methodology in the social sciences 
known as ethnography, in which the researcher gets directly 
involved with a community to understand how it works. 
the research also involved archival and historical inquiry to 
understand the evolution and politics of land use that created the 
Greenbelt. My analysis of land use politics in one permaculture 
project establishes a framework for others to strategize access to 
public land for other community permaculture projects.
 This article highlights findings from the Greenbelt Food 
Forest research and replicates the framework of analysis for 
another permaculture project i designed and implemented. 
The first study explores the political, social, and economic 
challenges facing the food forest project. the second explores 
similar challenges experienced in creating a permaculture-
designed community garden at carleton university. 

Community Urban Food Forest

 In November 2011, four students collaborated as part of a 
PDC with the Permaculture Institute of Eastern Ontario (PIEO) to 
design an edible forest garden. it was planned as a permaculture 
demonstration at Just Food’s new sustainable farm, then being 
built at an abandoned tree nursery in the east end of ottawa.
 The “Greenbelt” is a ring of publicly owned land surround-
ing the city core, owned by the Canadian Government, and 
managed through a Federal crown corporation called the 
National Capital Commission (NCC). The Just Food Farm 
is situated there between a residential neighbourhood and a 
protected river ecosystem—the food forest would demonstrate 
buffering of sensitive river systems from impacts of the city. Just 
Food was therefore happy to accept the food forest on the farm.
 the design was soon adopted by the newly established guild, 
Permaculture Ottawa (PO), with the aim of creating a food 

forest open and free to all, and thereby spreading awareness of 
permaculture. the guild referred to the project as a community 
Urban Food Forest (CUFF). As the class design needed major 
revision, Po undertook a year of observation and re-design.
 Just Food was then negotiating a long-term lease with the 
NCC, a cause of significant concern for PO. Without secure 
tenure, it was hard to risk permanent investment in a food forest.
 as it began planning for the cuFF, Po faced limited 
organizational capacity. it became evident that completing the 
project was beyond the capacity of a handful of committed 
volunteers. core leaders were burning out. everyone was either 
in school or working full-time to support their permaculture 
work. organizers were having kids and needing to support 
families. Economic pressures conflicted with the launching of 
a volunteer-driven food forest. on top of this, Po was then told 
that conditions for accessing the land included liability and cost-
recovery. To use the space for a public, non-profit food forest, 
Po would have to provide insurance for its volunteers. it would 
also need to pay rent to use the site, as Just Food was now under 
pressure from the NCC to demonstrate its ability to generate 
revenue from the public.
 the pressures to cover insurance and rent forced longer-term 
questions on the guild. Would PO incorporate as a non-profit 
in order to get grants? How else could it finance the project 

Productive work sessions involve break-out into small groups. 
Photo by Bonita Ford.

The guild was not ready to 
formalize its structure…
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and protect its volunteers? These were daunting questions for 
a group with informal structure and organic funding. the guild 
was not ready to formalize its structure; volunteers were already 
strained by the existing level of procedure.
 these pressures to formalize slowed project development, 
with very discouraging implications. We learned that when 
community organizations are forced to compromise their 
informality, their purposes can be effectively stymied. in this 
case, an unsustainable demand was placed on personal resources 
(from lower-income people no less). There was no easy way 
to shift Po from voluntary support to structured funding. the 
worthy purpose of offering a non-profit permaculture service 
to the community fell victim to institutional constraints. in the 
clash of mindsets, grassroots innovation was unable to overcome 
the capitalistic orientation of public bodies.
 despite these disappointments, Permaculture ottawa’s cuFF 
project has reemerged through the leadership of one dedicated 
volunteer, and a more formal partnership with Just Food and 
hidden harvest ottawa. i hope there will soon be more to report.

Case study 2: Kitigànensag GSA Carleton 
community garden
 In June 2012, the Graduate Students Association (GSA) 
at carleton got the go-ahead to build a community garden on 
campus. The project garnered $50,000 in funding from the 
University’s “community fund,” sourced from rents collected 
from a multinational beverage company’s monopoly on campus. 
students had advocated for the garden for years, while facing 
significant roadblocks, as university administrators refused to 
dedicate a space for its creation. 
 The GSA wanted to embody innovation in food production 
with a permaculture-based design. after a summer of observa-
tion, consultation, and design, it began building. 
 the site occupied a remote corner of the vast campus on a 
large, hard-packed berm built a decade earlier to control snow 
melt and channel runoff into a drainage pond. major work was 
needed to improve the soil and mitigate sections contaminated 
by runoff from the parking lot. The GSA began a process of 
observation and design, but faced pressures from the university.
 The plan called for 26 garden plots, a roofwater collection 
system, a hügelkultur-based terrace retained by wooden pallets 
(great vertical growing space), a small, edible forest garden, 
wheelchair accessible paths and raised-bed gardens, a plot for 
aboriginal students to learn traditional agriculture, a garden 
to supplement the campus food bank, a 50’-long hügelkultur 
pollinator garden, and a 200 sf composting area.
 the garden design was fully implemented by october, 2013. 
the gardeners had successfully grown loads of organic produce, 
and were excited to begin planning the 2014 season. aboriginal 
students on campus adopted the garden as a decolonized sacred 
space (Ottawa remains unceded and unsurrendered Algonquin 
land), which was recognized by two resident algonquin elders. 
the elders led students through a ceremony thanking the plants 
and the creator with prayers and tobacco for the bountiful 
harvest that season. They gave the garden the official name 
“Kitigànensag,” which means “little garden” in Algonquin.

 The GSA learned in November 2013 that the university had 
planned all along to permit a private corporation to build a for-
profit residence on the publicly-owned space where the garden 
was built. Popular protest from students at carleton and across 
ottawa and an extensive letter-writing campaign failed to keep 
the garden in its existing site. this was a blow to the volunteers 
who had contributed thousands of hours of labor.
 The GSA is designing a new garden in a different space. 
Protests and a well-written contract with the university paid off. 
the new site will be much larger and is unlikely to experience 
future interference. the university is also contractually obliged 
to relocate the garden. however, the new site has major 
challenges. It floods and is infested with the aggressive dog-
strangling vine Cynanchum rossicum. also, the university will 
now have more say over how the garden is built, which will 
compromise the degree of observation and planning needed 
by the permaculture design. Furthermore, the relocation has 
been slowed by foot-dragging and procedural demands by the 
university. By June 2014, the original garden beds had not moved.
 While the long-term design challenges of the new site and 
the relocation are not that big of a deal, the injustice of the 
garden’s destruction sent a chill through student volunteers. 
momentum for building the garden was lost. seeing publicly-
owned student space destroyed for private enterprise is 
demoralizing and telling of the overall relationship between the 
university and its students. 
 The case reflects the same neoliberal ideology of land use 
that was present with the NCC in the Ottawa Greenbelt. Public 
land was leveraged to boost profits for private corporations. 
Worse, corporate profits (and institutional revenues that would 
follow) trumped student control of campus space. market 
ideologies now permeate university administrations in canada, 
which has injected the politics of austerity into the management 
of campuses. the same political regimes that cut social 
programs on global, national, and local levels are pressuring 
public institutions to privatize.
 the graduate student union on campus was able to defend 
itself from the violence of economic austerity in the struggle 
over growing space. however, it was unable to assert control 

Vegetables growing alongside walking paths in Zone 1. 
Campus garden, photo by Bonita Ford.
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over space because there were no public institutions to enforce 
the public use of publicly-owned land. Provincial land use 
regulation would have been required to bolster student control. 
the only alternative now is direct action from the grassroots. 
this is likely to further antagonize the relationship between 
students and administrators, where partnership and cooperation 
is needed to support student-led ecological design projects, such 
as that seen at u-mass amherst.

Lessons learned

 in a blog i wrote last year on challenges of applying the 
“fair share” ethic amidst markets and private property, I got a 
response from the popular survival podcast host Jack spirko. i 
defended the need for a public (not “statist”) component within 
permaculture to make our work count for the poor. he asked me 
why there are no examples of public permaculture, and asserted 
that only private, market-driven projects can succeed. his 
critique stimulated me to think more on the issue, and suggested 
the need for more social science research on permaculture.

 one shining example of successful public permaculture is 
the seven-acre Beacon Food Forest in Seattle, WA. It offers an 
interesting contrast to the ottawa examples, and demonstrates 
two key factors necessary to make public permaculture work: 
(1) strong non-profit sector capacity, and (2) political will within 
public institutions. the Beacon Food Forest began from a Pdc 
design, similar to the cuFF case study. however, the Beacon 
Food Forest leveraged other non-profit, community, and private 
resources as part of a public mandate to reform a city park. in 
contrast, Po’s community urban Food Forest was forced into 
temporary stagnation due to the lack of community capacity 
and the political will of the land-owning public institution. 
the Kitiganensag community garden was able to defend its 
claim to space through the institutional capacity of the graduate 
student union on campus; however, the lack of public will in the 
university’s administration, and the lack of regulation on the 
municipal and provincial levels, doomed the project to having 
its space usurped by private development interests. 
 these examples show that public permaculture is possible. 
it requires that local permaculture guilds achieve more 
community capacity; also, political will needs to be present 
within the institutions that govern public spaces. these are not 
simple things to achieve, but it makes the case for committed 
permaculture activism and advocacy. We need political change 
at an institutional level to make permaculture attainable to all; 
not just for those who can afford to buy or lease land.

The social sciences 
are inherently 
a political field of study.

Why permaculture needs the social sciences

 The social sciences are inherently a political field of study. 
researchers are in a position to advance policy prescriptions 
based on evidence that goes deeper than ideology. this ability is 
critical to the permaculture community. access to land is a very 
political matter requiring critical exploration. 
 the recent intergovernmental Panel on climate change 
report (IPCC 2014) makes a strong case for political intervention 
to avoid drastic environmental changes that will impact all 
life on earth. the social sciences are taking very seriously the 
equity of such impacts and what sorts of policies are needed 
to avoid starvation, forced migration, poverty, and conflict. 
the iPcc indicates that the impacts of climate change will be 
disproportionately felt by the poor. those likeliest to suffer are 
also those who have contributed least to ecological destruction, 
which raises serious ethical issues. Both the natural and social 
sciences have presented significant evidence that private and 
voluntary action will not be enough to prevent harm to the 
poorest. And where markets and financial instruments are used, 
there will be significant deviation away from environmental 
justice, and toward the interests of finance and industry.
 the permaculture community can offer effective and 
equitable solutions to the many global cases of environmental 
injustice. Permaculture needs to take advantage of social 
science research to figure out appropriate ways to scale-up 
and orient our actions to serve the public interest. my research 
suggests that this will require leveraging public assets such as 
government-owned land, and focusing on the urban environment 
where a majority of the world’s population now lives. social 
experiments such as the cuFF and Kitigànensag garden are 
showing how to design and implement resilient human systems 
that can withstand the impending ecological pressure of global 
environmental change. the social sciences record and evaluate 
the successes, challenges, and limitations of such projects and 
provide a body of evidence upon which to argue the case for 
permaculture to a broader policy audience.    ∆

Christopher Kelly-Bisson is a CSA farmer, permaculture 
design consultant, community organizer, and political ecologist 
based in Ottawa, Ontario. He is a founder and organizer with 
Permaculture Ottawa, and editor of The Rhizome: Journal of 
Permaculture Design (therhizome.wordpress.com). He also 
operates an urban CSA called Farm Works with Operation 
Come Home, teaching youth employable skills. He completed 
a PDC with the Permaculture Institute of Eastern Ontario, and 
holds an MA in Geography from Carleton University.
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now, BioParos hope to grow some of their own mulch next year.
 The business model needs to be refined and diversified. 
They first focused on selling directly to customers, either in the 
fields or via deliveries (the island is small). But the advent of 
summer means that the tourists will shift demand, and the team 
is considering to join a small farmers market or set up a stall by 
the road. “We did not introduce the CSA model, because, though 
familiar to foreigners, it would be too innovative for our Greek 
customers. Despite growing polycultures in our own fields, we 
want to sell cooperatively with others, especially those we are 
advising to begin organic farming.” says Elena.

 BioParos’ products are attractively fresh, being harvested 
just hours before reaching the market. “this is unusual for an 
island dependent on mainland deliveries,” adds Elena.
 local restaurant owners who target food-conscious clients 
have sought out the high quality produce. many BioParos 
clients are foreigners: Americans, Northern Europeans, and 
others, in their elder years, who are now realizing a lifetime 
dream of retiring on a Greek island. 
 BioParos uses techniques that are economical, simple, and 
easily-assimilable by the non-permaculturist. often, members 
of the group instruct or demonstrate these to clients who 
wish to delve further into what they buy. sustainable soil 
structure management and fertility, forest gardening, natural 
building, sheet mulching, polyculture, fruit tree management, 
and reducing external flows are evident. “We encourage self-
sufficiency to spread among the locals,” Elena underlines.
  Indeed, the first consumerist trends are hopeful. Paros is 

tiny and advertising is by word of mouth; it seems locals put in 
a good word for this group of enthusiastic organic farmers, as 
sales are steadily rising. 
 undoubtedly, BioParos, young and still tentative, has a 
long way to go. “it’s gaining ground among locals and tourists 
alike and constitutes one of the many positive changes in the 
aftermath of the Greek crisis,” concludes Elena.    ∆

Stav Dimitropoulos is a journalist whose work has appeared in 
various outlets (In The Fray, Blue Planet, City Press). She holds 
a B.A. in Natural Sciences, a BSc in Psychology, and an MSc in 
Risk, Crisis, and Disaster Management (RCDM). Read Elena’s 
blog at www.permaculture-greece.org.

The Cyclades are on the 
threshold of desertification…

Permaculture Comes to the Aegean
Stav Dimitropoulos

From the Regions

PAROS CONJURES UP crystal blue waters, spectacular 
coasts, and smooth, golden sand, gently kissed by the 
mediterranean sun. ideal for daydreaming over summer 

vacations, the island also possesses fertile valleys, plains, and 
arable land, and is home to an ambitious project driven by 
people eager to bring hope to a country tormented by one of the 
worst financial crises in modern history. 
 BioParos, a cooperative of 10 members aged 30-45, was 
inaugurated in November 2013. They seek to introduce basic 
principles of permaculture to local society. the members are 
organic farmers, but also gardeners, landscapers, and even an 
engineer. they now grow vegetables organically to distribute 
across Paros. local society is seeing examples of holistic 
farming and living in times of economic depression.
 elena symeonidou, with a degree in electronics engineering, 
and a former web editor at the European Nuclear Energy press 
office, is a founder and key member of BioParos. She moved to 
the island four years ago, seized by the ever-changing landscape 
in vibrant greens, yellows, blues, and grays.
 cycladic 
charms aside, 
elena says the 
main reason 
she sticks up 
for the venture 
is because 
current farming 
practices are 
financially and 
ecologically 
unsustainable: 
the soils of 
Paros are eroded 
and devoid of 
organic matter. 
Farmers, 
most practicing centuries-old methods, turn a blind eye to the 
irreparable damage done by chemicals and tillage on the land. 
 The Cyclades are on the threshold of desertification, which 
has alarmed many people. a semi-arid climate, severe erosion, 
and scarce vegetation pose major environmental threats. 
BioParos lacks both organic material to improve the soil and 
land to grow their own. last winter, the members collected 
prunings and cuttings from gardens and public places to make 
large piles of compost and thus began to turn the tide. 
 Now, in the heat of the summer, heroic efforts go into 
mulching, as water evaporation is high under the intense 
heat and strong winds. Paros was once the breadbasket of the 
cyclades, and many people still grow grain. Buying pricey straw 

Much of the team’s efforts focus on procuring 
mulch and compost to rebuild degraded soils.
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Movement Musings
Ways of Knowing
Peter Bane

PERMACULTURE IS A DESIGN SYSTEM based on a 
framework for understanding the world that is rooted in the 
empirical study of nature and culture. the extension of that 

design system through grassroots education has given rise to a 
worldwide movement for progressive social change and ecological 
restoration. in the pages of this magazine we most often examine 
various aspects of the design system—permaculture principles 
applied to agriculture, building, technology, or social systems—
and somewhat less often, the worldwide movement. We rarely 
examine the framework on which permaculture rests. this issue 
is an exception. By contrasting permaculture work with scientific 
research—seeking the overlaps and the exclusionary zones—we 
hope find opportunities for permaculture practice to deepen and 
for the movement to extend its influence more broadly in society. 
 The contrast between scientific methods and permaculture 
design inquiry, however much they both rest on empirical 
knowledge, is worthy of expansion. 
 much of the permaculture design system derives from the 
study, by holmgren, mollison, and their followers, of ecosystem 
science. the concepts of guilds, energy transformation, ecotones 
or edges, harvest, waste cycling, feedback, and diversity all have 
roots in the study of complex living communities. the body of 
knowledge permaculture has offered its practitioners through 
courses and writings also notably includes indigenous or traditional 
ecological knowledge, sometimes referred to by the acronym 
teK. as i have often explained to audiences and students, this is 
empirical science derived from the observations, hypotheses, and 
tests of pre-literate cultures, mostly outside the lineage of Western 
civilization. it is often preserved in oral tradition and has entered 
literature through the encounters of anthropologists and travelers. 
Bill mollison’s time spent among the australian aborigines has 
introduced us to their understanding of metonic cycles, ephemeral 
water and food resources in the desert, the niches, meaning, or 
messages borne by animals, and much more, as an example. 

Permaculture as empirical study

 the practice of permaculture also has a strong empirical 
base, as several writers here have noted. dabbling widely, 
engaged in ecosynthesis, going where few have trodden, we are 
all experimenters, however wise or inept.
 thoughtful writers in this issue have posed the problem of 
a lack of rigor in applying scientific method or even of simple 
documentation, intending by various suggestions to strengthen 
these perceived weaknesses in permaculture practice. some have 
speculated sympathetically about the causes for these gaps. We 
are indeed underfunded and operating at the margins of society 
and economy. Furthermore, scientific experiments properly 
conducted take time and investment that rarely has an immediate 
payback to the experimenter. this is why conventional science 
was the pastime of the wealthy 300 years ago and is today a 
massive undertaking funded chiefly by governments, large 
corporations, and well-heeled institutions of higher learning.

 so we could get better at designing and conducting 
experiments, better at controlling the results, and better at 
documenting and disseminating the outcomes, chiefly it 
would appear, by strengthening our networks to harvest (or 
concentrate) and reproduce widely diffused information 
resources. this might be akin to growing a brain or perhaps to 
enhancing cellular exchange mechanisms within the body.

What problems should we investigate?

 But we ought to ask whether the science we are urged to 
practice is the kind that will do the job we set for ourselves. in 
other words, what kind of research ought we to undertake? This, 
i think, is the most interesting question of all, and one that can 
best be answered by investigating the types of problems we face.

 At least two types of problems have been identified by our 
writers, and scientific methods for addressing them have been put 
forward, as these types of problems have been faced for many 
decades and even centuries by other scientists. the pathways 
are well understood. there are a number of variants of the two-
element or two-variable problem. For example, if we apply cut 
comfrey mulch to our plantings, do we get increased plant growth 
or crop yield? Set up trials with a control, apply three levels of 
comfrey mulch and one of no mulch, record the results, and repeat 
across locations. comfrey is one variable; crop growth or yield 
the other. How are they related? We should be able to determine 
the “laws of comfrey,” or a ratio of inputs to outputs. We could in 
this way insinuate ourselves into the agronomic literature that has 
already assessed the effects of compost, chicken manure, and other 
inputs on common crops. similar studies are going on, slowly and 
sporadically, to try to measure the impact of nitrogen-fixing trees 
on the growth of companion crops. these simple problems are 
worthy of proof, and would help legitimate some of the homespun 
methods permaculture has devised as it seeks to reduce input costs 
and replace purchased industrial fertilizers with biological and on-
farm sources. Good results will also guide better design.

Measuring mass phenomena

 alternately, we face problems ascertaining the results of 
training or the effects of permaculture adoption on farming 
households, as abigail conrad describes in malawi. the 
measurements there are statistical: weigh enough unrelated data of 
a similar type, and derive the patterns and correlations to determine 
connections between occurrences via linear regression analysis. 
These kinds of problems are familiar from the social sciences: 

Permaculture systems, 
like the climate and the 
economy, are non-linear.
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statistics provide mathematical tools for making sense of very 
large data sets to reveal trends among seemingly unconnected mass 
phenomena. applied across thousands of cases, does permaculture 
have any noticeable effects on health, income, land quality, etc. 
in other words, is there something provable to it all, beyond the 
good stories and exciting examples. many such questions could be 
asked, and we should certainly ask some of them and seek results.
 But the core problems for which permaculture itself was 
devised, the kind of systems it attempts to create, may not be 
encompassed by either of these problem-solving methods.
 simple two-variable problems yield important insights about 
the physical world—the bending strength of steel, the heat 
generated by compressing a gas—and they remain relevant to 
permaculture practice, as Wilson and Schmidt point out: the 
conductivity of six-sided carbon rings in crumpled sheets has an 
important relationship to soil fertility. Who knew? But we didn’t 
get there by staring through a microscope at charcoal. Western 
science took no interest in soil carbon until recently.

 and statistical research, while valuable for studying mass 
phenomena, has been almost irrelevant to permaculture for 
most of its existence for the simple and obvious reason that 
there haven’t been enough permaculture data to study until 
very recently. conrad’s work in malawi would have been 
impossible 10 years ago. more such studies will come. But 
they will continue to depend on relatively uniform populations 
and data sets. it’s possible to study the impact of permaculture 
on health in Malawi with some confidence because 1) the 
introduction of permaculture to that country has made inroads 
among some thousands of people—enough that they do not 
all know each other, and 2) Malawian society is relatively flat: 
78% of the population over 15 are engaged in smallholder 
agriculture; many are very poor. small inputs of information and 
training about agricultural technique are hungrily sought and 
easily incorporated into daily practice. consider the impact of 
permaculture design on health in say, manhattan, where many 
residents have never seen a furrow or sprouted a seed. No one is 
going to be studying that data set anytime soon.

Systems of organized complexity

 Permaculture, though it arises in the physical and social 
worlds, is neither simple nor does it operate through disorganized 
or mass phenomena. like the relationship science of ecology 
on which it is based, it poses a third type of problem altogether. 

these are the problems of organized complexity. unlike simple 
problems, where all extraneous phenomena are removed to 
illuminate a single relationship, or problems of disorganized 
complexity (mass phenomena) where no two elements are 
intrinsically connected so that effects can be measured like waves 
in the ocean, ecosystems, permacultures, living bodies, and 
human settlements, particularly cities, pose problems in organized 
complexity. they consist of many elements, certainly more than 
two but not an immense number of them, and those elements are 
all connected. Permaculture systems, like the climate and the 
economy, are non-linear. their study requires new methods, only 
beginning to take shape in scientific work. As we turn increasingly 
to embrace scientific method, let us be sure that we do not regress 
or misplace our affections, but ensure that we seek out scientific 
methods appropriate to the kinds of problems we face.
 The term “organized complexity” was coined in 1948 by 
Warren Weaver, but its most important exposition, certainly the 
one most fruitful for permaculture, originates with Jane Jacobs, 
one of the 20th century’s most brilliant observers of human-
centered systems, and the noted author of The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities. (1) Jacobs wrote insightfully about lively 
city districts, the economies of cities and their regions, and 
about moral systems of behavior. of special interest to us should 
be her chapter 22 in Death and Life… in which she provides an 
overview of different types of problems in the sciences, defines 
cities as systems of organized complexity, and suggests methods 
for solving their problems. We can, I think, allow Jacobs’ 
typology to guide us toward choosing appropriate methods 
of using science. in turn, we may be able to help scientists 
transcend the limitations of their historic tools and mindsets.

Problem-solving methods for permaculture

 Jacobs suggests three methods for working with organized 
complexity and solving its problems:
 • Think about processes.
 • Work inductively, from particulars to the general.
 • Seek unaverage clues “involving small quantities.”
 i believe these methods are synergistic; they build upon one 
another. moreover, it is possible to begin with any of them.
 Processes reveal connections. one thing leads to another. 
This can seem random, but in fact reflects complex order. The 
essential character of organized complexity is the high degree of 
interconnectedness between its components. outcomes, however, 
can be non-linear. looking at elements in isolation therefore ignores 
most of the qualities we need to understand, which are dynamic and 
subject to feedback. in this way living systems differ dramatically 
from the inorganic world, which yields to predictable manipulation. 
 Processes also show the fourth dimension of time. there 
is always a developmental order to living systems, whether 
animal bodies, city districts, or permacultures, so knowing it is 
as important as knowing gender or latitude or income levels. 
this is because systems of organized complexity demonstrate 
their own evolution. said another way, living systems embody an 
emergent intelligence or design. management of a permaculture 
involves interacting with time and the developmental state of the 
system. coppicing, for example, resets the developmental state 
of the tree or shrub, as clearcutting does of a forest. conventional 
agriculture has so inured itself to this reset (as from plowing), 
that it has virtually no capacity to see what subtler and richer 
interactions are possible at other developmental stages.
 soil-building is a good example of a complex developmental 

Pattern #59, Hodge-Podge Growth, from  the Permaculture 
handbook, illustration by Jami Scholl.
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process—one that largely resisted human comprehension for 
the entire history of agriculture until the mid-1940s. Soil is built 
through an oscillation of growth by plants and decay by animals 
and microbes. the limits are imposed by heat, moisture, available 
minerals, and pre-existing soil texture and structure. soil fertility 
emerges from a dialectic between Energy (of the sun and weather) 
and Resistance (the soil’s parent material and its history). Water 
is the mediator between these poles, sinking down and rising up, 
essential for the life of organisms and corrosive to the mineral 
elements. While trees, with rock-splitting roots and vast canopies 
for capturing sugar from sunlight and thrusting it deep into soil 
layers, are nature’s most powerful soil builders, they are slow 
to emerge and difficult to manipulate. It was Yeoman’s insight 
that resistance could be overcome by strategic intervention 
on the part of the farmer, that both growth and decay could be 
accelerated and deepened by using modified tools of agriculture: 
the plow used to carry water below the surface, and legume 
forages planted beneath the ground. Both of these were far faster, 
more malleable, and less demanding than trees which do the same 
thing but on a timescale of centuries rather than seasons. there is 
nothing intuitive about Keyline design—you begin explaining it 
by describing how to move water from valleys onto ridges!—yet 
it offers enormous leverage in soil building because it was 
thought out thoroughly as a process matched precisely to the 
complexities of an invisible world few understand even today.

Taking heed of the particulars
 Jacobs also suggests we work inductively, from particulars 
to the general. if permaculture design enjoins us to notice every 
thing, and pay attention to the individual qualities of landscapes, 
communities, and people, then we should recognize this as 
our intellectual territory. We build up a picture of the whole by 
assembling pieces. if the grass doesn’t grow well in this pasture, 
we have to investigate the flows of water, the structure and texture 
of the soil, its mineral composition, the density of the grazing, 
the patterns of sunlight; we also need to know the land’s history. 
What grew here and when? Was there contamination, compaction, 
fire? For some, this is terrifying territory indeed. If every piece of 
land is unique, how can we possibly know what to do with it? If 
the direction of a system can only be determined by listening to 
the bird songs or the stories of the old people, how will we make 
a profit? Modern medicine is struggling with the same dilemmas 
today. it needs to embrace greater holism or face drowning 
in its own complications. By viewing people as collections 
of symptoms, each to be treated by a different specialist or a 
different drug, we increase both pathology and costs.
 i present these ideas about solving problems in organized 
complexity and speak about inductive reasoning to my design 
classes. Quite unexpectedly in one, a male student aggressively 
contradicted my statements. dismissing induction as an unreliable, 
even worthless process, he claimed that only deductive reasoning 
had a sound basis in philosophy. aside from the young man’s need 
to act out, challenge authority, and call attention to himself, what i 
saw was largely fear and ignorance of the multiplicity of nature; it 
was a learned dysfunction, enabled by imbalanced education. the 
words ‘induce’ and ‘deduce’ would seem to be simple opposites 
of each other. one means ‘to lead in toward’; the other ‘to lead 
out from.’ But the American Heritage Dictionary gives us a clue 
to other senses in which these words are not equal, as it defines 
‘deduction’ as “drawing of a conclusion by reasoning,” a meaning 
by which deduction is equated to reason itself. the untoward 

reaction of the heckler becomes clearer as a fear of the loss of 
reason, of a descent into madness.
 But no aboriginal hunter ever avoided becoming lion lunch 
by deducing, “it’s mid-day and so the lion will be napping; i can 
safely cross the mountain pass.” Rather, those who have lived 
to laugh again have kept their ears pricked, their nostrils flared, 
and that sixth sense of being stared at keenly focused. in other 
words, our ancestors paid attention to particulars, and so should we.
 each piece of land, each house in a neighborhood, each 
tree in the forest is particular and distinct—at least it is if those 
contexts are alive—and we want them to be alive. indeed, 
our job is to bring places to life or at the least to preserve and 
enhance that life where we find it. We cannot learn to create 
living systems by reasoning from rules based on dead ones.

Pattern recognition abets inductive thinking

 in working from particulars toward the general, patterns are an 
invaluable aid to thinking. They reflect the integrated and fractal 
nature of the living world and can enable us to place pieces of 
information in the right context to reveal larger pictures. We 
notice patterns from the physical signatures left by the flow of 
energy, and it is energy that forms living systems and from which 
their complex order derives. Vicki marvick and tim murphy, in 
an excellent essay on Pattern Understanding (2) pointed out what 
many of us now teach in the PDC: there are some valuable tools 
available to assess landscapes through the pattern-recognition 
“software” of the right brain. Scanning—a right-brain process—
enables us to take in large fields of data quickly, and by applying 
a variety or sequence of filters, we can hone in—a balancing left-
brain process—on hot spots within these fields. 
 marvick and murphy identify four categories of pattern 
information the designer can readily access: indicators, anomalies, 
paradoxes, and key points. these reveal complex connections and 
layers of order within the landscape: they provide a first-order 
measure of diversity and show processes both continuous and 
discontinuous. they also reveal the development of organized 
complexity out of base layers of the physical world.

The living world has intrinsic meaning
 Which leads us to the third method of Jacobs’ trio: Seek 
unaverage clues involving very small quantities. citing the 
presence of buskers on a city street and by analogy the levels 
of trace minerals in pasture plants or vitamins in the body as 
indicators of health, she points to small phenomena as a powerful 
gauge of the large vital processes of which they are a part. street 
buskers imply street life, meaning people willing to engage, 
and present in sufficient numbers to warrant disestablished 
entrepreneurs “opening shop” on the sidewalk. This is a very rich 
measure of vitality indeed. arguably, it is evidence of the very 

...our ancestors paid
attention to particulars, 
and so should we.
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thing for which cities were created. Buskers 
reflect crowd behavior, something different 
in character than one-to-one interactions 
between people. in a city of deadened 
and depressed districts, buskers might be 
anomalous, but in the broad sweep of city 
history and design, they are to be expected. 
Knowing the difference between these 
states is the essence of understanding.
 Jacobs herself found clues almost 
everywhere: the yellow pages—that storied 
catalog of city economies past—provided 
tantalizing hints to the level of diversity 
and vitality in various city districts: a 
chain of bookstores in New York showed 
late-night sales action in lower manhattan 
but sleepy inactivity at the same time in 
downtown Brooklyn, simply from the 
listing of hours of operation. the ecologist 
or permaculture designer might see 
complex webs of relationship in the seed 
content of small animal scat, the shells 
of nuts or mussels broken open, a barely 
detectable scattering of pollen, or the 
subtle cracking of soil surfaces. 
 The hardest clues to find are those of 
processes now interrupted. sometimes 
we can bridge the gaps in understanding 
by historical research; sometimes an 
imaginative leap is required. how could 
the two greatest extinctions of 20th 
century North America, occuring within 
a generation of each other not be related? 
how could scientists miss a trail that leads 
unerringly up one side of the mountain, 
and after a short gap, plunges determinedly 
down the other. in the case of chestnuts 
and passenger pigeons, the causal link was 
obscured by the frenzy of human doing 
that accompanied each extinction. science 
wasn’t up to the job then and hasn’t been 
much interested in revisiting the epic 
near-past. Yet both species still colonize 
our imaginations, and worthwhile leads 
for research may yet come from seeing 
the broad strokes of the story. controlled 
trials on the effects of poultry manure on 
chestnut health and regeneration might still 
be undertaken. For all its sincerity and the 
promise we assign it, genetic manipulation 
through slow-maturing processes of 
tree breeding might be the lame-brained 
approach to repairing a broken ecosystem. 
As Pasteur recanted on his deathbed: “The 
germ is nothing, the terrain is everything!”
 always a keen observer, Jane is one of 
our unacknowledged permaculture saints. 
in summarizing her advice to the would-be 
designer, she tells a pointed story about 
rare and delicate natural phenomena, clay 
dogs, unusually sculpted elements of river-
bank clay, along a particular stretch of the 

hudson waterfront. created by a seldom 
seen confluence of natural conditions: 
a glacial outwash valley, particular soil 
strata, and the unpredictable oscillation 
of waves set up by the banks, the clay 
dogs were a true wonder of the natural 
world, albeit small and modest. in a tragic 
commentary on the mindless processes 
of modernity, the stretch of river, only a 
few yards long, where the clay dogs had 
been continuously created for thousands 
of years, was converted to a concrete 
pedestrian promenade by the Park district.
 let it remember as we entertain 
the possibilities of scientific research: 
observation is paramount, but there can 
be no observation without interaction. and 
that must be as sensitive and informed as 

we can make it, lest the life of the land be 
lost in the pursuit of rigor and regularity. ∆

Peter Bane is the author of the 
Permaculture Handbook: Garden Farming 
for town and country, and a long-time 
contributor to this magazine. He works to 
help people reorganize local economies 
and reclaim democratic governance. 
Write peter@permacultureactivist.net.
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Mastering Our Fate
Review by Erin Schey

ANDY COUTURIER
A Different Kind of Luxury: 
Japanese Lessons in Simple 
Living and Inner Abundance
Stone Bridge Press. 2010.
315 pp. paper.illus. $15.

FROM THE MOMENT i took this 
book into hand, there was a tangible, 

curious quality about its form and shape. 
It had that “something different.”
 the unusual landscape orientation, 
hand drawn maps and sketches, and 
carefully placed photographs, gave me 
the feeling i was opening an old tome, a 
carefully assembled journal kept for many 
years. Now worn and water-damaged 
from my less-than-careful re-reading of it 
over the last two years, andy couturier’s 
book, A Different Kind of Luxury holds 
a prominent (if precarious) place in my 
desktop sustainability library. snug right 
up next to aldo leopold’s A Sand County 
Almanac and e. F. schumacher’s Small is 
Beautiful, it holds its own as a mainstay 
of spiritual and practical insight for those 
dark nights of “will we ever get there?” 
despair over the current global situation. 
 Barely escaping the slightly guilty 
and overwhelmingly curious feeling 
that i was actually reading someone’s 

diary, i devoured couturier’s book in just 
under a day. despite the author’s request 
in the introduction to digest each story 
slowly, ruminating over the chapters to 
get a sense of this “slowed-down life,” 
i found myself gorging on the realness 
and sincerity of this book. here were 11 
accounts of real people living satisfying, 
affordable lives in a sustainable 
relationship with nature. this is a true 
feast for the reader searching for actual 
evidence of sustainable living amidst an 
eco-haze of green-washed capitalism. 

 interspersed with insightful and 
vivid anecdotes describing the homes, 
interview settings, and relationships 
with the author, every chapter reveals 
a narrative of each person’s history, 
philosophy, spiritual beliefs, and current 
way of life. couturier gives a lucid voice 
to these 11 Japanese lives, representative 
of not only modern Japanese counter-
culture, but more broadly of an emerging 
global response in both hemispheres 
to the multi-tasking material madness 
of mainstream consumer culture. as 
each story unfolds, he probes with 
humility, gentility, and sensitivity into 
each individual’s thoughts on the very 

Reviews
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fundamentals of human life: time, money, 
work, art, music, food, and family. But 
this is no change-your-lightbulb kind of 
pseudo-eco-spiritual fluff. Couturier has 
crafted a philosophical opus, an essential 
read for the everyday person seeking an 
authentic, sustainable, and creative life. 
 through an excellent design choice, 
couturier gives the reader a generous full-
color, photomontage of each individual at 
the front of the book. By using a number 
of titles to describe the interviewees, the 
author communicates a respect for the 
true complexity and diversity of each. 
The reader meets Wakako Oe, organic 
farming mentor, puppet carver, intuitive 
painter, botanic sculptor, and calligrapher. 

the author also introduces us to san 
oizumi, potter, anti-nuclear organizer, 
anarchist, community educator, and 
father. each story has inherent appeal 
based purely on the unique methods each 
person uses to create home and provide 
for material needs in rural Japan. We 
learn how Osamu Nakamura collects 
his own firewood, stacks it with artistic 
care, and lives and cooks by the heat 
of the traditional Japanese irori hearth. 
We discover how Koichi Yamashita 
grows all his own rice, wheat, millet, and 
vegetables with hand tools and a wooden 
waterwheel. We follow Gufu Watanabe 
through his forest garden of rare edible 
herbs and trees, as he gathers ingredients 
for dinner along the way. however, the 
real juice of this book comes from the 
startling new perspectives and values 
infused throughout each person’s lived 
story: “Don’t spend. Do. Not. Spend.” 
“Convenience just speeds you up.” 
“Satisfaction is happiness.” “Going over 
here, going over there. Tiring! Better to 
just laze around the house.” These are 
certainly not the axioms i was spoon-fed 
growing up in the States!
 many of these folks present an organic 
understanding of their own relationship 
to and values regarding the natural world 
(an understanding which many westerners 

Ewe Can Do It
Review by Peter Bane

MICHEL MEURET & FRED 
PROVENZA, Eds.
The Art & Science of 
Shepherding: Tapping the 
wisdom of French herders
Acres USA. Austin. 2014.
431 pp. pap. illus. color plates. $30.

i HAVE NEVER HERDED SHEEP, 
nor even kept them, but i found this 

research-based work fascinating and 
promising. a generation ago, French 
shepherding was in decline—family 
demographics were making the traditional 
model of younger sons minding the 
flocks impractical. During that period 
some people committed to preservation 
of the arts of herding began to envision 
and work for a revival, which is now 
underway. About the same time (early 

are only now discovering through the 
modern permaculture and sustainability 
movements). this book left me intensely 
curious as to the diversity of living 
examples of resilient modern life that 
Japanese communities and individuals 
may provide to the rest of the world. as 
a nation with a living memory of both 
urban and rural sustainable culture (Edo 
Period tokyo was a fully regenerative 
and sustainable city of over one million 
people.), Japan may offer the most 
relevant examples of how over-developed 
nations can begin post-industrial, post-
carbon renewal. certainly, couturier’s 
work moves us in a new direction 
and is not just a call to revert to some 

traditional ideal. As Astuko Watanabe, 
one of the interviewees, asserts, “i am not 
a traditional person. i am just a woman 
living a simple life in the mountains.”
 I wonder how the “extreme” living 
conditions of many of the people 
featured in this book might present an 
unattainable or even undesirable example 
of sustainable life for many Japanese 
and american readers. the remote rural 
settings and lack of modern amenities in 
the houses of those interviewed for this 
book may cause some sustainability-
curious readers to write off these people 
as radical back-to-the-landers. although 
some of those featured, like atsuko 
Watanabe, are actively involved in their 
local communities, more examples of 
people living in community may have 
helped the author create a larger and 
more complete picture of simple and 
sustainable living options in Japan. 
 Yet however intense and possibly 
unachievable these examples may seem, 
they deliver an empowering example of 
our ability, or even our responsibility, 
to reclaim two of the most important 
aspects of our humanity: time and 
simplicity. even i, the committed 
permaculture designer, organic farmer, 
and sustainability educator, was shaken 
by the almost alarming directness of 

Japan may offer the most relevant examples 
of how over-developed nations can begin 
post-industrial, post-carbon renewal. 

the questions raised in this book. self-
sufficient farmer, batik fabric artist, 
mother, and author/illustrator Asha 
amemiya asks, “First, you have to think, 
does it involve money or not? Then you 
look at whether it is natural or not. that 
and whether it causes suffering and pain 
to others…or not.” With an unapologetic 
precision, these kinds of questions 
cut directly through to the core of the 
spiritual-cultural dissatisfaction of the 
modern grind and bring us back to a daily 
commitment to taking it slow and simple. 
 this book explores the human 
relationship with the idea of “satisfaction” 
and our experience with “enough.” 
seemingly radical ways of life and points 
of view are not a fringe response to the 
modern rush and grind, but a clear path 
laid out for all of us to follow. When we 
live with less, we can reclaim the time we 
need to respect and creatively reuse the 
abundant resources around us. Feeling 
overwhelmed? Tired? Busy? This book 
reminds us we are in control. We are the 
ones responsible for reclaiming the real 
luxuries of time, nature, and simplicity. 
in fact, a life lived in voluntary simplicity 
may be the very thing, the only thing, that 
leads us to the luxury we have all been 
seeking.          ∆
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90s), European Union agricultural policy 
changed to recognize the environmental 
value of landscapes, which across the 
continent are principally human artifacts. 
 herding schools were formed in 
at least three areas, the eastern and 
western Pyrenees and the sub-alps in 
the southeast of France where herding 
remained an economic activity. initially, 
the students were all men, but today 
women make up at least 40% of the 
enrollment. moreover, the interest is 
coming from unexpected quarters, as 
urban youth, and even older persons with 
university degrees, are turning away from 
what used to be called ‘the rat race’ to 
favor a life lived with nature.
 as subsidies and changed legal 
requirements favored care of the high 
mountain pastures in a way that only 
shepherding could ensure, and as urban 
youth and others disaffected from 

modern life sought new opportunities, a 
movement began to preserve and extend 
traditional herding arts. this also met 
initiatives from academia to go beyond 
“modernizing” animal agriculture 
(meaning pasture confinement and 
scientifically formulated industrial feeds) 
to both convey research-based findings 
on animal behavior and nutrition, and to 
document traditional arts as phenomena 
worthy of study. the collaboration has 
been fruitful.
 this book is fascinating but not an 
easy read. though the French portions 
have been well translated by a bi-national 
team of two, much of the material 
is technical (no formulas, but many 
diagrams) and not familiar to many lay 
readers. the explanations are careful 

but the subject itself is highly complex. 
Fortunately, the book provides excellent 
historical and sociological context for the 
reports it provides of herding practices. 
 transhumance remains a vital activity 
in the south of France, celebrated in 
some towns with festivals at the summer 
solstice (when the flocks head up to 
the first pastures). Herders spend three 
months or more with their flocks in 
relative isolation, though in some places 
this is changing, and the image of the 
solitary (and celibate) herder is being 

modified as summer cabins are provided 
with solar electricity, running water, and 
accommodations are made for herder 
spouses and children.
 herders continue to innovate and 
scientists working with them are now 
documenting and rationalizing their 
work. they are also providing feedback 
to the herders from scientific research 
in order to help refine the empirical 
efforts of men and women shepherds. 
much of the art of herding consists of 
coordinating flock movement through 
difficult terrain with the diurnal cycle 
of ruminant grazing, digestion, and rest. 
the mountain landscapes are rough with 
rich pastures separated by rocky ridges 
and ravines. the mosaic of vegetation is 
highly uneven, yet ideal care for the ewes 
involves allowing them to eat as much as 
they want with as little work as possible. 
thus, the herder seeks to move the 
sheep in patterns that will allow them to 
maximize harvest while still completing 
a sensible “circuit” from the place of 
night rest to the place of mid-day rest, 
and back: out in the morning, returning 
by evening. Places where the sheep must 
move single-file are a hazard, as are steep 
slopes and rocky defiles.
 apparently sheep have various modes 
or “gears” of operation. They graze in a 
stationary way, they move intermittently 
and graze a great deal, they travel while 
spot grazing, and they move right along. 
Knowing how to move the flock (with 
the help of one or two dogs) without 

Can a worthy career be founded on two years 
of combined field training and schooling? 

disturbing it or allowing it to fragment 
around obstacles; to move it at the right 
pace to maximize use of the forage, and 
to use more desirable forages (usually 
in wetter zones) to stimulate appetite in 
order to get the sheep to graze on rougher 
vegetation, are all parts of the daily 
routine of herders. one shepherd may 
tend up to 1500 sheep, an asset worth 
more than $300,000. their skills can take 
up to two years to learn.
 the book focuses on sheep but also 
addresses goatherding and touches on 

cattle ranged in the mountains. it reports 
the findings of scientists and of herders 
in an even-handed way, as might be 
expected from editors who are both 
scientists and experienced at animal 
grazing themselves. A significant part of 
the book deals with the establishment 
of schools for herding and the details of 
their training programs, including the 
focus on self-reliance and on particular 
arts (such as cheesemaking) that pertain 
to the economic harvest of the flocks. An 
unexpected chapter addresses the turmoil 
created by the return of wolves as a 
protected species in the alps. 
 conscientious, thorough, and 
highly detailed, this book has much 
to recommend it on its own terms as 
a study of livestock management, but 
it is in the description of a complex 
human-natural cooperation, translated 
through the sensitive collaboration of 
research scientists with men and women 
generating and regenerating traditional 
ecological knowledge (TEK), that the 
work takes on its greatest meaning. We 
may be seeing a possible model for the 
renewal of landscapes and cultures in this 
remote and still esoteric field of work far 
away in the French mountains. sheep 
and goats inhabit every continent save 
antarctica, and they are ranged over some 
of the least inhabited territories. For this 
reason their management has remained 
stubbornly artisanal, but the combination 
of human use in semi-wild areas with 
the interest and support of an advanced 
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Patchwork Gardens
Review by Peter Bane

WAYNE WEISEMAN, DANIEL 
HALSEY & BRYCE RUDDOCK
Integrated Forest Gardening
The complete guide to 
polycultures and plant guilds in 
permaculture systems
Chelsea Green. White River Jct. VT. 2014.
320 pp. paper. all color illus. $45.00

tHE PUBLICATION of another 
significant text on permaculture is 

always the occasion for stocktaking: 
where are we now 35 years after 
Permaculture I and II? there is a still 
small but growing list of works created 
by permaculture’s original authors, 
and increasingly by their students and 
inheritors. inevitably, most later writers 
have taken up some part of the field 
and expanded on it rather than confront 
the whole and attempt to work fully in 
the shadow of the originators. there 
have been case studies (Holzer, Falk), 
major design treatises for subsets of 
the global community (Whitefield, 
Bane), introductory works (Bell, 
morrow, hemenway, mars, lillington), 
resources for professionals (Morrow, 
Aranya, Whitefield), and books that so 
thoroughly explore key areas or methods 
of permaculture implementation that they 
have to be considered part of the core 
canon (Jacke & Toensmeier, Lancaster). 
 Integrated Forest Gardening is a 
hybrid that defies categorization. It 
weds introduction to permaculture with 
specialist work and offers some valuable 
reference for professionals. in an ideal 
world, each new contribution would 

deepen our understanding of key subjects, 
document previously obscure experience, 
interpret permaculture for an important 
new audience—whether of language or 
culture or profession—and would avoid 
to the extent possible duplication of 
basics. this book succeeds on at least two 
of these grounds.
 Building on the strong interest created 
by Jacke and toensmeier’s Edible Forest 
Gardens a decade ago, IFG advances our 
understanding of the elusive plant guild, 
a concept much pursued but seldom 
described. it also documents practical 
procedures in design, adding to the 

toolbox of professionals and would-be 
professionals in permaculture. on these 
grounds alone, it can be considered a 
success. Where EFG provided a palette 
of plants and principles and patterns 
for combining them, richly layering 
concepts with examples and research, 
IFG delves into the process of creating 
and manifesting a design for plant 
polycultures. It gives 15 example guilds 
for different regions and applications. 
this wealth of example should help many 
more learn the principles and patterns for 
successful polyculture design.

 the authors are all working 
designers who collaborate in the North 
Central states. Weiseman is one of the 
movement’s unsung veterans and this 
book will help him gain some of the 
recognition his extensive work deserves. 
halsey, based near the twin cities, is 
newer to permaculture but his background 
in design has allowed him to move 
quickly forward. ruddock’s formal role 
in permaculture is more recent but he has 
worked with permaculture systems on the 
ground for several decades. 
 i have no inside knowledge of how 
the book came together, having learned 
of it only a few months before it went to 
final edit, but my reading of it suggests 
that Weiseman is the principal and default 
author. text contributions by halsey 
are typically given a byline, while his 
influence is also seen in illustrations. 
Ruddock’s name is on five of the 15 plant 
guilds. it’s impossible from the outside 
to discern the scope of collaboration 
with precision. most books with multiple 
authors are divided up into sections 
which are then assigned to individuals 
to write. editing may be collaborative 
or handled by a principal author. in any 
case, someone typically has to manage 
the whole, and this is likely to have been 
Weiseman. His mark on the text is evident 
from the passionate prose.
 rich with photos that will be stunning 
in color, generous with diagrams and 
instructive lists, the book has a sound 
intellectual architecture and is filled with 
gems that any reader might appreciate 
but that an experienced designer can 
see as deeply insightful. a shining 
example, and by no means the only one, 
is the mind-map on page 60 of “Five 
Considerations for Resource Guilds and 
Polyculture Designs.” I have no doubt 

industrial society is distinctive. can 
we learn from these moves for cultural 
preservation and renewal a pattern for 
supporting artisanal land care in other 
regions? In other agricultural modes? Can 
a worthy career be founded on two years 
of combined field training and schooling? 
It seems so. What do forest garden 
cultivators do to maintain the productivity 
of their landscapes? We scarcely know, 
as these agroecosystems are barely a 
generation old in temperate countries.

 Not all is peachy in the high 
pastures of the alps and Pyrenees as 
new shepherds push against economic 
constraints to obtain better working 
conditions and higher pay, but 
circumstances are changing for the better. 
the editors have done an admirable job 
of viewing their subject across many 
perspectives.
 The Art & Science of Shepherding 
provides good examples of the kind 
of research and scientific investigation 

required for the study of systems of 
organized complexity and of a dual 
human-ecological nature. such inquiry 
requires that skillful observation, 
good narrative, and many elements of 
documentation and measurement be 
combined in settings that range across 
rugged landscapes and diverse social 
settings. Not only can permaculture 
designers and researchers learn from the 
content of this title, but from its form and 
methods as well. Highly recommended. ∆
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that the understanding behind the work 
is exceptional. i wish that i could say the 
writing pleased me as much. its emotional 
flavor is strong and honorable, individual 
passages are lyrical, but the work conveys 
a sense of having been written too rapidly 
and edited too lightly. more than a few 
paragraphs sow needless confusion from 
poor choice of words. some are merely 
flat-footed. This is most evident in the 
introductory sections explaining basic 

concepts. in the chapters on plant, animal, 
and insect characteristics and interactions 
and on design process and guild examples 
that comprise most of the text, there is 
less room for misunderstanding, but 
among the subtle and abstract concepts 
of ecological science and permaculture 
principles, clarity of expression, so 
essential to comprehension, is sometimes 

wanting, while the discrete sections 
of text, even when they are coherent 
internally, do not flow well from one 
to the next. absent a good narrative, 
the reader falls back on the admittedly 
strong structure of subheads. one can 
make sense of what is here on offer, 
but it’s work picking among the lovely 
fragments. Better story telling would have 
allowed the book’s many assets to cohere 
into a glorious whole. 

 Small press Chelsea Green has not 
quite cornered the market on good 
permaculture titles in North America, but 
is a dominant presence. under the brutal 
pressures of 21st century book marketing, 
they have pressed good production 
values toward an up-market niche. color 
printing is used to justify prices close to 
double what was common a decade ago. 

When all the parts come together, this 
can work, but it puts a greater obligation 
on the publisher to deliver value and not 
simply depend on eye candy and smart 
authors. Weiseman, Halsey, and Ruddock 
have backed into their writing work, 
taking the serviceable prose of design 
reports and business communications, 
weaving into it bits of poetry and nature-
love with the earnestness of impassioned 
teachers, and cobbled together something 
broadly helpful and worthwhile.
 the unique elements of enduring 
value in Integrated Forest Gardening, 
and the bones around which a revised 
and improved second edition should be 
crafted, are the design process charts and 
descriptions, the example guilds, some 
key mind-maps and lists, and the survey 
of useful species. these men understand 
ecology. they live and work design. 
those of us who share these passions and 
understandings know why they write. 
But for the lay reader, a broader vision, 
more consistently articulated, should have 
driven the book to make it something one 
could not put down.         ∆

Swinging Thru the Trees
Review by Peter Bane

OLIVIER ASSELIN 
w/STEFAN SOBKOWIAK
“The Permaculture Orchard - 
Beyond Organic”
DVD. Widescreen. 115 min. 2014. $45.

cOMING OUT of the wilderness, 
permaculture is finding more and 

more niches in commercial agriculture 
and even in academia. contributing 
to that greater public presence, this 
sparkling film offers practical advice from 
an experienced orchardist in southern 
Quebec (USDA zone 5). It is based on 
a solid understanding of permaculture 
principles. The film’s director, chief 
cameraman, and editor, olivier asselin, 
has an excellent eye and fine pacing. 
the visuals are stunningly beautiful. 
he uses a variety of angles and focal 
lengths and intersperses walking scenes 
with set pieces in which narrator and 
orchardist sobkowiak plays the starring 
role. a second camera shows sobkowiak 
sometimes in profile, giving us the sense 

of being present for an intimate seminar. 
the editing is crisp and the gypsy jazz 
musical score, performed by Formidable 
Vegetable sound system, is irresistably 
toe-tapping, quintessentially happy music. 
The film’s makers have commissioned 
several original pieces for the soundtrack, 
including some with permaculture lyrics 
both fun and serious. Whenever the 
narration breaks and the scene shifts, the 
music sweeps us up in its buoyant mood. 
so delicious is the feeling that it’s almost 
painful when the music stops.
 twenty years ago, sobkowiak bought 
a 12-acre commercial orchard intending 
to convert it to organic methods. after 
doing so and finding the results still 
disappointing a few years on, he resolved 
to go beyond organic and replant to a new 
design, based on permaculture principles. 
the core layout works with triads of 
trees based around the mnemonic NAP: 
Nitrogen-fixer, Apple, and Pear or 
Plum. this reduces work, he points out, 
allowing the farmer to take a ‘nap.’ 
 in about the only piece of the script 
that caused me to raise an eyebrow, 
sobkowiak explains that honey locust 
complements and helps to fertilize each 

pair of fruit trees, and their diversity in 
turn, multiplied many times up and down 
the row with different varieties and even 
different species, keeps pests off-balance, 
reducing damage. companion herbs and 
shrubs also help.
 i have no quarrel with the strategy of 
multiplying diversity, but the unremarked 
way in which he presents honeylocust 
(Gleditsia triacanthos) gave me pause. 
Not only has there been a long-running 
controversy about its ability to fix nitro-
gen, it’s not a unalloyed glory. miracle 
Farm uses the thornless variety (inermis), 
as do most landscapers, but this is not 
pointed out. the native tree is big and 
viciously thorny, with branching spikes 
(to 12”) that evolved to repel mastodons 
and have been used by people as nails. 
it has rendered thousands of acres an 
impenetrable wasteland for humans.
 honeylocust, unlike most legumes, 
but like many in the caesalpinoidiae tribe 
of them, does not nodulate. research at 
Yale University has found “bacterioids” 
within the roots of hl, and other 
studies indicate its leaf nitrogen content 
intermediate between Black locust 
(Robinia pseudoacacia) and redbud 

The book is filled with gems…that the experi-
enced designer…can see as deeply insightful.
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For me the insight about shaping 
and pruning trees alone was worth 
the cost of admission.

(Cercis canadensis)—also both native 
tree legumes—at 2.3-2.6%. So yes, 
perhaps HL does fix nitrogen, just less 
of it than some other plants; the jury’s 
still out as to how this works. it’s clear 
enough that the tree grows well and may 
aid others near it. But it can reach 100’ or 
more in good conditions, and the seed of 
thornless varieties is genetically diverse, 
showing re-emergent thorns in up to half 
the offspring. i would have wanted a few 
words of caution.
 This minor flaw takes little away 
from an otherwise excellent production 
by permies.com major domo Paul 
Wheaton and the splendid Quebecker 
crew. Funded by more than 500 donors, 
the film’s professional appearance belies 
its homey roots, but these are also its 
strength. Narrator Sobkowiak delivers his 
lines with a natural sense of timing and 
pitch-perfect modulation. he speaks right 
into the lens and we hear everything. his 
Canadian inflection has a clear Quebec 
slide not only in its vowels but in the 
relaxed way he conjugates the odd verb, 
and it’s the perfect foil for a science-lite 
but factually and theoretically sound set 
of lessons in horticulture and ecology. 
 aspects of the design are gradually 
revealed. dwarf trees yield faster and 
reduce work. the orchard site has sandy 
soil for easier root growth. Varieties 
are planted in rows and blocks by time 
of harvest in 10-day increments. the 
orchard operates at least partly on a 
CSA/U-pick model. Renovation of the 
old system began with a core of more 
diverse plantings in the center and spread 
out to optimize early benefits from new 
pest predator habit. they both hang traps 
for insects, and spray against diseases but 
primarily by using whey to inoculate tree 
surfaces with favorable bacteria. like 
so much of the film, the chapter on Pest 
control is quite insightful.
 the orchard’s straight rows facilitate 
ease of harvest, and also mowing of the 
paths between trees by a small riding 
tractor, the appearance of which near 
the end of the film is both honest and 
slightly jarring after the romantic images 
of wildlife and handwork with carts and 
baskets. sobkowiak explains that they 
mow-and-blow the grass onto the tree 
rows, which themselves are mulched in 
plastic film to minimize weeding. He 

does admit that other types of mulch will 
work, woodchips, straw, leaves, etc. he 
also goes to some lengths to point out 
that earthworms still effectively surface 
(through holes and gaps in the plastic) to 
grab and pull down the detritis of leaf fall 
and grass mulch, resulting in healthy soil 
life and humus accumulation. okay, we 
agree in permaculture to keep our dogma 
on a leash and out of the house.

 The chapter on pruning in this film 
is wonderfully helpful as sobkowiak 
explains the c-lBl method developed 
by French researchers, which he now 
follows. these letters remind the tree 
pruner what to cut. “C” stands for 
chimney: a column of open space around 
the trunk extending 6”-8” out. Here all 

branch stubs and even buds are removed 
either by pruners or by running the hand 
over the branches. “L” stands for Low 
branches, which are to be removed. these 
are mostly below four feet from the 
ground, but miracle Farm leaves a few to 
feed wildlife, just as they don’t harvest 
their smaller-fruited trees for the same 
reason. “B” is for Big branches, those 
more than half the diameter of the trunk; 
take them off. The final “L” is for in-
line, in-lane. Branches in the line of the 
row of trees or pointing directly into the 
lane between trees should be removed, 
favoring those that form an off-axis 
“X” pattern in relation to the grid of the 
orchard. “L” is also about layering, which 

means that branches one above the other 
are reduced from two to one, usually 
favoring the upper ones as these get more 
sunlight. he also removes all downward 
pointing branches. 
 a second and equally important 
insight that sobkowiak conveys is the 
need to shape the tree early in its life by 
bending branches below the horizontal 
to stimulate fruit production. this uses 
the tree’s hormonal response to position 
and gravity, and it works beautifully to 
the advantage of the cultivator, amping 
up yields and keeping the tree small by 
putting its growth into fruit rather than 
wood and leaf.
 miracle Farms have developed a 
simple double-ended wire hook for 
tree training, about 2-3’ in length, that 
allows easy bending of young branches 
(about 3’-4’ in length and perhaps 1-1.5 
cm diameter) to the proper angle by 
anchoring them to the trunk or a low 
branch. 
 With well-thought-out chapters on 
site selection, design of the orchard, 
Planting and Grafting, Mulching, Using 
shrubs and herbs as companions, allies 
for Pest control, and maintenance, the 
film is thorough and delivers good value. 
For me, the insight about shaping and 

pruning trees alone was worth the cost 
of admission. Good information, well-
resourced (Sobkowiak cites academic 
research on how to plant a tree as he 
shows us his technique on camera), 
and clearly presented in the unabashed 
context of permaculture shows the 
viewer that ecological design, practical 
management, and commercial success can 
come very happily together.
 Along with English narration, the film 
offers the option of subtitles in english, 
Chinese, Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, 
Japanese, Portuguese, romanian, and 
spanish. Presumably a French-language 
narration is sold separately for the home 
crowd. May I have the next dance?      ∆
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Permaculture Design Course
Oregon
 Dates: September 28-October 18
 Location: Cottage Grove, OR
 Description: Join Aprovecho’s stellar 
team of teachers and practitioners for a PDC 
this fall. Through a combination of lectures, 
hands-on projects, visits to local farms and 
wildlands, and a group design project, students 
will leave with over 100 hours of experience.
 Instructors: Abel Kloster, Tao Orion, Jude
   Hobbs, Marisha Auerbach,  
  Rick Valley and guests.
 Cost:  $1,000
 Contact: Aprevecho
  541-942-8198
  abelkloster@aprovecho.net
  www.aprovecho.net

Advanced Design: Optical Surveying for Earthworks and Water
Southern Oregon
 Dates: November 4-9 Location:  Little Applegate, OR
 Description: Basic surveying and layout are essential skill sets for every farmer, homesteader, 
designer, and consultant. Tom Ward teaches the use of many analog (non-battery operated) sur-
veying tools, along with advanced skills in keyline, pond and swale layout, mapping, and other 
core knowledge necessary for design and implementation of permaculture projects. The course 
is open to all who have a working knowledge of permaculture. An advanced certificate through 
Cascadia Permaculture Institute is offered to those who have their PDC.
 Instructors: Tom Ward   Cost: $475 until 9/11; $550 after.; includes camping
 Contact: Siskiyou Permaculture 541-482-7909, siskiyoupermaculture.com                    

Convergences
North American Permaculture
Minnesota
 Dates: August 29-31
 Location: Harmony Park 
  in Clark’s Grove, MN. 
 Description: This very first NAPC offers a 
special opportunity to meet up with hundreds 
of permaculture movers and shakers from 
across North America to share our successes 
and strategize how to create a permaculture 
future. Permaculture pioneers, authors, teach-
ers, organizers, consultants, visionaries, and 
farmers getting together to talk story and build 
symbiotic relationships. 
 Cost:  $200 until August 15; $250  
  after. Discounts for children.  
Contact: www.northamericanpermaculture.org

West Coast Women
Washington
 Dates: September 18-21
 Location: Monroe, WA
 Description: Where ‘Full Steam Ahead’ 
melds with ‘Relax and Receive’ for Continu-
ous Thrivability. We will take a central focus 
of taking permaculture beyond an interest or 
hobby to inspiring women with permaculture 
examples to find their path to right livelihood 
and thrive! Thrivelihood!! Come connect, 
learn, and laugh! In a breathtaking space, sur-
rounded by nature and amazing women, you 
will be inspired and invigorated. 
 Cost:  $350
 Contact: 
           http://westcoastwomenspc.weebly.com

EVENTS

23rd Annual
Permaculture Design Course
Oregon
 Dates: December 4-16
 Location: Lost Valley Ctr., Dexter, OR. 
 Description: Permaculture is a whole 
systems method of design that offers ways for 
you to create permanent culture by conscious, 
sustainable use of resources in all aspects 
of living. It offers a positive response to the 
uncertainties of the future. This PDC offers a 
guide to how to make effective decisions in 
everyday life.
 Instructors: Jude Hobbs, Rick Valley,   
  Marisha Auerbach
 Contact: 541-937-3351 x202.
  programs@lostvalley.org                        

Advanced Design Intensive
Oregon
 Dates: August 11-15
 Location: Cottage Grove, OR. 
 Description: The focus of this course is to 
guide aspiring Permaculture designers in the 
techniques of professional design. We will 
cover all aspects of working with clients, from 
business structure and proposals, communica-
tion and presentation skills, consultations and 
interviews, and hand drawing and computer 
assisted design. Our goal is to concentrate on 
methods of design and accessing available 
public resources.
 Instructors: Andrew Millison, Jude Hobbs
 Cost:  $735, includes meals, 
  camping, and instruction.
 Contact: 
                         www.cascadiapermaculture.org

Permaculture Teacher Training
Oregon
 Dates: August 3-9
 Location: Cottage Grove, OR
 Description: In this dynamic and interac-
tive course, you will learn significant teaching 
techniques to communicate Permaculture 
principles and strategies in a wide variety 
of settings. Our goal is to encourage and 
inspire your unique strengths and talents by 
demonstrating diverse teaching modalities 
such as lecture, facilitating class discussions, 
storytelling, utilizing visual aids and hands-on 
projects. In this setting of active learning, you 
will experience essential practice by preparing 
and co-teaching multiple presentations.  
 Instructors:  Jude Hobbs, Andrew   
  Millison, and guests
 Cost:  $925. Includes course materi-
als, camping and three deliciously local meals 
a day. Early registration discount of $50 by 
July 12th. Limited local work trades available
College credit available: write for cost and 
specific details. 
 Contact: www.cascadiapermaculture.com

Advanced Design: 
Social Forestry
Southern Oregon
 Dates: February 2-7, 2015 
        Location:  Little Applegate, OR
 Description: Social Forestry connects vil-
lages and communities to their forested water 
cathcment basin.  Here in a developed indus-
trial empire, the forests are lonely.  We have 
lost our sense of living with forests as friends. 
This Social Forestry course will explore 
reconnecting with forests through ecological 
knowledge, the use of hand tools and wood-
scrafts, seasonal festivals and work cycles, 
childrens’ stories, pilgrimages and stewardship 
covenants.  We will learn ecological assess-
ment, carbon sequestration methods, restora-
tion forestry and the crafts and products that 
can be enjoyed while we are re-establishing 
our heart space and wonder in the woods.
 This course is open to all who have a working 
knowledge of permaculture. An advanced 
certificate through Cascadia Permaculture In-
stitute is offered to those who have their PDC.  
 Instructors: Tom Ward   
                Cost: $475 until 12/31; $550 after.;  
  includes camping
 Contact: Siskiyou Permaculture 
  541-482-7909
  siskiyoupermaculture.com                    
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28th Annual
Permaculture Design Course
Colorado
 Dates: August 10-23
 Location: CRMPI; Basalt, CO
 Description: The CRMPI Permaculture De-
sign Certification Course is designed to give 
the participant an understanding of the essen-
tial elements and ideas of permaculture so that 
they can better design and engineer sustain-
able systems. Study permaculture with a world 
renowned group of teachers who imbue their 
work with rich depths of life wisdom. Experi-
ence one of the finest permaculture demon-
strations in North America. Thirty years of 
systems development are all on display along 
with vigorous and healthy polycultures, all 
at 7,200’—elevation. Camping and delicious 
organic food are included.
 Instructors: Jerome Osentowski, 
  Adam Brock, and
  Kelly Simmons
 Cost:  $1,775; requires a non-  
  refundable $300 deposit to  
  reserve your spot. Covers  
  meals, camping, tuition.
 Contact: www.crmpi.org

Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: October 25-November 8
 Location: Quail Springs, CA
 Description: Share in the joy of community 
learning together and changing the world. 
Take home the ability to design and apply 
natural principles to create stable and resilient 
systems that meet food, water, shelter, and 
energy needs while regenerating ecology, 
community, and economy. This course covers 
the 72-hr Permaculture curriculum through 
Permaculture Research Institute.
 Instructors: Warren Brush, Brenton 
  Kelley, Lindsay Allen, and  
  guests.
 Contact: Kolmi Majumdar
  805-886-7239
  info@quailsprings.org
  www.quailsprings.org

Earth Activist Training
California
 Dates: January 4-18, 2015 
         Location:  Cazadero, CA
 Description: Learn how to heal soil and 
cleanse water, how to design human systems 
that mimic natural systems, using a minimum 
of energy and resources and creating real 
abundance and social justice. Explore the 
strategies and organizing tools we need to 
make our visions real, and the daily practice, 
magic, and rituals that can sustain our spirits. 
Participatory teaching with lots of games, 
projects, and laughs along with an intensive 
curriculum in ecological design.
 Instructors: Starhawk, Charles Williams
     Cost: $1,650-1,970 sliding scale
  (w/ camping, meals); 
  $1,200, tuition only
 Contact: info@ourecovillage.org, 
                      earthactivisttraining@gmail.com, 
  www.earthactivisttraining.com                      

Permaculture Design Course
Arizona
 Dates: Sept. 6-7, 27-28; Oct. 18-19; Nov. 8-9, 22
 Location: Phoenix, AZ
 Description: The Standard 72-hour course with time to integrate it along the way. A Drylands 
and Urban focused PDC. 4 full weekends and a presentation day, with additional hands-on 
requirements at various Pc Homesites. A step-by-step approach to learning with the added ad-
vantage of multiple Pc experiences spread out over the Fall. Visit the website for all the specials.
 Instructors: Don Titmus and other local teachers. Cost:  $750, Early Bird $650 before 8/9
 Contact: Don Titmus, fdpc@4dirs.com.  http://4dirs.com/fdpc/pc_PDC.htm

Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: September 20-October 3
 Location: Occidental, CA
 Description: Whether you currently 
own property or dream of it, this two-week 
intensive course will immerse you in informa-
tion, ideas and inspiration for how to design 
sustainable, regenerative systems in balance 
with your home ecosystem.
 You will learn the ethics, principles and 
practice of “permanent culture,” by exploring 
topics such as organic gardening, mulching, 
natural building techniques, forest farming, 
water retention and regeneration, erosion con-
trol, community processes, and much more.
 Using a combination of lecture, discus-
sion, hands-on activities at OAEC’s 80-acre 
site, visits to local permaculture examples, 
and a group design project, you will have the 
chance to integrate and apply the concepts 
of permaculture during almost 100 hours of 
course time. 
 Instructors:  Brock Dolman, Kendall 
   Dunnigan and guests.
  Cost:  $1,650; $1,550 if registered  
   three weeks in advance. 
  Contact: 707-874-1557 
    oaec@oaec.org
    oaec.org

Four Seasons
Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: October 2014-September 2015
 Location: Bolinas, CA
 Description: The Four Seasons Permacul-
ture Design Certification course (PDC) meets 
once a month over the course of a year. Al-
lowing participants to intermix their studies 
and instruction with their own experiments 
with permaculture at home, this format also 
provides participants an opportunity to go 
more deeply into their group design projects. 
It is wonderful to come to the Commonweal 
Garden once a month for a year to experience 
the seasonal changes. A unique feature of the 
program is that the permaculture curriculum 
in presented in a seasonal format so that you 
learn the practices as they relate to the rhythm 
of the seasons.
  This program serves regional Bay Area 
professionals and students and supports people 
who cannot afford to take two weeks off to 
study permaculture design.
 Instructors:  Lydia Nielsen, 
   Penny Livingston-Stark, 
   Spencer Nielson
  Cost:  $1,050 before 9/15; 
   $1,150 after
  Contact: regenerativedesign.org

Four Season
Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: November-October 2015
 Location: Santa Cruz, CA
 Description: The Four Seasons Permacul-
ture Design Certification course (PDC) meets 
once a month over the course of a year. Allow-
ing participants to intermix their studies and 
instruction with their own experiments with 
permaculture at home, this format also pro-
vides participants an opportunity to go more 
deeply into their group design projects. It is 
wonderful to share in the Waldorf school com-
mnity once a month for a year to experience 
the seasonal changes. A unique feature of the 
program is that the permaculture curriculum 
in presented in a seasonal format so that you 
learn the practices as they relate to the rhythm 
of the seasons.
  Regional group design projects will be 
presented on the final day of the course. This 
is a wonderful opportunity to integrate the 
learning, and see all of the creativity that 
comes forward from the different groups.
 Instructors: Lydia Nielsen, David Shaw
  Cost:  $1,050 before 9/15; 
   $1,150 after
  Contact: regenerativedesign.org
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Permaculture Design Course
New England
 Dates: August 22-31
 Location: Mad River Valley, VT
 Description: This course offers an excep-
tional opportunity to gain hands-on applied 
permaculture skills while immersed within one 
of North America’s most diverse and intensive 
permaculture research sites.  
 Participants will engage with high-perfor-
mance home and community resource systems 
that will be more resilient in the face of 
problems posed by peak oil, climate change, 
environmental toxicity, and the inability of 
existing economic and social systems to deal 
with such challenges. 
 Instructors: Ben Falk, Erica Koch, 
  Cornelius Murphy
 Cost:  $1,850 early bird; $1,950.
 Contact:  Whole Systems Design
                         www.wholesystemsdesign.com

Permaculture Design Course
New England
 Dates: Sept. 5-7, 19-21; 
  Oct. 10-12, 24-26
 Location: Bethlehem, CT
 Description: This 100-hour course gives 
participants an understanding of the essential 
principles and ethics of permaculture, enabling 
them to design sustainable systems and foster 
healthy local economies. This course will 
include sessions on ecology, plant identifica-
tion, forestry, healthy soils and soil nutrition, 
bioregionalism, and much more. The eco-
nomic dimension from Gaia Education Global 
Curriculum will be included. 
 Instructors: Cynthia & Stuart Rabinowitz, 
  Mark Krawczyk, Giovanni 
  Ciarlo, Andrew Faust. 
 Cost:  $1,200
 Contact: Cynthia Rabinowitz
  cynthia@hgconnsoil.com
  203-266-5595
  www.hgconnsoil.com

Teacher Training Course
New England
 Dates: August 18-24
 Location: Dorchester, NH
 Description: Professional, seasoned permaculture educators will guide the effort through 
multi-day sessions, resulting in a cumulative experience of participants teaching at the August 
23rd D’Acres Pc Gathering. The Permaculture Teacher Training blends the broad experience 
of PDC graduates with permaculture teachers’ detailed knowledge of classroom fundamentals, 
strategies, and precautions, to get you up and out there…bringing more permaculture education 
to our communities, building the opportunity for a strengthened resilience in the face of disrup-
tive and unknown change.
 Instructors: Lauren Chase-Rowell, Josh Trought, Steve Whitman  
                Cost: $1,100
 Contact: Steve Whitman
  603-381-1798, steve@low-energy-future.com, www.dacres.org 

Permaculture Design Course
Midwest
 Dates: Oct. 24-26; Nov. 7-9; 
  Jan. 30-Feb. 1; 27-Mar. 1;
  Mar. 27-29
 Location: Bloomington, IN 
 Description: Immerse yourself in whole 
systems thinking with a dynamic, experienced 
teaching team who engage your ability to 
design and create resilient systems. Use the 
winter to study permaculture and come into 
the spring ready to put your understanding on 
the ground.  The core curriculum is covered 
in-depth and a range of complementary top-
ics are included from nature awareness to 
invisible systems. Five weekends spread over 
six months run Friday evening to Sunday 
afternoon. Course provides Saturday lunches. 
Field trips to developing sites, supportive 
integration between sessions, and hands-on 
projects are integral to this course. This course 
is taught with an eye to strengthening ties and 
developing permanent culture between com-
munities throughout this region.  
 Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson,  
  Rhonda Baird, and guests
 Cost: $945 if pd by 9/1, $1,095  
  after; includes tuition and Sat.  
  lunches;  assistance finding
   lodging avail.
 Contact: Rhonda Baird
  shelteringhills@gmail.com
  www.shelteringhills.net

Permaculture Design Courses
Ohio Valley
 Dates: Oct. 17-19; Nov. 21-23; 
  Dec. 5-7; Feb. 20-22; Mar. 6-8
 Location: Louisville, KY
 Description: Louisville is calling your 
name! This course, designed to found a 
strong permaculture guild in the Louisville 
area, practices what it preaches. Deepen your 
knowledge of permaculture design with this 
capable teaching team while engaging in dis-
cussion, hands-on projects, design work, team 
projects, and the opportunity to be mentored 
in your permaculture practice afterward. The 
course covers core permaculture design curri-
cula as well as being tailored to organizing and 
creating opportunities for people to engage in 
permaculture design in their communities. 
 This course will take place primarily in 
Louisville’s West End with field trips to urban, 
suburban, and rural sites in the vicinity. Proj-
ects will also center on the Louisville area. 
 Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson,  
  Rhonda Baird, and guests
 Contact: Teddie Mower-Phillipson
  teddie.mower@gmail.com

Permaculture Design Course
Southeast
 Dates: August 14-27
 Location: Hot Springs, NC
 Description: Join us for this 13-day 
course where you will be immersed in learn-
ing tools, guiding principles, and strategies to 
create lush and abundant landscapes, reduce 
your energy use, and create more stability and 
security for you and your loved ones. Located 
in the beautiful mountains of western NC, an 
organic farm will host you during your learn-
ing retreat. Plenty of time for lively discus-
sions, field trips, evenings around the bonfire, 
music, and fun. Farm fresh meals included for 
omnivore, vegetarian, and gluten-free diets.
 Instructors: Cliff Davis, Jennifer Albanese,  
  Jessie Smith, guest instructors
 Cost:  $1,575 until 7/1, $1,675 after.
 Contact: spiralridgepermaculture.com
                   info@spiralridgepermaculture.com 

Permaculture Design Course
Southeast
 Dates: September 27-March 29,  
  2015; seven weekends
 Location: Clearwater, FL
 Description: Permaculture design offers 
regenerative techniques, tools and design prin-
ciples to enable you to live abundantly while 
caring for the environment and the people 
around you. By cooperating with nature and 
her energies, we are able to design human sys-
tems, from backyards to neighborhoods, farms 
or even cities to be more abundant, more long 
lasting, more ethical, healthier for all life in 
the system, and more enjoyable. It is a cutting 
edge approach to living that helps both people 
and the environment.
 Instructors: Koreen Brennan and guests.
 Contact: Cathy, 
  727-495-6145
  cathy@growpermaculture.com
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I,1 July ‘85 Permaculture in Oz I,2 Nov.  ‘85 Fruit & Nut Trees
II,1 Feb. ‘86 Garden Design II,2 May ‘86 IPC-2 & Pc Courses
II,3 Aug. ‘86 2nd Int’l Pc Conference 
II,4 Nov. ‘86 Fukuoka, Keyline, Genetic Conservation, City Farms, Oceanic Pc
III,1 Feb. ‘87 Networking, Natural Farm’g, D-Q Univ., Children’s Permaculture
III,2 May ‘87 Wild Land Restoration III,3 Aug. ‘87 Annual Planting Cycle
III,4 Nov. ‘87 Trees for Life IV,1 Feb. ‘88 Marketing Pc Products
IV,2 May. ‘88 Urban-Rural Links, Economics & Community Development
IV,3 Aug. ‘88 Social Forestry, Gabions, Jap. Org. Ag., Producer/Consum. Coops
IV,4 Nov. ‘88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Dominican Repb., Runoff Gdns
V,1 Feb. ‘89 Permaculture: A Designers Manual, Tree Bank, Water in Pc
V,2 May. ‘89 Plant Guilds, Roof Gardens, Small Livestock
V,3 Aug. ‘89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardens
V,4 Nov. ‘89 Earthworks & Water Conservation: Small Dams, Ponds, Keyline
VI,1 Feb. ‘90 Household Greywater Systems, Soil Imprinting  ($5 each to here)
VI,2 May. ‘90 Insectary Plants, more Greywater, Land Use for people “     
VI,3 Aug. ‘90 Water: Forests & Atmosphere, Catchment, Pond Design
VI,4*Nov. ‘90 Urban Permaculture: EcoCity Conf., Soil Detox, Suburbs & Pc
#23 May ‘91 Politics of Diversity, Greenhouse Market Gdn, Pc in Nepal
#24 Oct. ‘91 Creativity in Design: Case Studies, Index to Issues #1-23   $5
#25 Dec. ‘91 Design for Community: CSAs Restoring Forests, Garden Ecology
#26*May ‘92 Soil: Our Past, Our Future, Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops
#27*Aug ‘92 Integrating Pc: Deconstructing Utopia, Grassroots Organizing, 
   Garden Polyculture, Pattern Learning, Living Fences
#28*Feb. ‘93 Structures: Comm’ty Dsgn, LETS, Industry, Strawbale/Timber-framing
#29/30* Jul. ‘93 Networks: Media Revw, Rural Reconstructn, Leaf Concentrate, Comm’ty 
   Food, Palestine Pc, Do-Nothing Educ, Feng Shui, Pc Academy
#31*May ‘94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc, Mushrm Cultvn, Robt.Hart’s F.G., Spp for 
   No. Cal., Alders, Agroforestry: Belize & China, Honeylocust, N-fixers
#32*Apr. ‘95 Animals & Aquaculture: Animal Polyculture, Sm-scale Cattle, 
   Goat Dairy, Keyline, Feral chickens, Bee Plants, Constructed Wetlands
#33 Dec. ‘95 Cities & Their Regions: Green Cities, L.A. Ecovillage, MAGIC Gdns,
   CoHousing, Micro-Enterprise Lending, Suburban Conversion  $5
#34 June ‘96 Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculture, Medicinals, Pest Control, Root 
   Crops, Oaks, R. Hart’s F.G., Russian Plants, Regl. Plants, Sources $5
#35 Nov. ‘96 Village Design: Pattern Language, Consensus Democracy, Conflict, 
   Historic & New Villages, Planning for Tribe, Village Economics $5
#36*Mar. ‘97 Climate & Microclimate: Climate Change, Windbreaks, Low-Tech Sun
   Locator, Drylands, Cool Slopes, Straw-Clay Bldg. Round Beehive, Water Catch.
#37 Sept. ‘97 Tools & Appropriate Technology: Dowsing, Workbikes, Scythes,
   Japanese Saws, Nursery, Ferrocement, Greywater, A-frame & 
   Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump, Solar Toilet, Log Yoke, Cookstoves
#38*Feb. ‘98 Economic Transformation: Speculation, No Middle Class, Coops
   WWOOF, Global Warm’g, Hol. Fin. Plan’g. Land Use, Adopt-a-Hive
#39 Jul. ‘98 Knowledge, Pattern & Design: Pc Way of Seeing, Native Consvn
   Sand Dunes, Language-Worldview-Gender, Patterning Process,
   Land-Use Planning, Teaching Pc, Vietnam, Holmgren on Pc
#40*Dec. ‘98 New Forestry: Regl. Devl., Horselogging, Menominee Reservatn,
   Forest Investing, Restoratn, Old Growth, Homestead Tenure, Forest 
   Soils, Forest Farmg, Woody Agric., Rainforests, Windbreaks, Coppice
#41*May ‘99 Natural Building: Oregon Cob, Cordwood, Bamboo, Thatch, Ethics,
   High Winds, Origins of Conflict, Greenhouses, Ponds, Adobe, Road
   Bldg, MicroHydro, Living Bldgs., Under $20K Houses, Dreams

#42 Dec. ‘99 Self-Reliance & Community Cooperation: Co-Intelligence & Self-
   Orgn., Archetype Dsgn, Sovereignty, Samoa, Mondragon, Natural
   Hous’g, Comm. Gdns., Zone 0, Solar Electric Tractor, Beekeeping
#43*June ‘00 Food & Fiber: Hunger, Ferments, Seasonl Salad, Heirlooms, Fencing
   Self-Fertile Gdns, Rice Revoltn, Cold-Climate Food, Edible Insects,
   Chilies, Food Origins, Garlic, Ethnobotany, Wild Food, Bamboo, Hemp
#44 Nov. ‘00 Earthworks & Energy: Spreader Drain, Horse Swales, Earth Dams, 
   Machinery, Carpet-lined Ponds, Constr. Wetlands, Biogas, Windmills
#45 Mar. ‘01 Medicine & Health: World & Self, Healthy Home, Designing Care,
   Ayurveda, Agents of Decay, Comn. Health Centres, Women Trad. Med.
   4th World Apothecary, Healing Weeds, Medicnl Crops, Hawaiian Bot’ls
#46 July ‘01 Good Work & Right Livelihood: Pc Golf Course, Downsize Cost of 
   Living, New Forest Economy, Energy Currency, Buddhist Mktg, End 
   Wage Slavery, What’s Surplus?, Urban Community, Enterprise Facil’n
#47 June ‘02 Watersheds: Water4Sale, Basins o’Relations, Watershed Devl, Gabions, 
   Urban Runoff, Beavers, Skywater Ctr, Consvn. Investmt, Peat Bogs, Rabbits
#48*Sept ‘02 Making Changes: Co-Intelligent Activism, Webs of Power, Urban
   Food, How to Change, Teaching for Change, Global Transform’n, 
   City Repair, Escaping Job Trap, Argentine Recovery, Costa Rica Pc
#49 Dec. ‘02 Where is Permaculture? Land-Rent Reform, 10 N. Amer. Sites, Cuba Ag, 
   Rainbow Vall. NZ, Cacti/Succulents, Animal Self-Meds, Challenge2Pc
#50 May ‘03 Ecosystems: Holmgren on Pc Mvmt, Hazelip & Syng. Ag, Chestnuts/
   Pigeons, Oak Savannas, Root Crop Polycultures, Alders, Fungal Ecosys.
   Humans & Wilderness, Indoor Ecosystems, Humid Tropics
#51 Jan ‘04 Trad’l. Knowledge & Regeneration: Cataclysm & Collective 
   Memory, Genome Wisdom, Waru Waru, Biosculpture, 
   Inuit Medicine, Fermented Stimulants
#52 May ‘04 Aquaculture: EcoAquac, Fish4Health, Dowsing, Pond Design, 
   Greywater Biotreatment, N. Amer. Polyculture, Manage for 
   Native Spp, Integrated Village Fisheries, Vietnam
#53 Aug. ‘04 Education: Lifelong Learning, Edge-ucation, Albany Free Schl, 
   Indigenous Ed. & Ecology, Ecocentric Pedagogy, School Gardens
   & Dances, Ecology of Learning, Brain Gym
#54 Nov. ‘04 Fire & Catastrophe: Design Beyond Disaster, New Opportunities,
   Globalizatn, Invasion Biology, Street Orchards, Community Food
   Security, Floodwaters Rising, Disrupted Climates
#55 Feb. ‘05 Learning from Our Mistakes: Petrol Dependcy, Village Design, 
   Australian Lessons, RTFM!, Trial&Error, Forestry Experiments, 
   Owner-Bldr, 10 Mistaken Ideas in Pc
#56 May ‘05 Tree Crops & Guilds: Pine Nuts, Tree Vege, Acorns, American 
   Chestnut, Honeylocust Silvopasture, Broadscale Agroforestry, 
   Bamboo, Willow, Social Forestry
#57 Aug. ‘05 20th Anniv.: Challenges & Changes, USA Pc, Hawai’i Retrospect, Perma-
   tecture, Pc’s Soft Edge, Gaia U, PINC, Oil Depl, IPC-7, Retrofit Suburbs
#58 Nov. ‘05 Urban Pc: Urban/Rural Futures, City Zones & Sectors, Growing 
   Food, Detroit Visionaries, Rebldg. New Orleans & Everywhere,
   Transforming a Military Base, Workers Co-op, Energy Descent.
#59 Feb. ‘06 Peak Oil: Eco-Collapse & Trauma, Thom Hartmann, Pathways  
   for Energy Descent, How Cuba Survived, Oil & Food, Biofuels, 
   Algae for Fuel, Relocalize
#60 May ‘06 Land Use Past & Present: Sust.Ag an Oxymoron?, Negev 
   Bedouin, East. Woodlands AgroForestry, Pc Heals in India, 
   Arocsanti, Pop. Growth/Land Hunger, Mexican Reforestation

Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist

for Library Service
Please contact our agents:

Swets Blackwell
 +31-252-435111, 800-645-6595
EBSCO Subscription Services
 205-991-1124
W.T. Cox Subscriptions, Inc.
 919-735-1001
Otto Harrassowitz
 +49-611-530-0
Basch Subscriptions, Inc.
 603-229-0662

Permaculture Teacher Training
SE Michigan
 Dates: November 10-14
 Location: Ann Arbor, MI
 Description: Develop teaching skills with hands-on exercises that build confidence and ease at 
this residential certificate course. Instructors with half a century of collective teaching experience 
will offer classroom opportunities and personal support to stretch your capacities. An optional 
mentorship program is available after the course. Tuition includes meals and lodging. Permacul-
ture design certificate is a prerequisite. 
 Instructors: Peter Bane, Sandy Cruz, and guests
 Cost:  $800 if paid in full by Oct. 1; $900 after. Monthly pre-payment plan available.
 Contact: Peter Bane for an application.
  812-335-0383, peter@permacultureactivist.net, www.permacultureactivist.net
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#61 Aug. ‘06 Unseen Kin-doms: Observation as Design Tool, Soil Food Web,  
   Bees, Mycelial Internet, D-I-Y Mycorrhizal Inoculum, Cover Crops  
   as Bee Forage, Earth Energies, Local Currencies, Dead Zones
#62 Nov. ‘06 Art of Permaculture: Painting, Writing & Pc, Ecoartists, Art,  
   Activism & Cmty, Street Theatre, Art & Bioremediation, Living   
   Willow, Body as Zone 0, Art of the Found, Water Magic
#63 Feb. ‘07 Building & Technology: How to Dwell? Natural Bldg & the   
   Law, Bldg Code, Strawbale in China, Cob in Armenia, Integrated  
   Solar Heating, Cooking, Pumping, Nation-Scale Pc in Brazil
#64 May ‘07 Waste = Food: Throwaway Econ, Strategy of Salvage, Peak Soil,
   Pigs & Waste Mgmt, Bikes, Soil & Garbage, Farm as Organism, 
   Opportunistic Plants? Simple Biodigester, Vermiculture
#65 Aug. ‘07 Climate Change: Shrinking Seas, Forests’ Role in Climate,   
   Urban Forests, Making Trees Pay, Rainwater Harvesting, Indoor  
   Gardens, Water Filtration, De-Stabilizing Climate
#66 Nov. ‘07 Animals in Design: Jumbo Shrimp, Pawpaw Patch, Alpaca, Insects  
   as Food, Integrated NH Farm, Pastured Poultry & Rabbits, Urban Live-
   stock, Predator Restorat’n, Bees, Complementary Animals, Agrichar
#67 Feb. ‘08 Kids in Pc: School as Ecosystem, Pc Education, Gardening Kids, 
   Pc to H.S. Students, Tlaxcalan Kids Make Seedballs, Fostering 
   Research Skills, Bottled Water Boycotts, Feeding 8 Billion.
#68 May ‘08 Plants on the Move: Rethinking Non-Natives, Forest Migration, 
   Black Walnuts, Saving Seed Savers, Grow a Community Gdn, 
   N’hood Greening, Healthy Honeybees, Biofuels & Food Prices
#69 Aug. ‘08 Permaculture at Home: Hawai’ian Cmty, London Forest Gdn, 
   Suburban Renaissance, Calif. Campus, Phila. Orchards, Drinking 
   Roofwater, Floating Island Bioremed., Bike Transport, Miss. Pc
#70 Nov. ‘08 Ethics at Work: BAU is the Enemy, 13 Princ. of People Care, Pc  
   in Business, Ecovillages, White Man in India, Uganda Boarding   
   School, No Waste, Qual. Control, City Farming w/Runoff, Amaranth
#71 Feb. ‘09 Earthworks: Hopewell Mound Water Mgmt, Belize, Keyline, Road & Dam 
   Bldg., NW AgroFor, Pc&Landscape Arch, Earthbag Bldg, Low-Watt Fridge
#72 May ‘09 The View from Abroad: War, Oil & Snails in Nigeria, Green Tech 
   Future, Ethiopian Water Mgmt., Shrinking Forests, Food Exploration 
   in Caucasus, Maya Agroforestry/Biochar, Pc to Trinidad, 
#73 Aug. ‘09 Bioregionalism: New Paradigm, Rocky Mtn. Wildlands, Wild 
   Elephants, Organizing Houston, Heirloom Seeds, L.A. Gdns, Reclaim. 
   Commons, Transition Hohenwald, Tenn., BioCongress Saga
#74 Nov. ‘09  Energy Descent: In the Home, Transition Communities, Pc in 
   Mexico, Biochar, US Consumption Dropping, EcoTechnic Future, 
   No More Throwaway Economy, Making Fuel Alcohol
#75  Feb. ‘10   Local Food: A City & Regl. Food System, Working Family on   
   5Ac, CSAs & Wild Foraging, City Backyard Gdng., Food Bank   
                  Gdns & Orchards, Salt Collecting, Regional Staples, City Grains.

#76 May ‘10  Soil Fertility: Permaculture Way of Soil, Biochar, Sheet Mulch, 
   Hawai’ian Soil Farming w/ Worms, Demystifying Humanure,   
   Urine Fertilizer, Crop Rotations, Mushrooms Build Soil
#77 Aug. ‘10  Eco-Nomics: Measuring Many Forms of Capital & Quality of   
   Life, Bob Swann & Invisible Structures, Bioshelter Market Gdn,  
   Green Collar Economy, Pc & Finance, Pc Inst., Cert. & Diplomas
#78 Nov. ‘10  Water Wise: Restoration Engineering, Watershed Relations, 
   Colorado Runoff Gdns, Cisterns in Saudi Arabia, Energy Use &   
   H2O, Trad’l. Mexican Catchment, Rooftop Garden, Home Water 
#79 Feb. ‘11  The Urban Frontier: Indoor Denver Farm, Rooftop Food, Home 
   town Returns, Urban Ecovillage, City Bees, Urban Pc Projects,   
   Start Pc Farming: Mark Shephard, Index to issues #24-40.
#80 May ‘11  Designing for Disaster: Collapse Mitigation, Global Storming,   
   Responding to Major Events, Stabilizing the Climate, Self-Care,  
   Ensuring Food Supplies, Living Through Drought
#81 Aug. ‘11  Hidden Connections in the Garden: Neighborhood Gdn, Urban  
   Ag on Empty Lots, Food=Land Access, Indigenous Practices,   
   Seeds, Deep Raised Beds, Greenhouses, Urban Wild Edibles
#82 Nov. ‘11  Growing Staple Crops: Broadscale Farming, Local Grain &   
   Mkts, Non-Tillage Beans/Corn, Pigs and Potatoes, Rice in Vt.  
   Perennial Staples - Pt. 1, Garden Farming, Acorns & Chestnuts. 
#83 Feb. ‘12  The Economy of Wood: Polewood, A Northwoods Economy,   
   Basketmaker’s Landscape, Ligurian Alnoculture, Wood as Fuel,   
   Clearing Woodland, Black Locust, Perennial Staples - Pt. 2
#84 May ‘12  Home and Hearth: Domestic Permaculture, Natural Building,   
   Roundhouses, Hearthfire, Retrofits, Home Economy, 
   Homeschooling, Drylands Pc, Nova Scotia Homestead
#85 Aug. ‘12  There Goes the Neighborhood: So. American Neighborhood Pro-
   jects, N’hood Pattern Language, Community Solar, Food Security, 
   SENS House, Moving Groups, Fracking & Common Rights
#86 Nov. ‘12  Health and Nutrition: Naturopathy Centre, Seasonal Eating, Plant  
   Medicine, Mushrooms & Vit. D, Herbal First Aid, Campus 
   Forest Gdns, Beer, Growing Wise Children, Fenugreek
#87 Feb. ‘13  Weeds to the Rescue: Managing Weedy Spp, Favorite Weeds, 
   Wisdom of Weeds, Paulownia, Grafting onto Weedy Trees, Poly-
   cultures, Burdock, Reputation of Weeds, Gen. Index to PcA #41-58.
#88 May ‘13  Earth Skills & Nature Connection: Mentoring, Cultural Repair,  
   Connecting Youth to Nature & Self, Living with Wild Animals,   
   Observation Skills & Design, Oyster-tecture, Personal Forest. 
#89 Aug. ‘13  Practicing Democracy: Slow Democracy, Seed Libraries, Rhode  
   Island Prosperity, Lessons from the Iroquois, Community Gardens,
   Entrepreneurship, Social Pc, Pastoralism, Sweet Cicely
#90 Nov. ‘13  Appropriate Technology: Technology & Culture, Zone 4 Tools,   
   Rocket Mass Htrs, Solar Pump, Solar Food Dryers, Social Sharing 
   Software, Oil Presses, Woody Ag Trials, Scythes, PV Dbl. Cropping
#91 Feb. ‘14  Seeds: Arizona Seed-Sheds, Seed Saving Primer, Leucaena, 
   Volunteer Plants in the Garden, Seeds of Cheese, Seed Banks,  
   GMOs in Uganda, General Index to Issues #59-74.  
#92 May ‘14  Stacking Functions: 55 Uses of Biochar; Commty Gdn.;   
   Linguistic Pc of Oak; Nature, Culture, Self; Fodder Banking
   Central America;  Rule of Three; Colorado Flooding; Convergence
   Species Index to Issues #41-74.

Back Issue Prices & Ordering
$6 each ppd* • US addr. 20% discount on 5+ • Complete Set $450^^
Permaculture Activist • PO Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 USA

*except: Vol. I,1-VI,2, #24 & #33-35 -$5 each; VI,4, #26-32, 36, 41 & 
48 -$9 ea; #38, 40, 43 - $12 each. ^^Canada/Mex. +$70, Overseas +$100

Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist (continued)

Send Event and Calendar 
Listings for Issue #94 

(November 2014)
Seasonal Cycles 

of Work
by the September 1st

 deadline to:  
pcaeditor@comcast.net

Permaculture Design Course
Indiana
 Dates: May 24-June 4, 2015
 Location: near Lafayette, IN
 Description: Explore permaculture design by day, float the creek in the evenings with your 
fellow students. This permaculture design course includes and expands upon the traditional 
curriculum including working with soil, water, forests, buildings, energy, economics, and much 
more. Engage your study of permaculture with an experienced teaching team sharing their own 
experiences with villages, community organization, farming, nature connection, homestead life, 
and more. This course is available for university credit. 
 Instructors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson, Rhonda Baird and guests
 Contact: Rhonda Baird
  812-323-1058, shelteringhills@gmail.com, www.shelteringhills.net
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A Return to Healthy Cheese

Hi, 
 I just subscribed to Permaculture Activist. 
I wanted to tell you why. In the past I picked it 
up at the local  Food Coops. The Seeds issue 
changed that. I was so impressed with David 
Asher Rotzstain's article on “Saving the Seeds 
of Cheese” that it made me want to subscribe. 
Thank you for having such a leading edge 
article in the Activist.
 I have been sadly watching the state of 

recently returned from a Cuba trip to find 
PcActivist #91 waiting for me.
 While I was delighted to see coverage of 
IPC-11 in Havana, which I did not attend, I’m 
also concerned by what may be a significant 
error in Albert Bates’ reporting. I’m concerned 
that a possible factual misstatement will lead 
many readers to a fundamentally negative 
conclusion about the results of Cuba’s 
agroecology, the effectiveness of permaculture 
methods when employed at societal scale, and 
the efficacy of Cuban society. 
 I’m aware of Bates’ many contributions 
to Permaculture Activist, and do not intend to 
question his body of work or intentions—but 
please check this, and if warranted, please 
print a corrective note. 
 Highlighted from within his piece is 
“At present, despite phenomenal success in 
urban agriculture, 70% of Cuba’s food is 
imported…” While I can’t independently 
verify this assertion, it seems questionable  
   continued on the next page

August 3-9. Cottage Grove, OR. Advanced 
Permaculture Course in Teaching. www.
cascadiapermaculture.org.
August 6-9. Portland, OR. North American 
Fruit Explorers (NAFEX) Annual Meeting.  
nafexmember@gmail.com.
August 10-23. Basalt, CO. Permaculture 
Design Course. Central Rocky Mountain 
Permaculture Institute. Jerome@CRMPI.org 
or 970-927-4158.
August 11-15. Cottage Grove, OR. Ad-
vanced Design Intensive. www.cascadiaper-
maculture.org.
August 13. On-line orientation for Diploma 
and Degree Candidates now offered in 
Spanish. Gaia University Latina. javiera@
gaiaulatina.org. www.gaiaulatina.org.
August 14-17. Boulder, CO. Boulder Village 
Building Design Course. http://www.place-
craft.org/course-details2.html
August 14-27. Hot Springs, NC. Permacul-
ture Design Course. info@spiralridgeper-
maculture.org, spiralridgepermaculture.org.
August 18-24. Dorchester, NH. Teacher 
Training. Steve Whitman, 603-381-1798, 
steve@low-energy-future.com, dacres.org.
August 22-31. Mad River Valley, VT. Per-
maculture Design Course. Whole Systems 
Design. www.wholesystemsdesign.com.
August 23. Dorchester, NH. Permaculture 
Convergence.  www.dacres.org.
August 29-31. Clarks Grove, MN. North 
American Permaculture Convergence. 
www.northamericanpermaculture.org
September 2014-May 2015, one weekend/

Calendar

LETTERBOX

month. Bloomington, IN. Permaculture & 
Nature Connection Course through the Sea-
sons. Rhonda Baird. 812-320-9136. shelterin-
ghills@gmail.com, www.shelteringhills.net.
September 2-8. Minneapolis, MN.  Per-
maculture Teacher Course. www.cascadia-
permaculture.org.
Sept. 6-7, 27-28; Oct. 18-19; Nov. 8-9, 22. 
Phoenix, AZ. Permaculture Design Course. 
Don Titmus, fdpc@4dirs.com.  http://4dirs.
com/fdpc/pc_PDC.htm
September 18th. On-line. Gaia Univer-
sity. Orientation for Diploma and Degree 
Candidates. info@gaiauniversity.org. www.
gaiauniversity.org.
September 18th. Gaia University: Accred-
ited Programs in Integrative Ecosocial Design 
begin BSc and MSc and Diplomas. info@
gaiauniversity.org. www.gaiauniversity.org.
September 18-24. Monroe, WA. West Coast 
Women’s Permaculture Gathering. http://
westcoastwomenspc.weebly.com/ 
September 26-28. Quail Springs, CA. In-
troduction to Permaculture. Lindsay Allen, 
lindsay@quailsprings.org, 805-886-7239. 
www.quailsprings.org
September 27-March 29, 2015. Clearwater, 
FL. Permaculture Design Course. Cathy, 
727-495-6145, cathy@growpermaculture.com
September 28-October 18. Cottage 
Grove, OR. Permaculture Design Course, 
Aprovecho, 541-942-8198, abelkloster@
aprovecho.net, www.aprovecho.net.
October 2014-September 2015. Bolinas, CA. 
Four Season Permaculture Design Course.  
regenerativedesign.org
October 2014:  Gaia U. Latina: Accredited 
Programs in Integrative Ecosocial Design en 
Español begin. BSc and MSc and Diplomas

info@gaiaulatina.org. www.gaiaulatina.org
October 11-12. Basalt, CO. Greenhouse 
Workshop. Central Rocky Mountain Per-
maculture Institute. Jerome@CRMPI.org or 
970-927-4158.
October 17-20  Summertown, TN
Land Restoration Training. www.spiral-
ridgepermaculture.com, info@spiralridgeper-
maculture.com.
November 2014-October 2015. Santa Cruz, 
CA. Four Season Permaculture Design 
Course.  www.regenerativedesign.org
November 4-9, Little Applegate, OR. Opti-
cal Surveying for Earthworks and Water, 
Advanced Permaculture Course.  541-482-
7909.  www.siskiyoupermaculture.com.
November 9-13. Ann Arbor, MI. Permacul-
ture Teacher Training. Peter Bane, 812-335-
0383, peter@permacultureactivist.net. www.
permacultureactivist.net.
December 4-16. Dexter, OR. Permaculture 
Design Course. programs@lostvalley.org, and 
phone number 541-937-3351 x202.
January 4-18, 2015, Cazadero, CA. Earth 
Activist Training. earthactivisttraining@
gmail.com
February 2015:  Gaia University: Accred-
ited Programs in Integrative Ecosocial Design 
begin. BSc and MSc and Diplomas info@
gaiauniversity.org. www.gaiauniversity.org.
February 2-7. Little Applegate, OR. Social 
Forestry Advaned Design Course. Siskiyou 
Permaculture, 541-482-7909, siskiyouper-
maculture.com                    
April 2015. Midwest Women’s Permacul-
ture Gathering. Rhonda Baird, sheltering-
hills@gmail.com.
May 24-June 9. Lafayette, IN. Permacul-
ture Design Course. Rhonda Baird, shelterin-
ghills@gmail.com. 

cheese in the USA. When I worked for a year 
with  Jeffrey Smith of the Institute of Respon-
sible Technology, he  turned me onto the fact 
that Genetically Engineered enzymes were 
being used instead of rennet, even in organic 
cheeses. I did research on the GE enzymes and 
was really disgusted by the laboratory process. 
 Locally made “artisan cheeses” no longer 
have real rennet, but now have vegetarian 
enzymes, microbial enzymes, and other GMO 
foolishness. 
 We have kefir grains. So I really want 
to thank you so much for the article. I feel I 
can have cheese in my life again, if I make it 
myself.

Sincerely,
Cathe' Fish

Controversy over Cuban Food Supply

Hello all,
 I am a [fairly] long-term subscriber, who 
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given other reports and my own impressions 
formed during conversations and briefings 
while in Cuba.
 As an independent reference point, please 
see this privately published report from 
another person who was in Cuba attending 
the same conference: (speaking of the Special 
Period following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union) “Cuba has largely recovered from 
those harsh times; it now only needs to import 
16% of its food, whereas in the Soviet heyday 
it imported 70%” (Hal Brill & Allison Elliott, 
“Cuba: The Island that Commercialism 
Forgot,” http://naturalinvesting.com/images/
Documents/NINewswinter2014.pdf).
 I do not have an address for Albert Bates, 
or I would attempt to contact him directly to 
clarify this.
 Thank you for your continuing efforts.

John Lee
Whidbey Island, WA

Albert Bates responds:
 The source for my report was Jesus, our 
tour guide, and I have no reason to doubt his 
numbers. I checked my notes and this is what 
he said. Jesus’ point was more about one-way 
ag imports from the US, but the larger context 
was increasing dependency that receded (to 
16%) in the Special Period but has returned in 
recent years.
 John Lee and I may both be correct. The 
authors [he cites] may have been on the same 
bus tour I was. Brill doesn’t give his sources 
but could be quoting a source that speaks of 
the 1990-95 period. In ‘95, 16% makes sense, 
especially with the phenomenal conversion 
to urban agriculture. Twenty years later, 70% 
makes sense, given the shift to tourism and 
resorts as government policy, the increase 
of hotels and restaurants, and some declines 
in food production due to hurricanes and 
droughts.
 A quick web search clarifies the picture. 
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture_
in_Cuba: “Cuba now imports about 80% of 
the food it rations to the public [CNN, April 
17, 2008]. The rationing program accounts for 
about a third of the food energy the average 
Cuban consumes [Washington Post, July 2, 
2007]. Overall, however, Cuba is dependent 
on imports for only 16% of its food [http://
monthlyreview.org/2012/01/01/the-paradox-
of-cuban-agriculture, January 2012].”
 That last citation is a more rigorous 2012 
study: “Dependency rose in the 2000s as 
imports from the United States grew, and 
hurricanes devastated [Cuba’s] agriculture. 
After being hit by three especially destructive 
hurricanes in 2008, Cuba satisfied national 
needs by importing 55% of its total food, 
equivalent to approximately $2.8 billion. 

However, as the world food crisis drives prices 
higher, the government has reemphasized food 
self-sufficiency. Regardless of whether food 
has been imported or produced within the 
country, it is important to recognize that Cuba 
has been generally able to feed its people 
adequately. According to the UN’s Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), Cuba’s 
average daily per capita dietary energy supply 
in 2007 (the latest year for which statistics are 
available) was over 3,200 kcal, the highest of 
all Latin American and Caribbean nations.”
 So the nuanced answer is that while basic 
staples rationed to the entire population (1/3 
of per capita calories) are comprised of 50-
70% foreign imports (more in bad hurricane 
years, less in others), the food consumed by 
discretionary purchase (2/3 of calories and 
much of that consumed by the hospitality 
industry) is 84% local.
 The mixed news is that the Monthly 
Review also reports: “Havana will produce 
some 100,000 L of the herbicide glyphosate 
in 2011,” and “Cuba has invested millions in 
biotechnological research and development 
for agriculture through its Center for Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology” which is to 
say, GMOs. While Brill’s piece extols Cuba’s 
shift to organic agriculture in the Special 
Period, the direction today is exactly the 
opposite.
 I have made a proposal to the Antonio 
Nuñez Jimenez Foundation to conduct a 
series of biochar stove camps across Cuba. 
Carbon farming is actually tailor-made for 
tropical island soils. It might even cut into 
agrochemical dependency. Stay tuned.

Albert Bates

John Lee responds:
 I will try to incorporate the range of 
estimates Albert presents in any talks or 
discussions on Cuba that I’m part of, and 
I appreciated the Monthly Review article 
included in the citations.  
 If an opportune moment arises, you might 
also ask him about “A good urban garden 
makes $1,000 per month for a family, after 
feeding themselves”—$1,000, whether in 
dollars, Cuban pesos, or convertible CUC 
currency, is rather a lot in Cuba. If you had 
enough strawberries, say, to sell to high-end 
hotels, I’m sure it could be done. But I just 
don’t know how common that arrangement 
could be. I understand that growers with 
access to private land close to city centers are 
allowed to sell 100% of their produce, rather 
than supply a large percentage of their crop 
to regulated markets. Perhaps there are more 
people than I realized who are cultivating 
sizable private plots.
 I’ve been to Cuba only once, and my 

opportunities to explore these questions were 
limited. There is a great deal about Cuba’s 
food system that I do not know.

John Lee

Albert Bates Responds:
 The $1,000/mo. number comes from 
that gentleman shown in the photo on page 
40 of PCA#91. It refers to dollars or CUC, 
which are equivalent. And yes, it is rather 
a lot in Cuba. Given the size of his garden 
(20’x120’), it is remarkable. By his estimate, 
he is getting $120 from every 24 sf every year, 
or $5 per sf, which seems entirely plausible, 
even subtracting marketing time, etc. One 
square foot might produce a dozen carrots or 
four bunches of savory herbs in 4-5 weeks. 
Carrots sell individually for .10 to .20 CUC. 
A pineapple might bring 3 CUC. He also 
employs lots of vertical space (papaya) and 
water features.
 This is not private land. It is “waste” 
land at the end of the street where there is a 
deep ravine full of garbage. People reclaimed 
plastic garbage and old tires to make container 
beds.

Albert Bates

[Editor: Further exchanges failed to clarify 
how much of Cuba’s food is currently 
imported. The importation of 70% of staples, 
when staples comprise 1/3 of the diet, yields 
a minimum of 23% (not 16%) of total food 
that must be imported. We feel that recent 
changes in Cuban agriculture are probably at 
the root of these discrepancies, suggesting that 
the whole story has not yet been told. Given 
that Cuba is often held as an example of the 
potential of organic farming as an instrument 
of national policy, and the success of urban 
farming, it seems important to us to get the 
facts straight. If any readers have solid, current 
data, please feel free to propose an article or to 
send a letter.] 

[Editor: John Lee also pointed out an error in 
the original article. Cuba is not the US’ fourth 
largest agricultural partner. According to the 
US State Dept., the US was Cuba’s largest 
supplier of food and agricultural products in 
2012, with exports including chicken, corn, 
and soybeans. At the same time, Cuba ranked 
43rd in US export markets (http://www.
humanrights.gov/2013/05/01/u-s-assistance-
to-cuba-promoting-human-rights-through-
humanitarian-aid/). The sentence should have 
read, “The US is Cuba’s largest agricultural 
trading partner.” We apologize for this error.]
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Organize a Local Guild
Group Subscriptions:

10 copies to one address—1 yr $99;
add $11 per copy for extras; 20th, 30th copies free.

The Permaculture Activist • PO Box 5516 
Bloomington IN 47407 USA

www.permacultureactivist.net

Classifieds
Classified Ad Rates: 50¢/word, $10.00 mini-
mum, advance payment required. Send ad 
copy and payment to:
 The Permaculture Activist
 PO Box 5516, 
    Bloomington IN 47407 USA
 pcaeditor@comcast.net
One free 20-word ad with subscription.

Land Available

12 ACRES OF FARMLAND on Pelee Island, 
Ontario in Lake Erie. 1 acre pond, 24 sugar 
maples, several nut trees, electric. Has not 
been fertilized or sprayed with insecticides 
for 8 years. Intended to develop sustainable, 
off-the-grid home but circumstances changed. 
$100,000 Canadian. (USD $90,033.31 as of 

Free Classified Ad for subscribers. A 
bonus to subscribers: one free 20-word clas-
sified ad (or $10.00 off any ad). Send your ad 
with subscription payment or use bonus later. 
Add 50¢/word over 20 words. All diction-
ary words count. Phone number is one word. 
Email and web addresses count one word per 
punctuation. Zipcode is free. Use this form 
to send in a classified ad even if you are not a 
subscriber. Write your ad here:

——————————————————
***ENTER GIFT SUBSCRIPTION HERE***

 ——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
—————————————————

Subscription
 I want to subscribe to The Permaculture Activist and work to develop 
an ecologically sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute as follows:
USA       1yr/ 4 iss/ $25, ($23 renewal)         3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $63           Gift sub with yours - $20
Canada   1 yr/ 4 iss/ $31       3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $83 Gift sub. with yours - $26
Overseas airmail    1 yr/ 4 iss/ $45        3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $125    Mexico          1 yr/ 4 iss/ $39
Activist Lifetime Subscription         $450 USA          $600 Canada             $850 Overseas

Agroforestry News:      1 yr/ 4 iss/ $31 USA/$34 Canada 2 yrs/ 8 iss/ $59/ $65
 One dollar of each Activist subscription-year goes to a Tree Tax fund for new forestry projects. 
    Send this form with your check or money order payable in US dollars to:
The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 5516, Bloomington, IN 47407 USA

___________________________________________________________________________
NAME       PHONE

___________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

___________________________________________________________________________
CITY    STATE/PROVINCE POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

www.permacultureactivist.net

Issue #93

Subscribe to — 
AGROFORESTRY NEWS

 High-quality information on temperate climate tree crops 
and forest gardening, 40 pages qtly. Vol. 22, 3 (May. 2014, 
or #87) features: Berberis vulgaris; Tree effects on soil pH; Norway 
Pollarding; Plants for Alkaline Soils plus News & Book Reviews.
$31/yr, $59/2 yrs. Use form below. All back issues available, $8 each postpaid.   
 10% discount on 5+. Shipped by air post to USA. Canada rates below.
Write us for back issue contents or see our website: www.PermacultureActivist.net.

3-11-14) Contact Frank at frbw02@aol.com 
or call: 330-506-7931 for more information. 
Opportunities like this don’t come around 
every day!

Opportunities

DRUID TRAINING—Deepen your spiritual 
connection with Nature, community, and 
self. Become an empowered Earth Steward! 
Available through home study or in person in 
Vermont. Permaculture workshops coming 

soon too. http://greenmountaindruidorder.org/

Breathe IN and Re-member, breathe OUT to-
gether, and SMILE the LOVE into our world!

Quick-Start 
Booklet Series
$7 each postage paid, $25 for all 4.

• Water in the Home Landscape
• Building Living Soil
• Beekeeping Simplified
• Wild Fermentation
Compiled by the PcActivist and chock-full of 

information from the best minds in Pc.

 Permaculture Activist 

POB 5516   Bloomington IN 
47407 USA

Ask your public library 
to subscribe — 

more than 50 already do. 
See Library Service, pg. 60.



Building Small 
Barns, Sheds 
& Shelters
Monte Burch
1983. 236 pp. 

paper. $19

Permaculture Activist • www.permacultureactivist.net
Post Office Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 USA

Raising Goats Naturally
The Complete 
guide to Milk, 
Meat & More
Deborah Ni-

emann
2013. illus. 285 

pp. paper. $25

Earth User’s Guide 
to TEaChiNG 
Permaculture

Rosemary Morrow. 
2d. ed. 2013. 

178 pp. paper. $30

Book Shipping add 10% 
USA $3.50 minimum

Canada & other countries
see center insert for details

Secrets of 
Plant Propagation

Starting your own flowers, 
vegetables, fruits, berries, 

shrubs, trees & houseplants
Lewis hill. 1985. 

168 pp. paper. $20

Free-Range 
Chicken Gardens 

by Jessi Bloom. 
2012. all color. 

 220 pp. paper.  $20

Cider
annie 
Proulx 
& Lew 

Nichols. 
2003. illus. 

219 pp. paper.  $15

The Market 
Gardener. 
Jean-Martin 

Fortier. 
2014. illus. 

221 pp. 
paper. $25

People & 
Permacul-

ture
Looby 

McNamara. 
2012. illus. 

295 pp. paper. $35

The Permaculture Orchard 
DVD. 2014. 115 min. $45.integrated Forest 

Gardening. 2014. 
Wayne Weiseman, 
Dan halsey, Bryce 
Ruddock. 320 pp. 

paper. all color illus. $45

Permaculture Magazine display ads 2014

This PDF layout is CMYK 300dpi

If you require an ad in another format i.e. tiff, please contact Tony Rollinson, tel: 01730 823 311

www.permaculture.co.uk

North American Subscriptions: Disticor Direct: dboswell@disticor.com

Available for iPad, iPhone & 
iPod Touch from the App Store

2015
Permaculture

Calendar

  with moon
 plantin

g guide

Absorb the permaculture principles into your memory 
by exposing yourself to a different one each month. 
Increase your productivity using the daily icons and 
moon phase times to plan your action in the garden.  

Made with renewable energy, botanical inks and post 
consumer recycled paper; the calendar embodies the 

ethics and reinforces the values we all share.

Available from permacultureactivist.net $16
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Advanced Course in Teacher Training
Ann Arbor, Michigan • November 9-14
$800 before Oct. 1, $900 after. To enroll, send $150 deposit
to Permaculture Activist at address above left or visit:

www.permacultureactivist.net
application and PDC required / contact Peter Bane

pcactivist@mindspring.com • 812-335-0383

There is an abundance of real wealth 
and wonder in the natural world. 

Permaculture teachers know 
and are called to connect people to it. 

answer your calling.
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